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sometimes

« literary” discourses would it take to
convert a sinful soul? How much of such

one, I have no hesitancy in saying, If
| + literary" preaching is to be of this sort,
the less we have of it the better, both for
us who preach and for the church of

plans,

we

God.

i

:

"ik

The grand end to be aimed at in the
education of the ministry is the development, the cultivation, the

WEDNESDAY,

9, 1879.

widening of the intellectual scope,

MALCOM

deepening of the spiritual power

STENTON,

of Rev. Howard Malcom, D. D. LL.D.

the

of the

The truth is to

become a part of himself.
‘ His word
was in mine heart as a burning fire shut

Sweetly on his earthly bier.
mourning offspring tread ;—

up in my bones.”

Unless ministerial ed-

ucation

purpose

has

some

very

nearly

akin to this in view, it is not’ worth what

Ah! they can not wake the ‘lead!

it costs; and if ¢ literary” preaching is

1.

that sort under

i He giveth his beloved sleep;”
And yet Wwe can not choose but weep,

which

sinners

are com-

forted, while saints are troubled and
alarmed, then let us begin a holy crusade

That ne’ef again his azure eyes

May ope’ save in the starry skies;
But our sad loss is his great gain;
No more for him is earthly pain,

against it that shall at length fill all the
land with earnest—though unlettered—
preachers of the truth!

He dwells for aye with God above,

And what of ‘‘ impulsive” preaching?
| Is that the kind that is best adapted to

In mansions of eternal love!
Ph
oe
Bh Sb dn ob

LITERARY AND IMPULSIVE.”
GEORGE

8, RICKER.

In a Conversation with one of our beloved fathers

in the ministry,

tince, the remark

was

made

olic Hospital, not in a Baptist church. If
was comparatively private and did not

we

not
that

long
provi-

| tudes, empty utterances, hortatory harangues=-whose
chief
merit is their
noisiness==do not coustitute preaching.
Our pulpits must have a message if they.
| desire a hearing. If they have nothing

dentially some of our larger - churches
- had been divided into two, because they | to say, let them be silent. If * impulsive”
were composed of diverse elements; with preaching means noise and nonsense, the

one element the prevailing sentiment was

less of it-we-have;
the better for the truth

in favor of ‘¢ literary,” while with the
other it favored ** impulsive,” preaching.
To my mind the epithets are rather suggestive, Undoubtedly, one refers to the

and for the church.
Iam persuaded, however, that we need
both *¢ literary and impulsive” preaching.
The truth is so sacred thatit should never
be expressed save in the choicest words
and noblest phrases and grandest periods;
the
earnest utterance of the

preaching of an educated, while the other
refers to that of an uneducated, ministry.

For one, I prefer ** literary” and * impulsive,” to educated and uneducated, as
clearer and more significant phrases.
It is not to be denied that some of our
pulpits aspire
to be literary, and that
some are apparently content to be only
impulsive; nor is it to be denied that a
part of the pews is greatly pleased with

truth is so effective,

that it

should never

be spoken unless it has first taken

pos-

session of the soul, and thereby given to
the preacher—unconsciously it may be—

who would have been in that case sharers
n the irregularity.

whole

only

crude

ideas

Again, if the

to see the

most

did not invite Dr.

matter.

desire

Having

courses?

Have not some of us been be-

it and that those going and returning
should do so on their own responsibility,

guiled by the notion that it is vastly im-

taking no ecclesiastical power

portant for us to preach finished discourses; while, by inference at least, it matters

and bringing none away. Thus guarded,
it seems to me that a convention could

little what ‘constitutes their substance?
Not long since, a lady,speaking in praise

of a neighboring minister, said to me,
“Heis so flowery.” = The manner and
8pirit of the remark almost led me to resolve, *¢ At least, I never will be flowery

with

them

do no harm ; and it might result in a great

deal of good.

There would be something

gained, certainly, even if it were all, in
coming together as Christian ‘brethren

and - sisters

hand.”

and ‘‘shaking
the friendly

;

good done at the smallest expense,
in the shortest possible time.

communion

irregularity

and

For one,

Eliot,

in

always wise to keep steadily at work,
preparing the soil and sowing good, seed
with liberal hand, By.and by it will be
found to have been work well done. We

o

his *¢ official

capacity” may not the same be urged in
behalf of Hyatt Smith?

1

may not live

X

The Examiner has also been to great
paing to publish extracts from a previous
article of Dr. Boyd in which he advocates
in proportion as they shall answer to the the principle of close communion. Sureclaims that India.has upon them. So let ly the Examiner need to be at no loss to
the question of holding a Free Communfind not simply a single utterance but
fon Baptist convention be discussed jm | nuperous passages in the writings and

Free

Communion , Baptist

South and North,

West and

East.

“The

most

churches,”

popular

says

the

and

fashionable
Traveller,

great ‘‘ nervous

prostration;”
ma,
)

not this plea be made in behalf of Hyatt

may

truth. The people have had time and
opportunity to see for themselves some of
the practical workings of Christianity and
to judge deliberately of its merits and

wrench to his spinal

claims,

column,

that

must

have subjected him to many subsequent
attacks of ‘“ nervous prostration?” And
when we add to this, the noble stand he

flavor

took in behalf of the Union,

Confidentially, you

eatable.’

we

Smith? For who that remembers his, tussle with the Long Island Baptist Association, can doubt that he experienced a

between

the

too, it is no time now to talk of any

years ‘¢ 1861 and 1865,” can any one hesitate to grant him full absolution
for . this
purely ‘¢ exceptional” violation of the
great princples of a great denomination?

less-

ening of the work in hand or any diminution of the force in the field. Rather

ought we to be looking forward to a still
further enlargement of the work and a
further increase of the number of workers,
either by the employment of more native

0-0--o

EXOHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.

helpers, or, in case this can not

‘Fhe conflict has but begun. The haters of
the Union, the men who lost at Appomattox, may have gained temporary success
in the House Saturday. It must, bowever, be remembered that the war for the
Union did not end with the battle of Bull
Run.— Boston Journal.
Church idlers are under the self-nursed

be

done,

by the addition of one or two men and
their wives from this country. Of course
this means the raising of more money for

the Foreign work.

We are abundantly

able to do all that is necessary, if only
all our forces can be brought into action.
None of our home interests need suffer or
be neglected. ‘Churches may be builtand
paid for, old debts may be paid, schools
n.ay be sustained, the ‘work in the South
and West pushed forward as never before, and India receive’ more generous
help than ever, if only every one will do

Messenger.

I know it

So we may hope that the work

will go steadily forward and prove to be
a permanent gain to the cause of the
world’s * conversion.
Plainly enough,

pers with feet on top of the table or mantel piece with more or less of the accessory comforts of life are not to be despised
by sensible people. Even as régards curse, ®ven as loafers in the market places
goodness, punctil fously good people are of the world are. The Lord cries out
apt to degenerate into such goody people “against both with all the voices of spirituthat it requires a pretty strong stomach to al and natural activities.——Evangelical
‘their example

faithful,

way before the power of Christian light and

and 1 have moods when we are bored by
exact deflinitions in the purest of English.
The best style is often said to consist of
such lucidity that it is not noticeable.’ An
amendment might be offered adding that
what is being said in this pure ‘style
is often unnoticeable, too. Wouldn't it

| make

diligent and

confidently expect that somebody will
follow our footsteps, gathering sheaves
for the Master's garner.
Plainly enough the facts brought to

under

of suggestion of an idea in awkward and

exaggerated words.

if we are

the truth has been. working in the hearts
ofthese people for along time. Slowly have
old prejudices and erroneous ideas given

i

the

to

mersion against sprinkling.
:
Besides, if it may be said that Dr. Boyd
lapsed at a time when he was suffering

Boston

It is a relief to find

or

Tien

‘t are those which combine the minimum
of religion with the maximum of respectaibility.”

harvest,

light in Bro, Marshall's trip. show that

"

KYTE.

the

declarations of Mr. Smith in favor of im-

* HERD'S GRASS.
KIM

see

papers

0.B. C.

BY

to

share in its gathering; other men may
enter into our labors and reap where we
have sowed, but if our work is well done,

feel that the Spirit is whispering something good and glorious for all Free Communion Baptist peoples in this home work

all

FIELDS.

that shall prosper, it is always safe and

no Rev. Dr. Boydadmits of the plea that he

One of the best things about ¢ the local
would not be right for me to proclaim to
4 option” planis, that it rolls upon each
the world that a little. wickedness is a local community its own responsibility, what he can, what she can. Brethren,
good thing, but sometimes I am terribly- necessitates agitation, starts inquiry, or- let us stretch ourselves up towards the
ganizes discussion, bringing out the entire
tempted to believe the doctrine myself.
public sentiment of all parties interested, full measure of our ability and see if God
What a curious catalogue; or rather both men and women, and bringing it to will not pour us out a blessing as we
cyclopedia, it would make to put together bear where and when it can do the most heap his altars with tithes too long withgood.— Chicago Advunce. . : .
holden. Our sisters are sure to keep
between the covers of a book, a few
When too late our Southern friends may even step with us; do what we may.
thousand receipts by as many successful
forced to confess that their race
preju- Together,
under the divine blessing,
persons, showing how to succeed ‘in life. be
dice has wrought their own ruin,an that | which is promised to us in every good
The diversity of opinions would be amus- their blind infatuation in oppressing the
ing, to say the least. And yet we can poor blacks has reacted most disastrously work, we may do for God's cause a work
that shall give to the angels in heaven
not afford to throw aside all advice. Ex- on themselves.= Baptist Weekly.
;
perience is a good possession, even if
We have made glorious advances upon: fit occasion for rejoicing.
Responsibilities are upon
wus. God
there is truth in Hawthorne’s sentiment the darkness of the past. But how rethat the most of experience comes too late + moved are the ‘conceptions and love of does not open such doors before us for
men in general, in their speech concernfor use in this world. All this by way of ing their fellows, from the laws and from nothing. He does not give such opporpreface to an opinion in a late Tribune of the spiritual teachings of our Lord Jesus _tunities for no purpose. We are to enter

a fine glow and masterful eloquence,
whereby he shall save both himself and
them that hear.
The educated minister, with a deeply
literary preaching, while another part—
probably the larger half—decidedly pre- reverential spirit,awakened and intensified
fers the impulsive style. Even with peo- by a thorough knowledge of the Word of
ple who make some pretensions to ecult- God, with a profound desire to impress New York that the chief secret of success
ure, it can not be denied that the *¢ bles- the beautiful image of truth upon plastic is unfolded in the three words—Avoid
sed tone” has great weight,
Intelligent minds, with an absorbing love for men useless collisions.
}
people care very much for the accessories that develops to the fullest a spirit of selfJ ' It is told of the late Mr. Reese, the Calof voice, manner, presence; yet they are sacrifice, unconsciously will become both
ifornia millionaire, that he was
never
more solicitous, we may presume, that ¢ literary and impulsive,” he will choose
known
to
keep
a
horse
or
carriage,
unless
the best. words and phrases and utter
the matter should be good.
We need not commiserate ourselves on them like Boanerges,~-and the Lord will one fell to him by the accident of trade,
the one hand, nov felicitate ourselves on open multitudes of hearts to the saving in- in which case he got rid of this species of
the other, for this is not a peculiarity of fluences of the great truths which he shall property as soon as possible. He would
wait ten minutes at a street corner before
our preaching or of our people.
All proclaim.
getting into a car in the hope of meeting
preaching may be loosely divided into
++
an acquaintance who would pay his fare.
literary and impulsive.
Some preachers
When
taunted by a friend one day in reA
TREE
OOMMUNION
CONVERTION,
are sons of the cloister, of the school,men
The Star of Feb. 15 is before me, and gard to his miserly habits, he said:
of letters, literary recluses ; others are the
*“ Well, I can’t help it. Iknow it’s foolsons of nature, uncultured, emotional,im- it is gladly received, as I hope it settles
ish,
but it’s a disease I've got.” The tenpulsive.
Among all Christian peoples the question of a Free Communion Bapdency has become very general to regard
there will be found earnest, attentive tist convention. I need not say I refer
hearers of each class of preachers ; though to the action of the Nova Scotfa Free many a moral obliquity, worse than that
of miserly economy, as a disease. To
itis not always true that the cultured lit- Baptist Conference in appointing a comdrink rum is a disease, to steal is a disterateur prefers the literary style of dis- mittee—DBros. Porter and Weston—to
ease,
to
murder
a
disease,
etc.
course to the impulsive, nor vice versa; co-operate with committees of other Free
To
be
sure
these
are
spiritual
;
dise
the strange law of contrasts often finds | Jommunion Baptist bodies in calling suc
are
exemplification in the apparent whims of a convention. The Church of God (Bap- eases, but the very people who
emphasizing
this
ever-recurring
doctrine
auditors.
Moreover, if we go beyond tist) Conference, I have been informed,
of diseases are generally the last ones toadthe pale of the church, we may divide all took favorable action at their last session,
public speakers and audienc:s into the and it would seem that the Free Christian mit that only a divine physician can effect
a cure, Physical remedies and moral untwo great classes, literary and impul- Baptists of New Brunswick only wait the
sive.
opportunity to do the same thing. These accountabilty are much moré congenial to
It is doubtless a fact that the old prej- denominations, with our own, make four these materialists.
40+
udice
against an educated ministry in all that-are ready to come together in
‘“
AN
EXCEPTIONAL
CASE,”among our people is rapidly disappear- convention, and I' trust the number will
¢“ A Dumfounded Baptist” makes a
ing ; indeed, we can only find traces of it yet be doubled. There are‘also brethren
now and then. We are all substantially of ¢the larger Baptist body” who will point or two in the Baptist Weekly when
!
agreed that the Christian minister should ‘gladly attend, and participate in its delib- he writes:
It seems from the recent tone of the
be a thoroughly cultured gentleman. erations.
:
The growth of this idea has been natural
If, then, it shall be thought best to call Examiner & Chronicle, that the venerable
and necessary. It can scarcely be con- such
a convention, there are several editor has become the apologist of ¢¢ irceived that any other idea could be seri- ‘questions to be decided: one of them, regularities.” Now it occurs to me the
ously entertained by earnest and intelli- when shall it be held ?—another, where ?— Tev. J. Hyatt Smith is entitled to a simiIt is
gent Christian men. The relation, actual and a third, the all important one, ‘what lar exercise of considerate charity.
and potential, of the church to the world, shall be its character? At’ our General true the Examiner might very properly
is such as positively to demand that our Conference there was hut one opinion on preface its apology by deploring the vioministry be theroughly educated.
the third question, and this was, that the lation of denominational order. But after
‘But for what purpose must we have an gathering should not be in any sense a preserving its vrthodoxy by this general
educated ministry” This is a most serious conference or representative body, but disclaimer, how properly it might plead
question for the consideration of both the- simply a convention or mass meeting, for a charitable consideration of Mr..
ological instructors and theological stu. that all Free Communion Baptist persons Smith's course, as an ‘* exceptional” act.
For you know that the denomination
dents. Is it mainly that we may have present should be considered members o
elaborate, finely polished, * literary” dis-

THE WHITENING

The letters from Bro, Marshall, recently published in this column, show very
clearly that in God's husbandry haryest is
sure to follow seed time, and that, although we may not know whether this or

compromise the entire church assembled,

| feed the church of God? Isitnot true be abominably tiresome to see a person in
| that the day has gone by in which a noisy fall dress, morning, noon and night, day.
r pulpit-ean feed hungering souls? Plati= | after day ? A dressing gown and big slip-

Second Place, Brooklyn, March 27.

REV.

But we all have very

firm, sure grasp of his subject—the special
truth in hand—but that he may also, by
the unconscious eloquence. of conviction,
impress it powerfully upon the minds and

hearts of his auditors.

Sing them loud, or sing them low,
As toward his grave we go.
He is not dead. but sleepeth here,

BY

that

preacher, so that he may not only get a ‘we shall know better what to do.

+
Asleep in Jesus! wondrous words,
Sweet as summer songs of birds,

_ Softly

enlargement of

the preacher’s native powers of mind and
heart. The purpose to be sought is the

ASLEEP IN JESUS.
LOUISE

at least

. The subject of this aspersion was also at
three millions and a half of people that the time in immediate prospect of death,
whereas
Dr. Eliot is in the vigor of years.
are calling loudly to us for missionar

this

Star.

BY

hope

publish our statistics in ono Register or
Year Book, and to take on our hands each
our part of Bengal and Orissa, where live

upon

A The Worning

In memoriam

I should

help.

this paper.

APRIL

his.

froth would be adequate to supply the
needs of a spiritually hungry church ? For

CONTRIBUTORS:

PRroF. J. FULLONTON, D. D.,
PROF. J. J. BSTLER, D. D.

ears

us a splendid (sic) sermon?” ‘ What a
beautiful discourse we had to-day ™ Alas!
how many splendid, beautiful, flowery,

All communications designed for publication
wid be addressed to Editor The Morning Star
Dover, N. H
EDITORIAL

not our

ought ‘to. make a broad distinction between an act which is wholly * excep-

tional” and one that is ‘¢ habitual ;” and
no one will pretend that it has been ¢ habitual” with Hyatt Smith, to practice

sgprinkling.”

This is the only instance

of the kind in his long ministry of thirty
years.

Besides, there were

circumstanc.

Christ, or even the ethical inculcations

of

the Old I'estament.—
Watck- Tower.
One five-dollar bill which represents
the close economies of & whole year,

and

which carries with it the loving prayers of
a whole year to come, may he mightier,
under God, to the pulling down of the
strongholds of heathenism at home, or

abroad, than a thousand dollars from

one

who did not earn, and immediately forgets, it.—Congregationalist.
-But. we may be assured that the widespread skepticism and uneasiness of the
present day,

can

not

be

run

down

by

bigotry, put out by church councils, or
in any way permanently disposed of save
by this gentle, catholic, wise and sincere
dealing between minister and people. It
is the easiest thing in the world, in these
ticklish times, to get a congregation into
a blaze of heated controversy that destroys faith and scandalizes the church,—
Star in the West.
40+

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

BY

REV.

GLAD

4.

C.

which a hundred hands are beckoning
us, a hundred voices calling us. May
God inspire us with zeal and courage,
help us to gird ourselves in a manly way
for work, and in due time permit us to
see such a harvest gathered as shall make
carth and heaven rejoice.
My

It is 18 by 12 feet; opens on to verandahs both
‘east and south, is supplied with forms to seat
company, contains three good sized book-cases,

filled with publications in the vernacular languages, and one with English hooks, while the
front door stands invitingly open the most part
of the time, from early dawn till after evening
prayers.
Our Sabbath meetings are held here,
as we have no chapel.
Here, too, we have a
good deul of company.
¥rom one to a score at
a time, they drop daily in, sit and converse, ask
questions, read books and tracts and usually
ed word.
The civil court held here draws
large numbers of people from different and
distant . parts of the district, and it has become

WATERMAN,

TIDINGS.

quite fashionable for them to go from the Ka-

Every friend of Storer College will
rejoice in the progress of the precious

|

chery court to the Padre Saheb’s study. The
presiding officer of the court is an English
speaking
Babu,
and comes himself, with
work of grace among the students of.
others, for a Scripture lesson on Sabbath mornthat school. Although but one floor of Myr- ings.
tle Hall is yet occupied by pupils, a num- To-day, I have had four parties: of visitors,
ber of those recently converted are among with whom I have had much religious converthe occupants of that building. Thus sation. One man, a weaver, who had been
early has it begun to be hallowed and ‘here before, appeared very much interested.
made dear to the hearts of its occupants He disclaimed all hope of any help from Hinduism, and really seemed to.drink in the words
by precious experienves and sacred mem- of life with a relish. He promised to call
ories. Pray for the school and give for agaig, Another, a Baishnob, disputed for a
the Hall.
time, but at length frankly confessed that his
religion did him no good, did not free him from
WHE CENTENNIAL JUBILEE SINGERS.
sin and afforded him no hope for the future,
We occasionally
hear from Bro. Keyes where all was. dark, dark, dark! He, too,
and his most excellent troupe of singers, seemed a good deal impressed with the truths

and hear favorable accounts of their. success. Bro. K. never loses his love for
his people nor grows weary in working
for their welfare. Hg is giving all possible help to the work of ‘finishing Myrtle
Hall,
:
MYRTLE HALL,
Our readers will remember,

we

trust,

that the 30th of May will be here in less than
sixty days, and it is very. desirable that
all the money necessary to completely
finish the building should be pledged and

paid,

if

possible,

before that time.

Meanwhile, we are glad to ‘hear of barrels of bedding and clothing soon to be:
sent forward for use among the students.

happy in its results.

he heard. A modest Mohmamedan youth fairly
asked what he must do to secure heaven. It
is painfully interesting to see and hear and
learn of the darkness and gloom that surrounds
the minds
of these people. When spoken
to" in this quiet, friendly mabner, nearly

all are ready to confess their utter hopelessness, but it is, if possible, still more painful, to
mark the entire indifference with which this
statement is usually made.

a

Beloved in the Lord, will you not unite your
prayers with ours for the copious outpouring
of the Divine Spirit on this valley of dry bones,
and upon the workers here, that they may
have skill in winning souls for Christ? A
mighty change is now taking place in Hindu
thought and public opinion. Shall it result in
turning many to Christ? Much, very much,
under God, will depend on the prompt and
efficient action taken by the friends and supporters of the Foreign Mission enterprise.
J. PHILLIPS,
Dantoon, Feb. 11.

April 3, 1879.

D. C.,

WASHINGTON,

GEN. GARFIELD ON REVOLUTION.

Gen.. Garfield's speech.in the House last Sat-

urday, against the amendments to the army bill
prohibiting the presence of U. 8. treops at ‘the

polls, was masterly and impulsive. Garfield has
a splendid physique, a voice equal to Frys of
Maine,

and

always

attracts

marked

from every part of the House.

attention

He made me

startling statement when he'said that the Dems.
House had resolved to enter upon a revolution
against the constitution, for it is a recognized
-fact; but his point that there were different
- means,

other than by force of arms, or violence,

was very effective.

The people might refuse to

elect Representatives: —it was a violent proposi-

tion, but where was the remedy? and the Government could not exist without this co-ordi;
nate branch.
The States, also, through {their legislatures,
might say they would not elect’ Senators; there

is no process of compulsion, and the same dilemma exists. Take another case: & bare’ majority in either House, having mischief in their
ab-

hearts, might adjourn from day to day and

Seo.a House

solutely refuse to enact legislation.

wheels of

the

a process of

by

years

two

for

Government

stop

could

of Representatives

as he termed it, until the stat“ starving out,”

ed election comes, when the sovereign people
should hurl such men from the further capacity
for mischief.
It was a masterly compliment to the people,
and a well turned point, when he said, that,
while the people are safe from any assault by
the Executive, the framers of the constitution
had not thought it necessary to place any safeguard between the nation’s life and the State
and National legislation. In the Senate, Mr.

!

i
!1

Beck,of Ky., lost prestige as a leader, and greatly disgusted his fellow Democrats by makingan

unfortunate admission—and Senators Blaine and
Hoar made it exceedingly warm for the * Blue

thoughtless enough to

He was

grass” Senator.

to discuss in

ready

state that their side was not

the Senate the matter of Hoar's resolution in reete.,

tendencies,

revolutionary

certain

gard to

until the subject has been thoroughly considered by the Senate
many a year.

been made for

has
Senate

That the

States shall await

dictation

the

It vas

Committee!

Caucus

the greatest blunder that

United

of the

of 'a political

8

1
|

caucus, and Senators shall then deliberate, forestalled and conscience bound. only illustrates
Nothing of further
the madness of the hour.
interest has been transacted in the Senate than
a discussion and passage of the bill providing
for the construction of a large steel vessel for
disinfecting ships approaching our shores con-

:

taminated with epidemic diseases,
THE GREAT DEBATE IN THE HOUSE.

In the House, the important discussion on the

Army

bill has attracted immense crowds, who

take a prominent part in the applause and exCrowding yeur way:through folding
citement.

doors, you find the best seat you can. Xt needx no
second glance to indicate that-something exciting

Little knots .of members are
is on hand.
gathered here and theve—Garfield, Frye and
Conger—for the Republicans; . Farnando Weod

and other Democratic leaders are the centers of
attraction—constantly

on

questions

answering

every side, and giving shape and direction to the
debate. Occasionally there is am interchange
of opinion between these political leaders that is
not heard and can only be surmised,
Chalmers, of Miss., a belligerent looking gentleman of the old plantation type, a Confederate

cavalry leader in the war, made a characteristic
speech.

Taking up the line offen.

Garfield's

onset, he attempted the usual diversion by stat-

ing that ¢¢ the South in 1860 wanted peaceful
secession, but you raised:armies

death.”

and

shot

usto

Then the breadth and depth of their

true comprehension of those times came ovat,
when Price, of Iowa, .asked the question,

“ Where was the first gun

fired?”

(evidently

meaning Fort Sumpter,) ‘Chalmers replied, “At
Harper’s Ferry, where Southern blood was shed
upon Southern soil!”

. Frye, of Maine, then toek the floor; His : aice

Study.

take away with them more or less of the print-

es atteriding the service which make its Push forward the work, good friends, be
“exceptional” character the more sig-- happy in it yourselves and make others

But I should hope for more than ‘nal. It was performed “ in & Roman Cath-

in, take possession, with wisdom
and
patience, till the fields opening tous, into

WASHINGTON OORRESPONDENGE.

AS

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,

Do

itch, as we descend from our pulpits, to might decide to hold other conventions,
our several bodies to
hear such expressions as,—*‘ You gave .and to recommend

SR

in style!”
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is resonant and the most powerful of any i. the
House,
Attracting
immediate attention, he
made a ringing speech, and a culminaing point
was soon reached; advancing from his sest,

down the aisle, and shaking his hands over at
the Democratic side, he exclaimed: “1 have
heard again and again about the capture of the
Capitol;
you have been nearer to it than you
are to-day ; but you have never put your hand
upon the Capitol—and under God you never
will!” His clear, ringing tones bad not reached
the inmost recesses of that hall, before a perfect
storm of applause broke from the crowded galleries and floor. Then Hurd, of Ohio, attempted a reply, winding up with a sneer at the
President’s title, * and whose tenure of office
was yet so uncertain,” which was greeted avith
derisive laughter from the Republicans. The

House had now become

a political

caldron;—

each successive point being greeted.on the

one

side by yells, and cheers on the other. On
Wednesday, the debate commenced sharp and
early. A vote by which general debate was zo
close on Kridav, at-3.0'clock, was passed, ‘but 3
iinute speeches will be:in erder, that will ear-

ry the discussion over until

Monday or

Tues-

day next.
J
The only speech of nete was by Williams, of
Wis., who soutided, in no uncertain tone, the

sentiment

of the

West.

To-day

(Thursday)

another strong speech was made by Mr. Houk,
-of Tenn., the only Republican out of a total delegation of 10. Heargued, and stated itwery.effectively, that the majority of the Southern States
were Republican, when not intimidated and
bulldozed, and that he was opposed to enacting
legislation whereby no protection could be
thrown around the polls, in case of violence
and even bloodshed.
This, ecomipg from =
Southera man, had a marked effect, consider-

ing the sentiment that exists all about him
his own State.
:
The Senate transacted no business

in

of inter

est, and adjourned until Monday. Nothing of
importance will be done in that body, until the
two bills come to them from the House for action, leading, of course, to discussion .afd appeals to the country.

It is generally settled that the two parties
(or rather

Congressional

leailers)

are break-

ing ground for 1880, and that'a good desi of
this loud talk may be put down as buncombe;
while the people, calm and undisturbed, shall
in their own good time decide
ous questions for themselves.

ih

‘these

moment-

BErI0TT.

O00
i 805 fl

Mr.

G. P. Lathrop

estate at Coneord,

has-bought:the ‘Wayside

Mass., formerly the

proper

ty and home of Nathaniel Hawthorne. in
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Sabbath - School Lesson.--April 20.
QUESTIONS
(For

AND

BY

NOTES

Questions

QUEEN

PROF.

see Lesson

J. A, HOWE.

Papers.)

ESTHER.

¥:

Jacob before Pharaoh. Gen. 47:1-10.
David before the king. 1 Sam. 18:1—16.
Esther made queen, Esther 2:i—20.
Haman’s plot. Esther§:1—15.
:
Esther

before the king. Esther 5:1—14.

§.

Mordecai honored.

S.

Queen

Esther.

Esther 6:1—14.

Esther 4:10-—-17.

it to pass.’ —DPs. 37:5.

4:10—-17.

Notes and Hints.
«¢ Esther.”
One of the queens of Ahaswerus, or Xerxes I., king of Persia. She
was a favorite queen, selected for her
place in the harem on account of her personal charms.

By nationality,

a Jewess,

she was none the less influential in the
Persian palace.
Her Jewish character
seems to have been shown more in love
for her nation, than in consistent regard
for the national religion.
«¢ Hatach.” One of the chamberlains of
the king, appointed to wait on Esther.
Verse 5. *‘ Gave him commandment.” This
was in reply to a communication sent to
hier by Mordecai. Verses 6—9.. ‘ Mordecai.” The cousin and early guardian

Old

Testament,

having

been written

either in the latter part of the reign of
Xerxes (B. C. 486—465), or in the early
part of the reign of his son, Artaxerxes

Longimamus, B. C. 465—425.

Rawlinson

sons it teaches in reference to divine prov-

idence.
According to some critics, ite
main object is to account for the origin
of the feast

of

Purim,

which gradually

made its way from Persia into other countries where the Jews were settled.
It
a Jewish maiden, the

ried to Babylon more than a century before. Mordecai seems to have had some
office about the court.’
¢ Inner

court.”

This

court

nected with the king's house.

was con-

The throne

stood within the house, opposite to a door

as the Scriptures employ, ‘‘lake

“undying

MINISTERIAL FELLOWSHIP AND
RECOGNITION.
Even to those whose memory goes
back so far, there has been for the last
half of

a

marked

or

grateful change, than that which has
en place with respect to the feelings
treatment towards each other among
members pf the different evangelical

takand
the
de-

nominations.

century

no

more

It is not difficult to remem-

ber the time when a difference in church
membership not only disrupted Christian

fellowship

but

sometimes

ftiendships among

neighbors,

induced

if not

coldness,

broke

up

and

even

bitterness,

be-

foster-daughter of Mordecai, became the
queen of Ahasuerus (Xerxes the Great)
in consequence of the divorce of Vashti;
how Haman's purpose of extirpating the
Jews was frustrated by the fidelity of
Mordecai and the Jewish queen; how
Haman fell and Mordecai was advanced
to his place, and how the festival of Purim
was instituted to commemorate the deliverance. *‘ The coloring of the narrative
is entirely foreign. Frequent and minute
references are made to the usages of the

tween members of the same families.
Union meetings were largely out of the
question. Exchanges of pulpits between
pastors of different denominations were
nearly,or quite, unknown.
In my native
town, I do not think that such a thing be:
tween the pastors of the Congregational
and Baptist churches was even thought
of. I verily believe that the idea of exchanging with each other was as foreiga
to either as an exchange with the village

Persian court, while, on the

not mean that either would as soon have
worked at the anvil on the Lord's day,
whilst the smith
hammered away at
preaching in the pulpit, though IT am not
quite sure of that! But what I mean is,
that the thought of the one as a possibility, at least as a proper thing, was just as
foreign to their minds as the other.
How great the change!
Union revival

other

hand,

the peculiar institutions of the Jews, and
even Jerusalem and the temple, and the
very name of Israel, are studiously, as it
would seem, ignored.”—S8S. S. Teacher.

THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL

AND

TOBACCO.

Sunday-school boys are usually very impressible, and nothing is more natural
He, like Es- ‘than that they should follow the example

of Esther.
Chapter 2:7.
‘ther, was a descendant of some
of the
_ captive Jews whom Nebuchadnezzar car-

@ommuncations,

Book oF ESTHER.
Esther is ope. of
the latest of the canonical books of the

tells us how Esther,
GOLDEN
TEXT: “ Commit thy oa) unto the
Lord ; trust also i~ him, and he shall bring

Esther

LOE

says that the arguments for a later date
than Longimanus are *‘ weak and unsatisfactory.”
The book is of special value for the les-

DAILY READINGS,
MM.
TT.
W.
T.

win

of their teachers.

If the teachers smoke,

why should not the pupils do the same?
We have heard of Sunday-school girls
stealing money to buy jewelry that they

might imitate their richly dressed teachers; why should not Sunday-school boys
pick up cigar stubs, or obtain them in any
other way they can,in order to put on the
aspect of manliness which they envy in
their smoking Sunday-school teachers?
And ifthe smoking Sunday-school teach-

blacksmith,

or

house-carpenter.

meetings are not only

common,

I

but

do

are

often conducted with the most pleasing
barmony and with the utmost cordiality.
Exchanges of pulpits between pastors of
different decominations are well nigh as
free and frequent as between those of the
same. And this state of things is just as
acceptable and satisfactory to the people,

as to the pastors themselves. Indeed, for

of fire,”

worm,” .‘‘the smoke of their

torment,” &o., even though it be but temporary, one would suppose they would bend
their chief energies to expostulation with
men, with a view to induce them to
change their life from sin to holiness, from

rebellion against a kind: Father to loving
obedience, and thereby

escape this place

of torment altogether. But isitso? On
the other hand, do they not expend largely their energies in denunciation of the
orthodox doctrine of future punishment,
as they term it, often treating it with ridicule, or in the language of another, applying to'it ‘‘odious caricatures?”. Not many
months since, I heard a public lecture,
illustrative

of this,

from

a

minister

of

the class in question, occupying an eligible position in his denomination. He
wentout of his way, at least twice, to drag
in the scriptural term ‘‘hell fire,” in a

way so us to excite a titter and a giggle
through a crowded audience, composed
largely of young people. The effect of
all this, upon the young mind especially,
is to silence apprehension in respect to
future retribution of any kind or degree,
and to encourage a life of carnal security.
If there bea single feature of evangelical
practical preaching, from the apostles’
day to ours, characteristic and prominent,
it is that of enforcing the duty of “‘repentance toward God, and faith in our Lord
Jesus Christ.” Encouragement is there-

by given, and is intended to be given, to

anxiety and concern for the salvation of
the soul. Is this true of the average
preaching of the class I have just described? Rather does not the whole tendency of his preaching huve the effect to
stay the progress of revivals, and to allay
the anxiety of awakened souls? You
invite him, we will suppose, to. your pul-

pit, you welcome him, it may be, to a
share in an ordination, or dedicatory service, as I have knownto be done; would

you, even after having thus publicly
recognized him as a true minister of the
Lord Jesus, invite him to join you in a
revival effort, or would you send to him,

ping her

eyes

on
r

=

sharp and

oo

quick, and

flushing up to the very roots afher frizzed
hair; ‘there never was sugh;a table set
in

this

uals!

world!

Five

bushels

Monstrous!”

of vict-

A

*‘So I thought, madam;
fectly in one point.”

we agree
:

per-

“It would take a month to cook so
much.”
i
“I can't say but you are right there,
ma'am ; so much the worse, then, I think
you will admit.”

“But it is utterly false.”
“What is utterly false, if ‘you please?”
“That there were five bushels of victuals

on the table you described.”
+It is true I did not measure them, but
there certainly was an amazing amount
to my eyes, You understand, I suppose,
that a writer may have some privilege of
rhetorical license?”
“A writer should not lie.”
“That is so, ma'am.”
“Well,” said the little woman, making
a dash into particulars, “I know no nice
housekeeper would have hot pickles on
her table; the idea is ridiculous!”

‘Yet these people I visited were considered extra nice as to cookery; no
family in the community spread so fine a
table, and I do know that ‘hot pickles”
were among the relishes; indeed, so
“hot” that the merest mite of a taste filled
my eyes with tears and started the perspiration from every pore.”
:
“Why, what were they made of then?’

‘Bell peppers, madam.”
Thope I didn't give this information
with a spice of malice at heart, though
such is human

nature,

I could

buy feel

some satisfaction in seeing this little pent
up
tempest of a housewife abate her
fierceness somewhat and lower her pitch
a full octave when she spoke next.
“‘Oh—but you used the words in such a
way that I thought by ‘hot pickles,’ you
meant—"
i
:
*‘Boiled cucumbers, perhaps.”
“Why, yes, I admit, something of that
sort.”
“That was your mistake, you see, for
which I am sure you will be generous

question, and the answer came rather un-

willingly.

“¢ Yes, she has got

ns

some

A

boys—they

are not just what they should be—but it.
is not her fault. She wants them to behave properly.”
*“ But she sits

and

embroiders

pillow

shams, while her boys roam the streets,

falling into company that lures them in.
to the beginning of those ways the eng
whereof is death.”
** A'woman can’t be expected to know
where her children are every minute, jt
:
is unreasonable.”

I heard a slight movement.

I was preparing

to read

‘I'm afraid
my

visitor a

rather stern lecture on the duty. of 3
mother to her offspring, -and she discern.

ing it would not be of a flavor to please
her mental palate, was in the act of ab.

scondingas I looked in the direction of
the door.sk-saw
tempest had
means. I know
ed blackness,
housekeepers,

by her look thatthe pent up
not spent itself by any
not but it had even gather.
and as this, my pink of
entered the next house to

mine, I feared the storm was to spend its
worst fury on the back of my neighbor,
and felt half guilty of shirking my own
deserts, if 1 did not even feel wronged
out of a

little more

sharp

coruscating,

coupled with the privilege, always dear

to a babbler, of sayiog my full * say” on
pillow shams and ‘* modern must-haves”
generally.

‘ Didn't I like to see a nice looking
bed?" my visitor had asked. Certainly
Ido. I like to see beautiful statues,
but I do notlike to see a bed transform.

ed into such a work of art as that though
I may comtemplate it with admiring eye,
it yet repels the touch of my weary frame,
and seems le say, * Stand off, you poor,
jaded, crumpled creature ; don't you dare
to rample my smoothness, or mar my
whiteness by the touch of so much as a

finger of your presumptuous self.”

** But of course we take off the sheet
‘many a year, I have never known any
* opening into the court. Chapt. 5:1. «“ To
‘pillow shams’, everysham’ and the
objection to it ‘raised on denominational
put him to death.” This law was designbody understands this.”
grounds.
ed to protect the king's person from such
Oh, yes—but a really tired, aching
| er wields such an influence, what may be
In many cities, especially, weekly for Christian counsel and advice, an
intruders as are mentioned in chapter said of smoking superintendents, smokbody doesn’t get over the shock and chill
2:21.
ing deacons, smoking elders and smok- meetings ave held of all evangelical min- awakened and anxious sinner in your enough not te hold me responsible.”
of that first shining, glistening whiteness.
There was a brief silence, and then Now I go ** round lecturing,” sometimes, ¢ Golden scepter.” All of the represent- ing ministers? If the church of God is to isters for mutual improvement, and for congregation? If not, why not? Let us
the
cultivation
of
Christian
fellowship.
be purged of this vile abomination,it will
be consistent. In making the distinction my little housekeeper rallied, and took
ations, at Perseopolis, of Persian mon(other women do, without too grievous ofbe weil to begin the attack as on the city
archs show them to have, in the right of Babylon, wheu it was ¢¢ taken at both All of which betokens at least the coming between evangelical and unevangelical another tack.
fense in these days,)and when the evening
“But it was awful for you to represent is over, such has been the expendit
hand, along, tapering scepter.
This an- ends.” If we can convert the boys from of the time when the ‘watchmen shall I have purposely said nothing about nonure ot
swers the doubt raised against the custom the errors of their ways, we shall save ‘see eye to eye, and lift up the voice es:entials, nothing of matters of indiffer- that you had to eat s» much that you have: vitality,that I long to come at once into the
ence, so called. I have not mentioned been sick ever since.”
them from growing up into tobacco users. together.”
here noticed.
:
presence of a bed, that hasn't about it a bit .
And
then
if
we
can
convert
the
teachers
I
have
used
the
term
evangelical.
This
forms of church government, I have said
“Did I say that ?"
“¢ Think not with thyself that thou shalt
of ** sham,” or finery, or pretentiousness,
and superintendents and the ministers, more than implies that there are churches nothing about
“Yes, you did.”
rituals, or even of rites;
escape.” Esther may not have deserved they will set such an example as to make
a bed with patch-work ** comfortors,”
:
“Well, I have a painful ¥ recollection
this implied charge of selfish and heartthe use of tobacco as disreputable as it is and ministers, or preachers, that are not but evrey point I have presented, as a
good homespun blankets, and little dimevangelical, and suggests the question, ground of discrimination, is a fundamen- that I did eat more than was good for me,
less expectation.
Mordecai sets before unclean and disagreeable.
that look--as—seft—-as——
pled, puffy pillows
where shall we draw
the line of Christian tal-clement in the scheme of Christianity. and Ho one can overtask the digestive |
her the alternative of death, in the end,-or
babies’ arms, and as motherly as if moth. fellowship,
and
especially
of
ministerial
If the divinity of Christ, the infallibility powers with impunity, or without serious
of risking death now. The fear of future
RUNNING A SUNDAY-SCHOOL. It is not
er herself was saying, *‘ Come right to
deleterious effects my bosom, you poor tired-out darling;
«evils is a powerful motive for present so easy to *‘ run” as it is to ¢* run down” recognition? for of this I propose especial- of the Scriptures, if the doctrine of divine risk of experiencing
retribution, and that of repentance and
fora lifetime.”
.
right conduct. ** Enlargement and deliv- a Sabbath-school. The first takes brains, ly to speak at present.
I'm just longing to cuddle youright down,
One thing at a time.” The age is full of faith, be not fundamental, and so vital,
-erance.” Help and deliverance Morde- heart, culture, piety, perseverance, tact,
“Well, I hate these meddling women and lull you off to sleep and dreams of the
«cai thought were sure to come in one way and a host of other qualities—the last boasted liberality. Let us see to it, that then the Christian religion has no funda- that want to stir up things, and put folks blessed land of rest, where women never
or another; if not by the assistance of takes nothing but spleen. Any one can it does not become one of unbridled li- mentals, but is made up only of limp in hot water. Why can’t they keep lecture, and so never know what it is to
‘ run down” a school simply by persist- cense, of reckless indiscrimination, of platitudes, that one may believe or not, still?”
Esther, in some unknown way.
be dead exhausted as you are now, poor
“Madam, unléss I am wrong in my creature.”
* Shall be destroyed.”
If not Ly the ently hinting that the superistendent is utter want of conscientious convictions; accept or reject at pleasure, or certainly
i
-hand of the Jews or the deliverer of ‘the not the man for the place, the teachers for thereby tke truth must suffer, and the without serious hazard. But if they be estimate, you are a person who can sucOh, that's the bed for me, and I know
not what they ought to be, the chorister canse of God receive detriment. There is essential elements in the gospel scheme, cessfully answer your own question.”
-Jews, by some providence sent to punish
more than one voice will take up the re“What do you mean?”
her for her selfishness. Mordecai had no too. much given to the world, the library in human nature a strong and universal which, under a sense of solemn responButah! the grand and stately
frain.
ill-chosen lot of books made up princi- tendency to extremes. Man is a pendu- sibility to God, I am attempting to main«divine authority for saying this. It was an
“I don’t think you can keep still your- chambers I get into sometimes! white
pally of sensational stories, the scheol lum vibrating between two opposite tain and defend, how
can I conscientious- self.”
+his own declaration.
g
>
:
dull and poky, the singing too slow, ete.,
and spotless as Carrara marble, statuesque
“ For such a time as this.”
Though etc. It is wonderful how many faults a points. He sets out from one extreme, ly recognize as a fellow laborer one, who * “No, nor I don’t want to when my sex and cold. Domestic art galleries, so to
‘the name of God is not mentioned in this splenetic nature can pick outto feast on and, gathering momentum as he goes, is is just as industrious and persistent in are so abused.”
speak. How I shiver and quake lest
when once it sets itself about it. It only driven quite beyond the ‘‘golden mean,” tearing down as I am in building up ?
“Ido believe that women are some- something get rumpled or marred, and
" ibook, belief in God is shown.
Mordecai
takes a few persons of that sort to make
instead of being held there by the eternal
I well know the position I have taken times abused, but God forbid that
-asks if Esther may not have been made a superintendent
I should all those tedious processes of washing,
feel like resigning.
will be branded as illiberal, narrow«queen under providential guidances for And they are largely in excess, in num- gravities, as he should be.
abuse them. What I deprecate is that bleaching, starching and polishing have to
But especially in the case now consid- minded and sectarian. But it is about they so oflen abuse themselves.”
uthe sake of protecting the Jews from this bers, of those who hold up the hands of
be gone through owing to some dereliction
the superintendent, who speak an encour- ered, there must be a limit somewhere, time that it should be known that, to men
ithreatened slaughter.
“You said some members of that family or awkardness ef mine. In a mixture of
aging
word
to
the
chorister,
and
earnestly
of
conscie
nce and convictions, who have where
or we may as well abolish all distinctions,
¢« Shushan.” The capital of Persia. It
you dined have since died, I awe and terror, I survey the flounced,
pray for the teachers.
Ittakes a good
‘is also called Susa. The first mention of many bees to fill a hive with honey, but and recognize as a true minister of Jesus cheerfully and joyfully gone to the limits remember.”
ruffled escalloped and broidered bed, and
it appears on a monument, of the year one lively hornet can make a whole camp- Carist any enthusiast, who, by sensational of evangelical fellowship and recognition,
*‘So they have.”
meekly resolve to lay my unworthy
these
opprobr
ious epithets, just now so
speech and brazen cheek, has drawn after
4660 B. C., where its capture by the As- meeting unhappy.—S. S. Teacher.
“But the implication was that it was bones in all humility on the rug spread at
him followers enough to constitute a promiscuously hurled about, are shorn of because they cooked so much; because
~ syrian monarch, Asshurbanipal is recordKeep REVIEWING. Children can re- church, so called, provided, of course, he their terrors. There is yet a faith to be they worked so hard, and took so much its side,rather than run the risk of making
ed. The ruins of the palace of Xerxes,
crease or wrinkle in the immaculate
and of other buildings’ discovered there, member more easily than adults. But professes Christianity, manifests sincerity, defended, as well as ‘“‘earnestly contend- pains to serve company.”
More than once have I
counterpane!
show that it was a place of great magnifi- children can also forget; and unless they and maintains a fair moral character. ed for,” there are conditions of church
“Well. I honestly think that these wished that some one would contrive a
are helped to remember the best things The ground or reason for the limitation of building and church work, that can not be were causes to hurry them out of the
«cence.
:
cheap and portable couch, that could be
“ Fast.” A sign of contrition.
An- they have learned, they will forget them ministerial fellowship and recognition is, compromised. These are indispensable world. Don’t you believe that women compressed in small compass, and car“«iently, fasting was practiced on occasion withont any help. A friend writing on in most cases, twofold. First, the doc- qualifications of a minister of Christ, with ever work themselves to death ?”
ried about by itinerant persons for their
“No
of sorrow, need and appeal to God for this point says, in illustration : ** Ope year trinal views held by some, who profess respect to which, if we act at all, we
nightly convenience. These * white art
© “You never knew an instance where chambers” would they have no terror for
help. The Romish and Episcopal ¢church- ago my little Alice, now four years old, to be Christian ministers, and second, the must be answerable to God and our own
;
£s row maintain fasts at regular periods. knew very well the story of David and Go- character and tendency of their teachings, consciences.—J. F.
a woman wore herself out with work?”
the tired ones. - I know they are proffered
liath, and would not allow any of us to in a practical point of view.
ee
ll
———p
- «Oh, well, as.to that, poor women that
In many of the Protestant sects this mode misstate any of its leading incidents. Afiwith the kindest intent. I appreciate, in
One denies the essential divinity of
go out washing every day in the week a sense, the noble and generous nature
-of confession is little practiced.
Private erwards all references to the story dropped
BY ZABETH HARP,
break down'perhaps.”
Christ, nay all divinity, accounts him as
fasts are, also, far less common than they from our family conversation, until somewhich prompts a good couple to open the
thing recently brought it up again, when a mere man, excelling in wisdom and
¢ No others?”
-once were.
The sign matters little, howMODERN
MUST-HAVES.
8
best apartment for the accommodation of
Alice
promptly
affirmed
that
she
knew
all
* Why no.”
:
goodness it may be, but still only a man.
ever, compared with the contrition symI,
a guest. I honor the intent,—but the
about that story, how David put the giant
¢*
Then
either
you
Can
we
recognize
in
such
an
one
a
true
have
not
had
an ex- bed—wel
bolized by it.
The bell rang peremptorily, and the
Goliath into a bag and killed him wita a
l, I am afraid of it; and’further,
¢ So will 1 go in unto the king.”
Sup- stone.” That story wasn’t so clear in her minister of that Jesus Christ on whom we pink of house-wives entered loftily, a tended observation,or it has been happier am ready to quarrel with any one who
ported by the strength, and favored by mind, after all. Moral: Keep on review- “believe to the saving of the soul,” whose cloud on her brow, a glitter in her eye, than mine.”
dares to pronounce me a coward for con:
* Well, if you are going to attack pilname to us is ‘‘above every name that is which boded some thunder and lightning.
‘the help which were thus to be secured ing.—8. S. Times.
fessing to such a fear; and if any have the
low shams, there will be a fight,” said
named, not only in this world, but also
from God, Esther resolved to risk her
hardihoo
d 10 say they are not *¢ afraid,”
| The Yosemite Assembly is likely to be in that which is to come.” Can we do Iam not a particularly nervous person, my visitor, taking another tack.
:
life and go to the king. In all undertakthey ought to be; and if it
answer,
I
then
very seductive in its attractions.
The this without virtually denying our Lord? and on the whole, rather like a little tur‘ A sham fight,” I'suggested.
ings of danger, prayer will give courage excursion train will leave New York
bulence in the elements occasionally. It
is true they are not, then the fact goes to
¢“
A
pillow
sham
fightin
earnest,”
she
Another,
perhaps
the
same,
most
likely.
and cheer. ¢ Not according to the law.” about May 23d, and Chicago May 26th.
relieves a monotonous sameness, and
show that they are lacking in a fine sensiAnother way of saying, ¢* Which is con- Round trip tickets to San Francisco are the same, denies the inspiration of the clears the atmosphere, so one feels more retorted ; ¢* don’t you like to see a nice ‘bility, and are also reckless of conseHoly Scriptures. He regards them as
trary tothe law.”
lively and breathes deeper and freer after looking bed, I should like to know?”
announced at the following prices: From
¢¢ Decidedly I do, madam, but possibly quences if they can ruthlessly ransack and
“ ¢« If I perish, I perish.” Sublime resig- New York, about $125; from Nashville, the mere composition of men, liable to a smart little shower of words.
.
lay waste such a work of art, and pile
mation.
Esther knew not in what state of about 8140; from Chicago, about $116. err in the record of facts, and in the
Well!" said my visitor, in a tone as if my idea of a really nice looking bed may on it their cumbrous
frames,to snore
differ from yours.”
He
.
mind she might find the king. Much de- From Minneapolis or St. Louis, about statement of doctrine. Now can we con- it were not well at all.
inappreciaheedless,
of
hours
the
away
sistently
invite
such
an
one
to
occupy
our
*“
Why,
I
have
got
a set of ‘shams’
pended on that.
The Spirit of God, in $116 ; from Omaha, $100; and from San
I merely looked at her, as I thought,
:
tive slumber !
Francisco to the valley and return, $40.
pulpit
and
to
preach:
from
our
.
Bible,
that
was
at
work
on
for
more
than
a
answer to prayer, prepared his mind for A “Tourists’ Institute” will be held daily
calmly and inquiringly, not meaning to
Thus I've ‘“ said my say” on pillow
a favorable reception.of the queen. The in ¢ The Temple Car,” conducted by Rev. which we have taken special pains to look defiant or exasperating, but she ex ‘year—all the spare time I could get. I shams, and fine art as displayed in bedpresent
to
our
people
as
the
infallible
set my life by them.”
feeling she had in going before Ahas- Dr. Vincent. It will be a great deprivaploded on me as follows :
.
building ; as my little ** pink of houseword of God, the unerring rule of life by
“It is not strange that you should, keepers"
:
aieras has been held up as a type of that tion to have to stay at home.
“I think it is scandalous and outradidn’t choose to stay and hear
which they are to be judged at the last geous, I do. 1don’t see why itis that since so considerable a portion of your
«of the sinner coming unto God.
The
hope she may read this article,
I
out,
me
day
?
A liberal friend of the missionary work
of
analogy is not biblical.
We are not
editors will print such things; they'll life was spent in the production
‘and make me a second call, if she deems
of
the
American
Sunday
School
Union
in
But turning more particularly to the have much to answer for, that is certain. them.”
:
tanght to come uncertainly to God, as if
it worth her while.
the North-west has sustained one of their
he might do either, welcome or cast down missionaries for two years past, and there- second element in the ground of limitation I sometimes read the - Siar, madam, and
“ Mrs. Quitaway has got a pair she
ore
to hell. [Ife assures us of salvation if we by established no less than sixty new Sun- to ministerial recognition, we may say, for a woman to go and set out a table as was at work on three or four years; literWhen a man pulls ont his gixpence
come, and that our whole danger lies in day-schools in pioneer or destitute settle- there is a class of professed ministers of you have there, 1 think abominable.
If ally covered with embroidery. She dis- and gives that when he is laying by
ments ; enlisting 197 men and women as Christ, who not only entertain doctrinal
not coming to him.
SA
it
had
been
some
hateful
-old
bach
of
a plays them to all her guests.”
thousands of pounds, I can only consider
“teachers, and 1620 children and. youth as
Practical Lessons. (1) Toat Providence, scholars, 261 persons have started on errors ; but:whose character and tendency man, one couldn't have expected any- | * Feels proud of them, perhaps.”
that he forms a pretty accurate measure“ Why yes, of course.”
in ways that we know not, often directs ' the Christian life, and nineteen churches of teaching are far from being in accord thing better.”
;
ment of the value of his religion.—Spur“1 should think she would be asham- geon.
our paths for ns. Esther was led to the have grown out of this work. 517 per- with those of the apostles, as well as of
“Begging your pardon, my dear wom;
sons were found who had not a copy of all evangélical preachers since their day. an,” I answered, quite modestly, as, I ed of them.”
:
palace that she might save her people the
O00
0-0
4+
Scriptures. These have been suppli- | They deny, for example, endless punishfrom death,
(2) We are not to be indif- ed. Atan outlay of a little less than
thought, and quite unmoved, too, I fear,
¢* Oh,you awful woman’! Mrs, Quitaway
Sometimes God puts such wonderful
«ferent toile dangersof others because our $1.00 per scholar, 1620 children and youth ment, while allowing a future condition “I did not set out the table; Heaven for- is a splendid housekeeper. It isa sight sweetness into the doing of, or the reown safety is secured. Esther was warn- have been placed under Bible instruction. of limited suffering and discipline, as bid I should thus act. It was set out for to see the magnificent embroideries. she fraining from, some little thing for his
ed against a form of selfishness as black From the worker sustained by him, this preparatory to a higher, and blessed state me by other hands. I merely described has in her house, all the work of her’ own sake, that we wonder what makes us so
has a brief report once in three of being. . Now, while they admit that
as murder itself. (3) Let all momentous donor
hands.
happy about it, and can not but be con:
months, which enables him to follow the there is a future state of suffering for vio- it as wellas my ability would permit.”
* Do you then have the face to pretend
. undertakings, and all peril be met in the work through the year, and know what
‘* Mrs. Quitaway has three little boys,
scious that it is not exactly one's mere
strength’ gained by preparatory humilia- has been accomplished in the field whose lated law, intense enough in its torture to it was not the most outrageous exaggera- I believe.”
:
natural feelings ; is it nota precious expewarrant such strong descriptive language tion ?” the little woman went on, snapefficient cultivaticn he has aided.— Times.
tion and prayer.
My visitor was silent. I repeated the rience of great reward >—F. R. Havergal.

DOMESTIO THRALLDOY,

ol

weed

more beautiful than a palace.
That
hymn is a part of a poem by Anna R. Cous»
ins, into which she has enwoven some of
the precious and beautiful sayings in which
this holy man expressed the unwavering faith, the - heavenly joy and devout
love that filled his heart.

The lives of saints and heroes are a
sacred legacy to the church and to the
world, and it is well for us to

remember

how greatly indebted we are,to those who
have gone before us. Our present lay in the

pastas the harvest lay in the seed sowers.
“Qur vessel sails fall frieghted,
- *iings
and with hopes,

with

shadowy

bless-

hands

are

pulling at the ropes.

We
to

talk of
life,

to

our . inalienable

liberty,

to

right

the . pursuit of

happiness, and to freedom of conscience.
These rights are free to us as the air we
breathe, and we take them with as little
thought of their value or thankfulness
that they are

ours,

but the

seeds of this

harvest which we reap
were sown in
tears and blood. In these days, when we
are so inclined to make of our bloodbought privileges ** flowery
beds
of
ease,” nothing would be more wholesome
for us, than the study of church history,
and the contemplation of the lives of
those who in other days, have patiently
“ labored to advance the welfare of the human race,and joyfully sealed their testimony for Christ with their blood.
Samuel Rutherford,

to

whom

our

at-

For nine years Rutherford was permitted to labor undisturbed at Anworth ; but
as the contest for *‘ Christ's Kingly Ofhand signed the | fice” grew hot, he spoke boldly for his
Lord, and consequently, in 1636, he was
:
all the Presbyte- deprived of his ministerial office and

strength and courage. The aged :and
venerable Earl of Sutherland arose, and
came slowly forward. He took the pen,
and with a trembling
Covenant.

One after another,
rians in the church
names.

subscribed

their

Then the par:hment.was carried

into the yard, and spread out on a tombstone.

The

multitude

pressed

around

this significant table, and with shouts and
sobs added their names.
Some opened
their veins,

and

wrote

their

names

their own . blood.

This

was

mencement of the

Covenant which

in

the comwas

carried through Scotland, receiving the
signafhres of the highest and the lowest
in the land, binding all alike to abide by,
and defend their faith and their chartered
rights to the bitter end.
It was in this
troublous time, when the clovds were

gathering that burst so soon in a deluge

his

for religious liberty in that country,

it isimpossible to understand,

that

or appre-

affliction.

His wife, to

whom

he was

tenderly attached, and his two children
were taken from him. Such was the discipline by which he was trained for his future work. His, heart,emptied of all earthly treasures,turned to Christ and his service with entire devotion. Itmight be said
of him as it has been said of the late Dr.
Brown, ** his losses were gain not only
to his own congregation, but to the whole
church.”
Anworth was a rural district.
His people were scattered among the
hills, and many were poor and ignorant,
but he loved them deeply, and never
dreamed that his learning and talents
were misspent in seeking the obscure and
lowly. One who knew him has given us
ina few words,a glimpse of his life, * “He
was always busy preaching, praying,
visiting the sick, catechizing the children, studying and writing.” He arose at
three

in the

morning,

and

spent

some

books or pen.

In the afternoon he might

be seen crossing the fields, or climbing
the hills, seeking the homes

of his flock.

with & quick Step, and his
—oiute his Character, or “Writings without | “He walked
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some knowledge of the history of the
period in which he lived,and of that which
had preceded him.
The bistory of Scotland, since the dawn of the reformation till
the last forty years, has been the history
of the struggle between the church and
state.
Scarcely
had the Protestant
church come into existence, when the
state made a deadly war on her. D'Aubigne says that the sixteenth century it
wus the state allied with Popery, and
‘ the struggle was hateful and perfidious.” During the seventeenth century, it
was the state allied with Prelacy, and
* the struggle was violent and cruel.”
During the eighteenth century, and the
first part of the nineteenth, it was the
state inforcing the claims of patronage,
that is, the right of landlords of the
crown, and of councils to appoint ministers, and to decide ecclesiastical affairs;

‘ this was a struggle enervating and
deadening.”
In the year 1569, the church, led by
the intrepid John
Knox, had wrested
from the civil power, then represented by
the queen, Mary Stuart, a charter grant-

In the early part of the seyenteenth
century, by banishing and imprisoning
the leaders of the church,—among whom
was John Welsh, the son-in-law of John
Knox—and by deceitful promises of protection and liberty, the state succeeded
so far that there a was temporary calm.
The church lay prostrate, and as she
ceased to struggle, her enemies attempt-

ed to rivet her fetters.
dead, nor sleeping.

But she was not
She saw the crisis,

and spurning her chains, arose in a majesty

and power that astonished and alarmed
her persecutors. In 1637,
an attempt
was made to introduce the Episcopal service Into the Presbyterian
churches.
This was the signal for a grand uprising.
Throughout the land there was fasting

and tears, and strong crying unto God for

help, but there was no weakness nor

in-

_ decision.
The confession of faith and
the charter of rights were gathered into one document.

~ On the 28th of February, 1638, a great
assembly gathered in Grayfriars church in
Edinburgh ; but the church could contain
only a small part of the poeple who came
together.
Sixty thousand, the historian
says, stood without, waiting for the issue

of the

conference within.

Divine blessing had been

voked, the Earl of London

After the

fervently in.

stated the

cause that brought them together.
The
parchment on which the Scottish charters

were inscribed,
was unrolled and read,the

ence to him, as the rightful

King, which

salvations.”
¢‘ Thoughts of your soul
depart not from me even in my" sleep.”
“My soul was taken up while others were
sleeping, howto have Christ betrothed
with a bride in Anworth.”

In these
seventeenth

days,

the

first half of the

century—Rutherford,

and

his fellow laborers planted the

seeds

truth, and nurtured

of grace,

the

plants

of

which grew in strength and majesty,
so that when the storm burst they were

not like reeds shaken in the wind, but
like the oaks on their mountain sides
which might be uprooted and fall, but
could not bend. Among his fellow laborers of whom we are reminded by his

at Lenark to receive the Covenant,

among them with the majesty
bassador from the court

stood

of an am-

of heaven,

and

his kingly crown, and the freedosh

kingdom.”

* The perfumed

of his

cross

oner.”

* Only woe, woe is me for my

‘bereaved flock, for the

lambs

Lorne, Archibald

of. Christ,

Campbell,

afterwards

Marquis of Argyle, the most illustrious
nobleman in Scotland, was the first martyr for the Covenant. He was condemned to death for non-conformity—for refusing to surrender his conscience to the
state. On hearing his sentence he arose
and said, * I had the honor to set the
crown on the king’s head, and now he

hastens me
own.”

to a better crown

He perished on the

God has remembered
this time, we

honored
family.
In

have

house,

this

representative
.

another

than his

scaffold,

his
on

but

and at

continent an

of

this

noblé

|

letter, written

about

the

same time to lady Calross, he deeply de-

plores that he had not been more

in his pastoral
taken

from

work,

him,

which

and

that

earnest

was now
he

had

not

spoken more boldly in defense of the
principles for which he was suffering.
**Tknow,”

he

says, ‘that

Christ

will

wake Aberdeen my garden of delight. I
am fully persuaded that Scotland shall
eat Kzekiel’s

book that

is written

within

and withont with lamentations, —andmourning, and woe, but

the

saints

I to the file, to the

hammer,

to

shall

the

fur-

nace of my Lord Jesus! Who hath now let
me see how good the wheat of Christ is
his mill and his
that goeth through
oven, to be made bread for his table,
grace,

than

Grace tried is better

obscure

country,

other he

said,

praise.”
sweetness

‘‘ His

and

an-

To
since

I

have been a prisoner, hath swelled upon
me to the greatness of two heavens. Oh,
a soul as wide as the utmost. circle
for
of the highest heaven that containeth all,
to contain his love.” His love hath neither brim nor bottom. I go to fathom it,
andit is as if a child would take the
globe of sea and land in his short arms.
Blessed and holy is his name! This
must be his truth which [ now suffer

in the

an.d

cried

out,

‘The

Lord

hath covered the whole land with a cloud
in his anger. I should twenty times have
perished in my affliction, if I had not laid
my weak back and pressing ‘burdens
both upon the Stone, the Corner Stone
laid in Zion.”
;

When Rutherford had been confined in
Aberdeen one year and a half, a change
occurred.
The State, torn by civil strife,

seemed a little awed by the bold attitude
He was permitted to return to Anworth,and other ministers were
released. Still the contest was not decided. It was only a change of tactics, and
in view of the fair promises of promotion
and wealth that were held out to those

who
abandoned
the Covenant,
he
said: “Christ keepeth tryste in the fire
and water with his own, and

cometh

ere

our breath go out, and ere our blood grow
cold. Blessed are they whose feet escape

the golden snare that is now spread.”

In

1639 the voice of his brethren called him
to the Professor’schairin St. Andrew's, He
went to his new sphere of labor with, the

understanding that his duties in the
College should not prevent him from
preaching every Sabbath. The next year
he was married to his second wife. ‘One
who knew them said: ‘I never knew any
among men excel him, mor any among
women excel her.”
/
In July, 1643, the fimous

Westminster

Assembly met, and to it Rutherford was

for,

my joy and my crown.”
reproves them,

the

comfort

and

He exhorts and

comforts them with

wherewith

comforted of God.

are in my prayers night and

on

bended

knees,

with

uplifted hands
and streaming eyes,
swore allegiance to Christ as king. We

also remember David Dickson, the author
of the well-known and precious hymn,
“0

mother

dear,

Jerusalem,”

a

hymn

not forglet you.

he

himself is

He says to them: “Ye
day.

I can

I do not eat, I do not

drink, but I pray for you all.” , His greatest grief was that he could no longer
preach Christ.
He says, ‘A pulpit

would be a high feast to me,

but I dare

that often resounded in the mountain fast- not say one word against Him who hath
nesses, where the persecuted Covenanters

The mutter/.

done it.

I dare not saylam

a dry tree,

or that I have no place in the vineyard,

score

of

usefulness

If these premises are correct,

the Life of David Marks.”

the Book Concern

many,

identified with the Anti-slavery character

the two baneful poisons side by side in all

use

of

tobacco,

as

well

as alcohol,

verted me, I left all

these

also,

answer:

of temperance,

how

much

and

fasten

my

anchor

within the veil. I shall go away dn a
sleep by five o'clock in the morning.” So
it was.

1661.

He died at that hour, March

His friend,

John Livingstone, re-

cords that his last words

were,

¢ Glory,

glory dwelleth in Immanuel’s land.”
Had he lived a few weeks longer, he
doubtless would h ave had the honor of
martyrdom, sharing the fate of his friends,
James Guthrie and others, to whom he

from 1780 to 1830.

detail, the
history.

have

He often described himself as hungering and fainting for the marriage Supper
of the Lamb.
For more than two cen-

turies he has feasted

at that table.

He

bas seen the King in his glory. Resting
from his labors his works do follow him,
and his words are still an, inspiration to
our hearts.
-0--0-0
+0

TEMPERANCE.
BY REV.

T. G. DAVIS.

in

my

opinion,

the

procuring

cause of nine-tenths of all the 'drunkenness that curses our world. It is my
candid opinion, after many years obser-

supported.

But I have yet to be con-

vinced of its untruthfulness. Let
amine.
1.

There are

us ex-

doubtless more who

tobacco in some form

than of those

use

who

and

Sore

t
Used as a gargle and’ also
roat. applied externally asdirected, in the early stages of thé diseases it will
surely control and cure them. Do not delay
it on appearance

of first

symptoms

of these dangerous diseases.
The Extract is the only speCatarrh.
cifie for this prevalent and
distressing complaint; quickly relieves cold

in the head, &c.

Our Nasal Syringe

essential service in these cases.

Sores,

is of

Ulcers, Wounds

:
It is healing, cooland
B ruises. ing and i
ed
The most obstinate cases are healed and
cured with asfonishing rapidity.

Burns and Scalds. "max

heat and pain it is unrivalled, and should be
kept in every family, ready for use in case
of accidents.

Inflamed

or Sore

Eyes.

It can be used without the slightest fear of
harm, quickly allaying all inflammation and.
soreness without pain.

Earache, Toothache,and
Faceach e.

It is a panacea,

and

when used according
to directions its effect is simply wonderful.
FP il
Blind, Bleeding or Itching. It
es
is the greatest known remedy; rapid-

ly curing when other medicines have failed,

For Broken Breast, Sore

Nipples, £8
i teiy ang

efficacious, arid mothers who have once used
it will never be without it.

‘Female Complaints.

2;

need be called in for
the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. The pamJute which accompanies each bottle
gives
directions .now it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

CAUTION.

use aicohol as drink.

use of tobacco.

3. Tobacco

:

is no. less

health of body and mind than
4.

On the score

injurious Yo
alcohol.

of filthiness, who: will

say which shall be king ?

Nene other 1s “genbine. PE ways
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Prices
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describes
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with
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10 cents.
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considerably
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denominational

T'. Bay,
Life, Letters, Ser.

discusses briefly,

all the questions

but clearly,

postage, 9 cents.

The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the doctrines:
held by
the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents; poss.
tage, 1 cent.
Our Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de

sirable church covenant.
Minister's Manual.

“just issued, Yesigned especially for ministers;
for

all

church

members.

It

contains

Scripture Selections for more than thirty differen;

occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozer

different meghiogs} Formulas and
Suggestions,
1he Rules of Order are comprehensive, and ye
very concise and well arranged; stating in i (eer
pages all the important, parliamentary rules of des

iberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leathcz: 75
cents;
Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick

paper covers, 10.cents.

Sabbath

School

cstion Books

Je for adults an
ESBONS for
Eve

Shildren.
unday,
,18,

:
postage

,02

STORY of dig
Ts +
wt 02
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
¢
£02:
Butler's Gommentary
by the same author,—Prot. J. J. Butler, contains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath sehools and family
reading.
$1.0) ; postage, 12 cents,
The Register

contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,.
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year:
meetings, with their statistics; the names of al}
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers.

of our benevolent societies, an account

literary institutions, obituaries
isters, &c.,

dozen,

&c.

Puaice,

$7 a hundred.

Lectures
ON THE

TRUTH

.
OF

10

of deceased

cents

of our

a copy;

min
9%

a

Postage. 1 cent per copy.
THE

BIBLE;

lent book for aik who would -*‘ search
tures.”
Twenty-two lectures
portant points of Bible study,

ots.

an

excel-

the Scrip-

ou the most
im...
1.00; postage, 9°

Tracts

were not stereotyped till within the last tew
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7:

ots. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
Denominational,
which contains a historical statement,

a brief notice of our doctrinal
ity ana institutions,
The Sacred Melod

and

basis,church pal-

is a small book of 225 hymns and severaj:
tunes selected especially tor prayer meetings,
30+
cents; postage, 2 cents.
Printing Establishment’

is a briel historieal statement, &c. Publish
ed by order of the General Conference, and for:
gratuitous distrib ution.
Marriage Certificates,
10 cts. doz.
,
Steel Engraving of Dr. Day,
2D «
The above named books are sold by the dozen,

at 20 per cent. discount for cash with the order,

or on receiving
Send your

the books.
orders to

I. D. STEWART,

Dover. N.

BE.

For sale also by
s
FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Ma lison St., Chi age, 11)
PENFIELD & C0., Hillsdale, Mich.
D. LOTHROP & CO., 82 Franklin St.,Boston
Mass.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

|THE LAUNDRY JACK.
any ordinary

fener sold in bulk.

$170.

is a simple device for holding the board while iron.
ing. Instantly attached to a table, it firmly. holds

2. There are ten drunkards where there

would be but one if none had learned the

edge,

contains a Narrative of his

cents;

For
stanching
viceaing,
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ng

¢ These ought ye to have done, and
not to leave the other undone.”
While it is both pleasing and encouraging to witness the efforts of philanthropists to save the young from intemperance, by inducing
them to pledge
themselves against the use of alcohol in
all its forms, even to cider; one can
hardly refrain from asking why leave out
the great prolific root, the out-growth of
which is,

Diphtheria

gilt

The Minutes of the General Conference
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Sufferers who have tried everything else
without relief, can rely upon being entirely
cured by using Pond’s Extract. .
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and

be drunk, or how much tobacco used. for
smoking, chewing or snuffing ?
But
when we take into consideration that
alcohol and tobacco are both destruc-

20,

large religious

The Book of Worship
only
a few copies left, All
postage, 10 cents. .

‘1 have another summons before a superior Judge. It behooves me to answer
my first summons, and ere your day arrive, I will be where few kings or great tive of human health and life, how can
folks come.” The last day of his life in we be justified before God in the habitual use of either ?
the afternoon he said, “This night will:
close the door,

Freewill Baptist Publications.

~~

had no longing for it since.”
he was indicted of high treason. The
This was yéarsago, and he is steadground of this indictment was his work fast yet. ‘* Re temperate in all things,”
entitled, ¢ Lex Rex,” in which with great is the apostolic injunction.
‘What is temperance ? In my view it is
moderation he defended the liberties of the prudent or proper.use of all necesthe people. The summons to appear be- | sary things,and entire abstinence from all
fore the Parliament, found him on his’ unnecessary things. On this definition
death-bed, and he returned this

ing Rev. I. D. STEWART, Dover, N. H.
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sively used.
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tices but the tobacco. In about three
months after my conversion, I felt that
it was not right for a Christian to use tobacco, and
1 left off this

be obtained

$1.10 per copy, ‘postage paid, by address-

The Memorials of the Free Bapiisls
ve the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their
‘union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00,
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beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the

In giv-

wicked

It “may

ance
.
Postage is paid by the publisher.

of Me.

chewed tobacco. I profaned God's holy
name, I profaned his Sabbath. I did
everything that was bad. When God con-

and

to the reader.

Terms : piugle copy, each, «
385 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one ad:
dress, each, 25 cents
Payment always in advance, and no commission
dllowed on money sent,
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son Papers
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storm.

burned,

incidents connected therewith— make this
book of 516 pages one of marked interest

8 a

was nursing

ing an item of his experience, he writes,
«“ I was in all manner of wickedness.
1

demned, and ordered to. be

constant Jjourneyings from Maine to Ohio, and a record of

The Moruing Star.

food from distressing him. I told him that

of God, he became u Christian.

Charles 11. came to the throne. Persecution-eommenced immediately. The Marquisof Argyle, James Guthrie, and other
leaders of the Covenanters were thrown
into prison. Rutherford
was deposed
from all his offices. His books were con-’

trials

fifty-third volume.
It is able, ary
and pro~
gressive.
All
communications, should be addressed to Dover, N. H.
i
Terms per year sie
‘$2.50

ing, he lit his pipe and began to smoke,
saying that he hadto smoke to keep his

smoked

undergoing

gether with his almost

drink ; and who shall say which must is
the less excusable ?” [ once had the privilege of being with a good young minister, more than fifty years ago; after eat-

I

published,

because of his temperance, principles, to-

“ Oh,” said he,** Imust smoke.” ¢* Yes,”
said I, ‘“and the rum drinker
must

drank to intoxication.

once

—

ship. Ionce listened to a very smart
temperance sermon, ataQ. M. in Me.,
in which the preacher dealt heavy blows,
right and left af rumselling and drinking,
handling the subject ‘* without gloves.”
After close'of the meeting, I went into
the house where the preacher was stopping, anc found him smoking a pipe.
On being admonished of the propriety
of backing up his préaching by example,

using,

was

—

will become a test of church member-

the remedy he was

Morning Star

of the denomination,

temperance pledges,—especiully church
pledges ? If the time ever comes when
a pure Christianity prevails, I believe the

he also wrote several books vindicating the
rights and principles of the Presbyterian
church. This was the hush before the
1660,

whose auspices

the

and did much important public work, but

in

under

An agent of

clude tobacco in their pledge.
Why
not ake it universal? Why
not set

I have a young friend who .was very far
gone in wickedness.
In the providence

and

more

juvenile temperance ‘‘ armies” thatdo in-

not only performed his duties at St. Andrew’s,preached regularly on the Sabbath,

died,

contains

of the F. Baptists than the ‘‘ Memoirs of

ty.

minister was Rev. L. Hathaway,

Cromwell

book

Freewill

information in regard to the early days

the in-

perhaps

no

of the

—

ference is, that both should be treated
about alike, and banished if possible
from society, especially Christian socieTrue, there are some,

« History

Baptists” itself,

God,

Scotland.

Rutherford

Besides the

the gold and the silver that belong to

sent as Commissioner from Scotland. He
took a prominent part in the work of that
Synod. There exists in manuscript, in
the library of the University of Edinburgh,
a sketch of the Catechism in his hand-writing; and it is supposed that the world
owes this celebrated document principally
to him.
The period from 1640 to 1660 was one
of comparative peace to the church of

During this time,

A Denominational Biography.

the

instead of curing his trouble. His little
smoking would have to be increased
more and more, to produce the desired
effect, and would eventually destroy what
digestive power his stomach then had.
I advised him to put away his pipe and
be careful of his diet, eat sparingly for
a while. He thought it over, acted on
the suggestion and soon regained good
health, lived to a good old age, and was
instrumental of very much good.
That

I charge you bethanks.
give
and
fore God, that you speak to others and

invite them to help me

of all the pastors

He was filled with sorrow for his

ith ine

eat

Brother,

most

land.”

wrote, exhorting them to steadfastness in
‘it { the truth.

is more than grace, it is glory in its infancy. Why should I start at the plow of
my Lord that maketh deep furrows on
my soul PI know he is no idle husbandman. He purposeth a‘crop.” And again,
* How blind are my adversaries who
have sent me to a banqueting house, to a
house of wine, to the lovely feast of my
lovely Lord Jesus, and not to a prison, or

place of exile!

would be satisfied to be the meanest and

of of the church.

Christ is accompanied with sweet refreshment, with the kisses of a king, with the
joys of the Holy Ghost, with faith that
the Lord heareth the sighing of the pris-

that thousands,

assembled to worship God.

these sacred

my Lord’s will, my kind Lord hath «now
bestowed on me; even to suffer for my
royal and princely king, Jesus, and for

so well did he plead his Master's . cause,

enant together

defend

to

Anworth, from which I am banished. Oh,
that I might but speak to three or four
herd-boys
of my
worthy Master. I

for he would not langh upon a lie, nor be
‘witness
. with his comforts to a -night
letters, we remember John Livingstone,
vation, that there is to-day as much or
who, after a night spent in prayer, preach- dream.”
more physical suffering in the world
Rutherford was
no selfish recluse,
ed to a great congregation in the churchyard of Shotts, and the Spirit of God fell feasting in the ¢‘house of wine,” unmind- from the use of tobacco as from alcohol,
on them with such mighty power that ful of those who were hungering without. if we except the maddening nature of
five hundred persons dated their conver- His letters attest how tenderly he remem- alcoholic intoxication ;and it is doubtful if
sion from that day; and who again, in bered his flock at Anworth. Headdresses even this exception oughtto be made.
Many may think this view can not be
1638, when the people had assembled them ‘My dearly beloved in the Lord,

question was asked, if they would covto

or I have prayed for with submission

face was habitually turned upward, as get a drink of the well that goeth through
if he was gazing into
heaven.
His the streets of the New Jerusalem, to put
preaching was fervent and affectionate, itdown.” Christ did not disappoint the
** not in enticing words of man’s wisdom, ~hopes of his persecuted servant, but gave
but in demonstration of the Spirit and of hina such joy in his own divine prespower.”
ence, that his cup overflowed. Many
A large volume of Rutherford's letters of his letters were written from Aberhave
been preserved.
Cecil said of deen. In one he says, ‘ His prison is
them, ** That book is one of my classics,” my banqueting house, Iam handled as
and every Christian justly regards them softly as a petted child.” *¢ Christ hath so
with reverence, and reads them with handsomely fitted for my shoulders this
profit and delight. They have a double rough tree of the cross, as that it hurteth
charm. They are the loftiest expression me no wise. Only the memory of you
of devout piety, in an idiom quaint and my dearest in the Lord, my flock keepeth
attractive. Cold and hard must be the me under and
from
being exalted
heart that does not kind!e with the fervor above measure.” ln another he says,
of his love, or thrill with the impulse of ‘* Believe
mye, brother, whoso looketh to
his zeal. But this is not all; they give the white x of Christ's crqss, and takus glimpses of the history of that impor- eth it up handsomely with faith and courtant period, and lay open before us the age will find itsuch a burden as sails are
heart of one man, and in it we seem to to ships, or wings are to birds.
I find
see the church of that day. We perceive that my Lord hath over-gilded that black
that intense love for Christ, that devout tree, and hath perfumed it, and oiled it
reverence for his name, that loyal obedi- with joy and consolation.” *‘Oh,what owe

made men faithful unto death, and carried the church of Scotland through the
ing her independence and liberty, but terrible persecutions of the following
this, so far from being the end of the half century. Permit me to make a few
struggle, was only the beginning.
For extracts from these letters, which illusa hundred and fifty years she guarded trate these thoughts.
this charter, as a thing dearer than life.
Of his work, as a pastor,we may judge
Again and again, the power of. the state
when we hear him say in regard to his
hurled itself against her. On battle- people, ‘My day thoughts and my
fields, in dungeons, in fire and flood her
night thoughts are of you.” “I would
true and brave-hearted sons and daughlay my dearest joys .in the gap between
ters received the shock, and from each
you and destruction.”
‘ My witness is
baptism of blood
she arose, bearing in heaven. Your heaven would be two
aloft the precious palladium of her libheavens to me, and your salvation two
erty.

The first letter

which I fear shall be fed with dry
breasts.” '** Bind me more (if more can
Rutherford was educated at the Uni- ‘be)to your Ladyship, and write thanks
versity of Edinburgh, where, in 1621, he to your brother, my lord of Lorne," for
received the degree of A. M. After sev- what he hath done for me, a poor uneral years study of theology, he was ad- known stranger to his lordship. I shall
mitted to the ministry of the Presbyte- pray for him and his heuse while I live.
rian church,and in 1627 he was settled as It is his honor to open his mouth in the
pastor at Anworth.
The first years of streets, fur his wronged and oppressed
bis ministry were embittered by severe Master, Jesus Christ.”
This lord of

in | hours in prayer; and during the remainder of the forenoon applied himself to his
work

as so connected with the great struggle

banishedto Aberdeen.

which we find written after his sentence,
is addressed to the Viscountess of Kenmore. ‘He says, ** Noble Lady, the hon-

of blood ull over the land, that Samuel
tutherford lived and preached.

tention is called at this time, was born
Scotland, in the year 1600, and

wrought well, strengthening the church
against the day of her sore visitation.

the

Bo

path, that he said, his prison walls were

for

On

tas Ny

the dying exclamation of the saintly
scholar and eloquent preacher, Samuel
Rutherford, who, more than two hundred
years ago, entered into that glory, which
often, during his life of toil and persecution, flashed so intense a light on. his

as-

5,

sare.
LR
6. On the question of expensiveness,
perhaps there is not much difference.
Both are very prolific in wastefulness of

AT

that the title and refrain of that hymn was

vast

up to God

but I often think the sparrows are blest
who may resort to the house of God in

aid SoS

which he had passed, and an inspired
prophecy of the glory so soen to be re~ vealed to him. Itis an interesting fact

fell on the

sembly, and prayers went

T

ing thunder, and the gathering clouds
disturbed the land,
but these men

eeHe

Hosea Quinby. Itseemed like a pathetic
recital of the trials and sorrows through

For saints of old with

Then a silence, like the

silence of the grave,

The well known sod beautiful hymn
entitled, ** Glory Dwelleth in Immanuel’s
Land,” has become peculiarly dear to
many persons from the circumstance that
read in public by
it was the last hymn
our beloved and venerated brother, Dr.

their honor

Ey

and their blood.

BY V.G. RAMSEY,
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of a single native-born American.

extinction, in the midst of a region

Railway

Furthermore, atthe
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6. ¥. MOSHER,

in Chicago last week, the Socialist ticket
which polled 10,000 votes and elected
three councilmen, did not bear the name

to study.” He doesn’t complain. He is
glad to serve the Master thus, and help
his fellowmen. But there is a wrong at
somebody's door. For this brother is
doing this work to save the churches from

the great July

Editor.
for publication
and all letters
&c., should be
N. H,

strikes of 1877.
municipal

election

that

Such are only a few of the phases of most pressingly needs missionary help,
German
Socialism in America. There while the Home Mission contributions do
are features of it that are attractive to the , not much more than pay the expenses of
| fancy of the worn and poorly paid labor- the Society. Who is withholding ‘money
ing man—another source of danger, for, from this work? Any appeal that we
SOCIALISM IN AMERICA.
in embracing the doctrine for’ its attrac- might make would seem tame in comWe have been pondering over this partions, they also give strength to its more parison with the bare statements of fact
agraph that recently appeared in the
made by the Home Mission Treasurer in
destructive elements.
daily papers:
:
another place.
Each reader can see, better than we can
" Twenty-five thousand people celebrated
PE
+++
the anniversary of the Paris commune at point out, the tendencies of these SocialHOMESICK HOURS.
the exposition building in Chicago, Satur- istic theories. Each knows, as well as
Blessed are the homesick, says some
day night. One thousand of them were we, that there are great numbers of Gerarmed with guns, and the avowed object man
one,
for they shall at last come to thein
citizens in. this country who deof the meeting was to raise funds to per- nounce the more revolutionary principles ; Father's house. Itis homesickness that
fect a military organization.
:
leads us to look beyond the present: it is
If that celebration stood by itself, it also that there is considerable alarm
homesickness that strengthens our hope
might amount to but very little, but taken expressed about these tendencies that has
in the good time coming. Failures surno
good
foundation
to
rest
upon.
But
in connection with other facts it becomes
round us; a little foible eats into our self
that
jt
is
a
grave
and
menacing
danger,
quite significant.
‘There are about six million Germans in taken all in all, we do not believe that consciousness ; we spoil a good day or a
good week by some bit of foolish or unHy
this country, industrious and frugal citi- many will deny.

a All communications designed
shouldbe addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
addressed to the Publisher, Dover,

"zens
as a rule,

but

a

large

number

of

If these are the dangers; what are the

them ave tinctured with thosg notions of protective measures?
government and property that have made

We know of none

called for word or act; we

are

mortified

with ourselves and get disheartened; we

better than that the actual history and

would

be

at

home;

we

are

homesick,

Socialism so dangerous an element in the aims of Socialistp, in this country and in The vojce never tires of speaking, the ears
Empires of the old world. What has the Europe, be exposed, and that honest never tire of hearing, the mind nevertires
working men be iufluenced to hold them- of thinking and the heart never. tires Of
United States to fear from them?
selyes
aloof from the organization. The loving the sentiment that there is noplace
Mao: Henry Fawcett, the eminent Engtheory
that vight hours for a day's labo
like home.
oy
:
lish: Statesman and economist, recently

ing
expressed the belief that if ¢ Socialism isto remedy all the evils that
men
suffer,
is
delusive.
Idleness,
not
of
should continue to advance with so much
the
enforced
kind
but
of
the
voluntary,
is
rapidity as it has lately shown in Germany and the United States, the day is not already a sufficient evil. Moreover,
far distant when the Socialists will be while the danger of over-production—that
able to control the legislations of those is, of producing more than we can find a
market for and so causing business decountries.”

*

Fhe paragraph that we first. quoted
shows im how great force Socialism—for
it and Communism are practically the
same—exists in Chicago. It is cqually
well known that in all the large cities and
populous States of the Union there are
many thousands of enrolled members of

pression—is held up, it ought also do be

borne in mind that the labor agitators

might themselves do much, as.a writer
in. the Atlantic Monthly has recently
pointed out, to remedy the difficulty of
over-production, by each studying to
fulfill his own duty in this respect towards
the order, and it should be remembered the laboring classes, just as he clamors
that in numbers they already exceed the that the capitalist should do. The sugstrength of the organization that first gestion partakes a good-deal of the theoazoused the attention and the fear of retical, but theré can be no doubt that
Germany. Thus while many have been there are large possibilities in it.
>
proclaiming danger to the country from
the actual presence of the Negro, and the THE NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION.
dreaded invasion of the Mongol,

a new |

It will be seen by the programme

that

danger has been growing up in our midst solid work is laid out for the next gatherthat is, perhaps, more to be feared than ing of this body. The subjects for consideration embrace those that haye an imeither of them.
:
A.writer in the "April number of the portant bearing on the denominational
North American Review says: '*‘Prince life and welfare, and the brethren who are
Bismarck is at present secretly encourag- appointed to take the leading parts will
ing the emigration to the United States of put faithful work into the preparation.
proscribed German agitators, and defray- The result ought to be a quickened interig their expenses from the enormous est in all these matters—an interest that
secret service fund at the command of the shall not exhaust itself in a few enthusiImperial Chancelor.” There seems to be astic responses at the time, but that shall
the best of reasors for belleving this to be abide and bear fruit.
This will be the fourth meeting of the
trie, the “emigrants coming of course
from the ranks of ihe two million Ger- | Association—or rather, of what has grown
man citizens—members of the Socialist tinto the Association. The first was held
party—who were recently deprived. of in Lewiston, Me., in April, 1876, and altheir constitutional.rights by a repressive though it was not largely attended yet
there was considerable enterprise shown,
il} of which Bismarck was the author.
Suveral aspéctseof the question as it and plans laid that without doubt have had
exists at present in the United States a wholesome bearing on subsequent deappear in the following extract from ‘an nomination al work. But we must confess
that it is with a kind of melancholy inarticle to which we have just referrad :
The large number of self-supporting terest that we recall this passage in the
Socialist newspapers alone attests the ex- report of that meeting:
¢¢ Not the least
istence of an immense sympathizing important features were - the preliminary
ough for the present silent) mass’ of steps towards celebrating our denominamem
And the success and extent of the
movement are the more appreciable after tional centennial by the raising of a hun# careful comparison of the relative in- dred thousand dollar fund for Home Misevemse of the Sociali:t vote, recently sion use, and establishing a new mission
polled in the large cities of the Union, in some foreign field.” The centennial is
with that cast in Berlin during late years. close at hand, but the fund is vet to be
By this it appears that the result at the
gols-of our large political centers, ‘such raised, and the meager receipts for Home
xs New York and Chicago, shows a more Mission work are sad proof that ‘the
rapid growth of the Socialist vote than enthusiasm on that occasion was not disthat cast at Berlin, when the increase was seminated very widely. We can not. afconsidered sufficiently -alarming to ‘call ford to pass resolutions simply for pracfor restrictive measures.
And the won:
dex grows greater when upon investiga- tice.
At the second convention, held
in
tion it is ascertained that the moving
spirits of our Socialist party are German Lawrence, Mass., in 1877, the movement
agitators—many of them recently import- to endow a Bible school in India received
od from the fatherland. These men lend
to the eause all their knowledge, pertinac- a strong impetus and has since been
ity, and experience.
We iefer to sueh | pushed to practical success. Moses smote
men asF. Leib and Paul Grottkan, con- the rock to make it give forth water.
victed and condemned, some time since, This endowment of the Bible school shows
by the tribunals of Berlin, apd Gustav how the smiting of an enthusiastic purLyser and Henry Fude—both escaped
{rom the prisons of Frankfort, the latter pose taps men's purses.—At the same
having Eities taken a prominent part in gathering the project of a convention of
ihe Paris commune.
Indeed, the sympa- all open-communion Baptists was set for-

thy and the union of the . American "party

ward, and the favorable consideration ac-

with she German movement may be seen
from
the fact that, previous to the last corded the project by the succeeding General Conference was doubtless
Lawrence gathering.

due to this

election ir Germany, a considerable sum
was raised in the United States to aid the
Socialists in defraying election expenses
The
third convention,
in
Boston,
wm Prussia. There - these funds
were in April of last year,
witnessed the
mstrumental in swelling the majority
-| organization, on ‘what it is" hoped ‘will
- against a friendly Government.
Itis well known that Mr. Seward most prove a permanent basis, of the New EngfEaved the German element of all that land Association, and it is this body that
enters into our national composition. is to hold its session in Lowell jn two
+ Their elannish habits, their revolutionary weeks. The committee of arrangements
spirit, and their tenacity to all the dan- has been anxious to secure speakers who
gerous principles of government that they would keep their appointments—a most
have brought from the disturbed state of commendable course, and one in which
European affairs, lay at the bottom of his
fears. Some one has said, “As the Turk
brings with him all the peculiarities of
barbarism, so the German imports all the
eharacteristics of the fatherland, without
the Balkans for a barrier or the Koran for
- acurbh.”
' Not only are the leaders of the Socialist
organization in this ebuntry Germans, but
three-fourths ofall the attendants at their
National conventions have borne German

names.

ersal

»

they have every reason to expect success.

There are indications of a good attendance,

and the programme is such that it will
deubtless draw: thither not a few of the

wavering ones. We wish there might be
a. general gatheringof the brethren, and
that successful plans might be inaugurated
for accomplishing much needed work.
Oy

157°WE learn of a Freewill Baptist minis-

ter in the West who has held the pastorate
of four churches the past year,

has. filled

Along side of their doctrine. of seven different appointments each month

brotherhood, of Government and has preached on.an average five ser-

eontrol
of railroads, telegraphs, theaters mons a Sabbath through
the year, includand schools, allof which are to be free to ing the services held on Saturday afterthepeople
; of materialism to réplace re- noon and evening. To. keep these apTigion, which they designate as ‘the mere pointments he lias had to ride from 2 1-2
opinion of nations ;” of an end of impris- to 25 miles each: Saturday, and for his
opment

every

and

caste,

with

direction,—along

views should

be placed

State-help

side

in services has received less than $100.

He

of these

has a family! of five besides himself

the fact that this

to support, and gives his “fair days to

element was responsible for and led off in

manual labor and dull days and evenings
I

You may spoil

the word

sweet"

by

ago, in receiving into fellowship the Gethsemane church, whose present pastor,
Dr. Burlingham, is notonly widely known
for his open-communion sentiments, publicly expressed in speech and in writing,
but for his open-communion practices,
having been pastor for almost a year of
the American chapel at Paris, where he

egrlarly officiated at the celebration of
the Lord's

Supper,

to

the

promiscuous

imously received, and Dr. Burlingham
was placed on an important committee.
If an association that four years ago could
not brook Dr. Jeffery, who has never partaken of the Lord's Supper outside of a
Baptist church, now admits Dr.. Burlingham, who for almost a year communed
regularly with Paedo-Baptists, afe we not
justified in believing that a spirit of liberality is beginning to dawn on the. Baptist
Association? And does not the gentleness with which Dr. Boyd, of St. Louis,
has been treated, who invited a Unitarian
clergyman
to commune
S;
hi with his church,
:

BRIEF NOTES.
The poem, * My Cup Runneih
Over,” on
the first page of last Week's Star, should have
been credited to Sunday Afternoon.
If some one will point out to us wherein the
majority

in

Congress

gushing over it, but once again putit be-

differs essentially from its attitude in 1861, we

fore home—sweet home—and you have at
once transformed the adjective into its
pristine grace and beauty. Sweet home,
what words dearer to the homeless? The
absent one or the wanderer knows that an
unutterable and unfading love awaits him
athome ; he knows that in that home he
outranks wit and learning, kings and
princes and the whole world beside.
Blessed are the homesick, for they shall

shall be greatly obliged.

at last come to their Father's

house.

Oh,

the home-gatherings that are awaiting the
weary of the earth! Many eyes become:
tear-dimmed as the vision flits by. O ye
home

lovers

who

have

no

homes,

The National Baptist’s

Dr. Dobbs

speaks

ironically of paving church debts when
says: *“ It is against our principle to pay
interest, and aguinst our interest to pay
principal.”

The article by “ J. F.” on the second
will repay a careful reading.

be satisfied—indeed we

can

We have

he
the
the

page
yet

to

not believe—that

the cause of truth would suffer by drawing the
lines where he proposes to draw them.
~The

Watchman speaks

movement in

favor

confidently

of * the

of unrestricted commun-

ion” as being ¢ a movement now happily at an
end, so far as our denomination is concerned.”

It must then have reached its end within
last few hours.
:

the

Dr. Lorimer is a man of fortitude.
He rearise to your daily work and prayer, and
sists all the blandishments and tempting offers
glory in the heaven-born hope that the
of the Tremont Temple church, and persists
good time is surely coming; it may be ia his resignation of the pastorate. It has at
almost here.
last been accepted, and it is presumed that Dr.
The spring time is at hand, though L. will go to Chicago.
through the long winter, the barrentwigs
“ There is a secret about the newspaper reand branches, ice-bound and wind-riven, ports,” wrote Dr. Mitchill to his wife from
have seemed the earnest of any thing but Washington in 1802, “ which you ought to
green leaves and the glistening sunshine, know. Many things are told there which
never happened.
Speeches are printed as
of cool shades and bird melody ; yet shall. made whiclt never were made. Many speech-

God so clothe the trees with sunshine and

beauty,

and

forget

the

unfortunate,

the miserable, the lonely and

the

home-

less among his own children? O ye of
little faith, will ye not make hope strong
in the belief that the homesick are on the
way to their Father's house,and they shall

surely reach it?
A

Free

CoMMUNION

CONVENTION

The Committee appointed by the last
Free Baptist General Conference “to correspond with open-communion Baptist
bodies in all parts of North America, and,

if found practicable, to unite with them in
calling a general convention for more intimate acquaintance, a closer

union and

the promotion of truth,” has the subject
under consideration, as will be seen by
a communication from its chairman on
the first page. The Committee consists of

Revs.0.B.Cheney,D.W.C. Durgin, E, W.

Page, Esq., Revs. J. S. Manning and N.
C. Brackett. The objects for which the
Committee was appointed, as set forth in
the resolution quoted above,, seem to us
to be worthy ones, and we trust that the
correspondence of the Committee will be
met with favor by the bodies addressed.
Such a convention

of Christian

brethren,

met for fraternal intercourse and to consider means of better promoting the work
assigned them, would be an interesting
spectacle, and ought to result in great
good. We would be glad to hear from
any ‘‘open-communion Baptist ” in relation to the matter. ———
lA freer e——

_ S01.DIERS’ GRAVES. It is probably generally remembered that some years ago—
in 1873—Congress passed a law providing for the erection of durable headstones
over the graves of soldiers of the regular
and volunteer forces of the United States
whose remains are interred in the Nation-

al military cemeteries,
been carried out,

and

This
the

law

graves

has
of the

Nation’s dead in these cemeteries are now
permanently marked. At the instance of

ministers’

widows gave each $10. One minister
and one layman gave each $5. Fourteen
other persons gave $22.80, making in all
$246.80 from 26 persons; and there the
matter rests, and Bros. Brackett, Morrell,

Manning, Smith and other faithful workers
only one-quarter

of their

Isthatright?

Have all done their duty in this jnatter?
Are there only twenty-six persons in our
whole denomination who are sufficiently
interested in this cause to make a little
extra effort—a little sacrifice, if they so
regard it—to pay the very moderate salaries of brethren who are devoting their
whole time and energies for the elevation
and salvation of that large class of people
in our own country who had been heathenized by slavery, and for whose freedom

in past years we had felt such an interest
and prayed so fervently? 'Can this be
possible? I trust not. Are there not
thousands within the pale of our Zion
who are more able to give for this object
than most of the twenty-six who have
contributed ? These missionaries must be
paid,

£

attitude of the present

Two lay brethren each gave

Three ministers and two

pay for the last six months.

nothing against it. The church was unan-

ol

$10.

have received

gatherings of Christians of every denomination who worship at the chapel while
visiting Paris. Dr. Fulton on being asked, previous to that meeting, if he intended to vote for the admission of Dr. Burlingham, with his record, replied that his
first intention had been to oppose his admission; but he had concluded to say

look in the same direction ?

sent $20.

or

their

labors

must

cease

and

the
good
work
must
stop. Who
shall pay them? We can not ask God to
do it by miracle as he fed Elijah.
The
Mission Board can not pay ‘them unless
the people furnish the money.
* No
debt” is the policy of the Society and a
good policy, too. The little. Permanent
Fund whichis well secured on interest

must not be used nor borrowed. No
money will be borrowed by the Treasurer.
The people must furnish the means or the

work niust stop.

In accordance with a regular custom a large
number of French Republicans met at Lyons,
France, the other day, to celebrate the anniversary of President Lincoln's death.
Their

anticipation of the proper
‘month may

be

overlooked

day

by

nearly a

in

view

of their

1ecognition of the fidelity to a great

principle

that ~ characterized
the martyr
President.
That is among the most promising of the manifestations of French Republicanism.
The
upshot of Joseph Cook's: * strictly
scientific” lecture on ‘¢ Solar Self-culture” was
that the spectroscope must determine whether
a man has religion or not, and a set of ordina-

ry scales must

determine

how

much.

And

now he asks pardon for suggesting that ‘when

on the Berkshire Hills a law concerning temperance is enforced by the legislature
Beacon Hill, there may be some feeling in
sunset that there has been a conspiracy in
sunrise, and that a law so passed may not
perhaps, quite according to justice”
What
asks pardon for is doubtless far locating
sunset and the sunrise only one hundred
fifty miles apart.

on
the
the
be,
he
the
and

A correspondent, having in mind Rev. A.
D. Williams’s article in the last Star with reference to the colored people, writes with some
warmth in behalf of his own race, and especially against any plan of colonization that has
vet been proposed.
Our colored friends show

their proverbial good nature in submitting

to

be theorized about so much by would-be social
philosophers.
‘Why not talk of colonizing the
white people? Have they any original title
to the soil, that the colored people have not?

Denominational Helos.
The Home Mission Society and its Work.
THE TREASURY.

On the first day of last Jan., as stated

in the Star of Jan. 29, the Home Mission
Society owed on its appropriations

$950.

On the first day of April,
the amount was
$1591.

The

amount

received

Jan. 1 and April 1, after paying

between

all

that

sponsibility if the Mission is given up?
Not the Mission Society—not the denomination as a whole—‘¢ Corporations have

no souls ;” but the responsibility will rest
upon the individuals

headstones over the graves

soldiers who are

village cemeteries.

buried

of similar

of the

Union

in private and

This will be done as

soon as the necessary arrangements can
be made. In the mean time the Quartermaster General, at

Washington,

will

at

once proceed to collect the necessary information as to where these headstones
are required. All persons having knowledge of the burial places of soldiers in
private cemeteries whose graves are not
marked, are requested to communicate the
fact

to the Quartermaster

General,

and

church, &c., and current expenses, was
$415.81. This sum has been divided
among the laborers and the churches to
which appropriations had been made,

composing

the de-

Are you, kind reader, for one prepared to meet your part of the responsibility
of having our Home Mission abandoned

for the want of a few funds

to carry it

forward ?
Dear brethren and sisters, will you
please ask your own consciences and your

God, “ How much ought I to give to this

object,” and do it Now?
is prayerfully considered
answered as he will wish
stands before God in the
I believe the whole sum

If this question
by each qne and
it was when he
judgment day,
of $1198.25 will

be paid before the close of April.

Then

Home Mission Society will be entirely
from debt to the first day of April,
the hearts and hands of our missionlaborers will be greatly strengthened
encouraged.
THE MOTHER CHURCH.
The appeal in behalf of this church
which was made in the Star of Jan. 29,

is probably fresh in the minds of its read-

ers.

They will doubtless be glad to learn

what have been the results thus far of the

months.

to THE Independent finds indications that
“ga spirit of liberality is beginning to
dawn” on a particular Baptist Association :
Baptist papers passed over utterly without discussion the action of the Long Island Baptist Association, some months

Bro. O. B. Cheney, a short

time

since,

wrote me from Venice, Italy. In his letter he says, * But I take up my pen only
to say your words in the Star have opened

my heart so widely that with great pleasure I send yon aun order for $25 to help
our good old Home Mission Ship off the
breakers, one of which

is for

Bro. Neal

(New Durham),and $24 for Bro. Manning.
What a satisfaction there is in staying up
the hands of those Christian workers who

for doing it.” Amen, I say to the sentiment in this last sentence.
It must be that there are more than
fifteen persons in New

need, and it is hoped

Hampshire,

that

there

who,

are

on’ the more. ““ natives” abroad who

this dutiful offering, do it with the least

possible delay.
THE DAY OF PRAYER FOR MISSIONS,
Bro. Perkins, the Cor. Sec. of our Foreign Mission Society, has very properly
suggested that a day of prayer for our
missions should be observed throughout:
our entire denomination, and he has fixed

very much and to carry forward our gen-

that day

eral work, To this appeal one good
brother, who is a Freewill Baptist in fast
colors, then in Florida, responded by

Probably Bro.

sending his check for

$100.

Another,

all our brethren

our

whole

and

special prayer and thanksgiving to God
for the success of our mission work in this
country and in India. Let us pray earnestly and in faithin our closets, at our
family altars, in the social meeting and in
the public assembly that God would
abundantly bless our missionaries and
their labors, that he would raise up more
laborers to enter the whitening fields which
are now ready. for the harvest, and that he
would dispose the hearts of his people to

contribute liberally of their substance for
‘this cause. Also, let us give thanks to
God

for

the recent

cheering news

we

have from Harper's Ferry and from India,
of the gracious outpouring of the Divine

Spirit. And, further, let us each one
make a special freewill thank-offering in
the form of cash for our empty mission
treasuries, and give enough, at least,

on

ries to the first day of July next, and to
send a full remittance to India on the
first of June for the quarter in advance.
SiLas Curis, Treas.
pon

wn>

Minnesota.

Iam glad Bro. A. A, Smith has called

the attention of our’ eastern

brethren

to

some of the needs in our great and rapid.

ly developing

State.

It is a promising

field for mission work. Our two Yearly
Meetings, the Minnesota and the Minnesota Southern, are about equalin member-

ship and extent of territory.

And there

is not much difference in their needs, internal financial strength and religious
ability. ‘We have so much land room out
here in the Minnesota Southern Y. M.,
that of necessity our churches are a great
ways apart. The ministers are so poor in
purse that they are compelled to labor a
part of the week time to’get the wherewith to feed and clothe their old and the
new bodies of their household.

I wish to say a word about the method

we have adopted to raise funds in the
Blue Earth Valley Q. M. from which we
are expecting to derive great benefit. We
have organized a Mission Society accord- |" ing to the statute of the State to hold
property for mission purposes. Within
nine months we have secured about eight
hundred dollars (8300) as a permanent
fund, the interest of which only is to be
used. Brethren have given their notes for
from 5 to 25 dollars at ten per cent. We
have a missionary,
Bro. B. F. Kelly, in the
field, who has done an excellently good
work the past winter. We have also arranged that the churches take a collection
for missions the last Sabbath before the
Q.M. session. This last plan we bor-

on the

first Sabbath

Perkins,

in May.

by virtue

of his

office, did nut feel authorized to speak for
the Home Mission Society,

Treasurer

of both

but

societies,

as

and

I

am |

am

the Minn.

year bave afforded so much encouragement
to the friends of this school

can

and

mission,

both heré,and elsewhere. Surely,God does

greatly bless

people of color.

this

mission

among

the

;

The interest in Sabbath-school, prayer
and conference meetings, missions both
Home and Foreign, and in the preaching
of the Word had been comparatively good
during the fall and winter,” with occasionally a conversion,

until within

some

ten days when the rain more generally and abundantly began to fall. But not

in such torrents as to pass off without absorption, as showers

some times literally

do; but it seemed to penetrate tothe very

center of parched and thirsty hearts, and
brought us all,in mellowness and tears,to

the sunshine of the eross.

:

In one day a company of seven seekers

was found at the anxious seat for prayers.
Several of our Christian students, workers

in the revival, went aside into our print-

ing-office room, and with these anxious
ones read the Scriptures, and offered

words of advice and prayers, The result
was, that during the day,—as many

as

five

hours

of

which

they

spent

in this manner, six of the seven came into
the light and liberty of the children of

God. The sevefith one lingered, in much
distress, and at times almost in despair,
but, since I began to pen these lines, has
come to bring us the joyful tidings of his

pardon and peace here, We laid aside
our pen and everything. else, and with
voices), all sang,

Committee

R., at

“It will cheer the hearts of many to know
that Storer College is enjoying another of
those very precious * refreshings from the
presence of the Lord,” that from year to

Mission, when

Ex.

R.

Te

for $24.

the

Central

Revival at Storer College.

others of our happy

in Vt.

sisters throughout

denomination as a day for

equally interested in both, I think I am at
liberty to speak in behalf of the Home

Star”

together.

be observed by all our churches, and by

who was then in Italy, se¢ing the appeal
in the Star, immediately sent his order
‘¢ A reader of the

die

Station on

yet

give regiment, company, and date of death cluding our work among the Freedof deceased, if known. Similar informa- men, which is one of the most important,
tion is desired from parties in charge of as it hasbeen one of the most successful,
such cemeteries. Of course it is not in- of our Mission efforts, that an extra
tended to furnish headstones for graves effort be made, outside: of. our regover which monuments have already been ular contributions on the card system, to
erected by relatives or friends of the raise enough to pay our missionaries who
were then needing their small salaries
deceased.

or

“What God hath joined together let no
man put asunder.”
Then let the first Sabbath in May next

which time the brethren there hope to be
prepared to dedicate a new house for
worship.
A. J. Davis.

will manifest
their
regard
and
love
for
her in a
first day of April, and $1193.25 due to our
material form.
Only $44.50 are now
missionary laborers.
:
In the article of Jan. 29, an appeal was | wanting to make up the sum asked for.
made in behalf of our Home Mission, in- Leu all who intend to have any part in

leaving $17.56 in-'the Treasury

must stand or fall, live

Randall and Peletiah Tingley were often
mentioned. I've been a Freewill Baptist
ever since- long before I was converted
to God. Don’t let.the enterprise fail.—I
never saw New Durham; but possibly I
may in 1880 if life is prolonged.”

one

This pro rata payment was

quarfer of the amount the Society

feed and nourish one of these societies and
neglect the other. The two societies

Jormer is prominent. New Durham, Benj.

owed,

salaries or appropriations
for the lust six

prayers and contributions of the churches.
It would be disastrous to the cause of
missions with us if we should ‘attempt to

effort. The whele amount received to
to this date is $46.50, which was contributed by forty-seven different persons and
one Benevolent Society. Fifteen of those
persons are now residents of New Hampshire, six of them are Freewill Baptist
ministers. Thirty of the contributors are
now residents of other States. Most of
them were *‘ natives” of New Hampshire.
It is hoped that the children at home will
not allow themselves to be outdone in
their affection for their ‘* Mother” by the rowed from the Chain Lake Q. M. at our
children abroad.
last session. Now, if any of our brethren
Bro. N. W. Bixby, of Iowa, in a recent. and sisters East wish to aid us by adding
letter says, ‘‘ Enclosed you n.ay find a anything to our permanent . fund by condollar for the ‘Mother church.’ There
tribution or note we can assure them that
are sacred memories that cluster there. the interest will bejudiciously appropriatAmong my earliest recollections, the ed. The next session of the Southern
reading of a copy of the Magazine or In- Minnesota Y. M. will be held at Mapleton

on reflection, will consider it a privilege
to help make up the little sum of $100 or
our “Mother Church” in this time of her

none of whom had received anything on

sucieties and their work in particular,
These two societies ave closely allied to
each other. Both must be fed with the

nomination.

‘showin their every day lives that
the War Departiniciit, Congress has re-’ was given fot’ specified “objects, such as think more of doing good than of any they
pay
Permanent Fund,
Mjyrtle Hall, Mother

cently authorized the erection

ing is for our mission work in general,
and for both our denominational mission

Who will bear the re- that'day to pay up our Home Missiona-

the
es actually made never appear.”
And to ex1
free
plain the whole matter he adds: ‘ According
to the temper, humor and party [political] of and
ary
the editor, debates are mutilated, garbled and
perverted.” It seems that politics was politics and
seventy-five years ago.

not be consulted, and would therefore say
that it should be distinctly understoods:
that this day of prayer and thanksgiv-

students,

(and

the instrument softly accompanying
‘His name so

with

our

sweet.”

-

———————

oh

Ed

Christ!

happy

in

And, you will permit me to add,

that twenty-five of the twenty-eight

who

have, in any way (by holding up a hand,
rising for prayers, and coming to the
front for prayers) made known their purpose to enter the mew life, have been
enabled to do so! The per cent. that remains in our school, not professed Christians, is very small and yet we seek the
conversionof them all. Pray for us,
;
A. H. MORRELL,
Harper's Ferry, March 29, 1879.
EE
MY
YE

‘Kowa,

The Lord is still blessing the labors of Rev,
Jno. H. Decker, in the Van Buren Q. M. On
March 18, two were received into the Lock-

bridge church; on the 19th, a four days’ meeting was commenced with tlie Liberty church,
at the close of which four were added; en the

23d, one was received into the Hillsboro’
church, making in all 176 who have been
brought into the Q. M, since Bro. Decker’s
connection with it, two years ago. On March
26, a protracted meeting was commenced at
Utica, which is a new field, ‘ but the F. B.
doctrine takes well and promises to bear good
fruit,” are the closing words of Bro. D.’s communication.
:
:
.
Mentucky.

Seventy-fifth Birthday Celebrated.
The

seventy-fifth

birthday

Bro.

of Rev.

Silas

Curtis, of Concord, N. H., was celebrated on
Thursday afternoon and evening, Feb. 27, at
. his house, by a gathering of members of the
Freewill Baptist church and congregatien,

who were unwilling the occasion should pass
unobserved. They began to gather quite early
in the afternoon, and at once discovered their
4 Freewill” propensities by taking possession

of the

entire

premises.

The

doubt feeling themselves

occupants, no

powerless -to

gracefully submitted.
Early in the evening the

resist,

;
ladies

company to the dining-room,

invited the

where

they

had

provided a bountiful collation. Here Bro. and
Sister Curtis were invited to preside, which
‘they did with their usual grace and dignity.

his own life and work, as well

as

of the

de-

nomination at large with whose history he
is so familiar, Bro. and Sister Curtis were ‘in
their happiest mood, and we scarcely could
have believed they were old, had they not told

us of things within their remembrance, which
occurred a good while ago, even long before
some of us were born. They seem to grow
old only in years.

For tweuty years they have

been members of the Freewill

Baptist

Scioto

(Ohio)

Q.

few of our counties, and has met with great
success. He will organizeaQ. M. in Lewis

Co., the second Saturday in May.

The

pros-

pect for our cause in this county is good. We’
learn that Bro, Crabtree contemplates going

to

Hillsdale.

Taking a survey

of the field

here in this State it seems that it will be hard
for us to give him up. We learn that four of
the churches of his Q. M. have consolidated
and are about to employ him

but I hardly
¥. W. B.

think

they

as

their

pastor,

will

hold

him.—

Illinois.

"Rev. 8. F. Dodge and wife have been laboring with good success, for the past five months

The Religious Intelligencer speaks of a
revival at Grand Menan, where. forty have
been baptized and forty more found among the
anxious ones. ‘‘ Many young men of much
promise have already taken np the banner of

Jesus, and we feel that the work is only just
commenced.”....The total number baptized at
Waterville, C, Co., during the special services
held by Bro. Colpitts, is twenty-two....Rev.

B. Colpitts and Rev. J. Gravinor were holding
meetings at- Mount Delight, C. Co.,
eleven converts, have been baptized,

where
and a

church has been organized.... There has been
considerable revival at Dutch Valley, where J.
to-day, among its truest friends.
\ A. Robertson has been laboring for a few
Indeed, the church is what it is to-day very weeks. One convert has been baptized by
“largely because of their faithful work.
While Rev. C. T. Phillips....Sunday, March 23,
Sister Curtis is seldom permitted to meet with
three persons were baptized by the pastor of
us in our religious gatherings because of bodi- the Fredericton church.... Millville, York Co.,
are

ly infirmity, her cheerful face, bright hope,
strong faith, and perfect resignation and trust,
even in the midst of physical sufferings, give
courage and inspiration to us all for our work.
The company dispersed about nine o'clock,
" feeling that the occasion had been profitable in

many ways:
May our friends

*“ return late to heaven,”

and if not permitted to enjoy many more such
gatherings with them this side the river, may
we spend eternity with them on the other,

:

n.FP.W,

is experiencing a glorious revival.

Forty-four

have already been baptized, The influence is
being felt in all the surrounding. neighborhoods....Rev,

T.

O,

DeWitt

writes

from

Cape Sable island, over date of March 12: “I
am sorry to say that I bave been laid aside
from work for the last three weeks.
I took a
severe cold, and being pretty well worked
down, it overcame me.
Congestion of the

lungs was the trouble. Up to the time I was
laid aside I had baptized one hundred and ten
(110) and there are

stills more

waiting

to go

forward as soon as I am able to administer the
ordinance. The Lord has been a very present
help in the time of trouble,
Thank his dear
name. I think I never saw the time when the

Fe

Ministers and Churches.
Eastern.
Maine,

A part of the 2ud Lebanon church has been
revived, some of the brethren have reconsecrated themselves to the Lord, quite a number
of extra meetings have been held, and some
young persons have found pardoning mercy
and saving grace.
tev. Ira Emery has closed his labors with
the Sabattus church, and will correspond with
any church desiring pastoral labors. His address is Lewiston, Me.
New

Hampshire.

Rev. C, C. Foster will close his labors with
the North Nottingham church, the last Sabbath
in April, and is ready to correspond with any
church
desiring a pastor. Address, West
Nottingham, N. H.
New

York.

A few mercy drops have fallen in Willet.
Three have been converted and one reclaimed
during the past two weeks.
The interest is

still increasing.

7

"Rev. A. P. Cook writes from Cherry Creek,
that he: had the
privilege of organizinga

church of25 members

at Cottage,

March

20.

Some six or ten more will soon join. * I have
held a meeting of two
weeks and some six-

teen have risen for prayers, mostly heads of
families. Shall preach one-half the time for
the next year.”
;
>
-_+

present

living at

Kent City, giving a mother’s care to Ler broth-

er’s orphaned children.
Ohio.

Bro. E. Tibbets has closed his pastoral lahors with the
Blanchester
&
Maineville
churches, and repaired to his Western home at
‘Agency City, Towa.
His labors were well received in our midst, and we learn an effort is
being put forth to secure his labors again in

the near future.

May

success attend....Rev.

J. H. Baldwin, pastor of the York and Union
F. B. churches in the Harmony Q. M., closes
his labors in a few weeks, with those churches.
Any churches desiring the labors of Bro.

B. eam address

him

at East

Liberty,

Logan

Co., O....Bro. Poston, of Springfield, writes
us that he bas just closed a protracted effort
with the Pleasant Grove church, some twenty
souls were made happy in a Saviour’s redeeming love. Bro. P, was assisted in the effort by

Bro. Patch, the esteemed pastor of the

Cleve:

land church....We are pained to learn that
Bro. John Hisey, of Waynesville, was prostrated a short time since. with heart disease.

‘We understand the attack was so

sudden

and

acute that he fell in church while holding a
protracted effort

at

Beech

Grove.

We

hope

he may speedily recover and again be enabled
to labor for God....Sabbath, March 30, was an
interesting day for the 2nd Creek (New Hope)
church, as on that day the pastor (J. A. Sutton) delivered a.sermon on the duties, quali-

fications, &c., of deacons,
F. M. Sears

was ordained

laying on of hands
Dudley,

prayer

and

and

giving

after which
as

deacon

prayer,

of® Pleasant

Plain,
the

Rev.

Bro,

by

I. H.

delivering

charge,

the

the

Bro.

Sears

enters upon the duties with the prayers

of the

church,
and in the strength of Israel's God.
After a labor of five years with the church
of Royalton, Rev. Ira Slater has returned to
East Trumbull, Ashtabula Co.
.
Rev. T. H. Druke closes a pleasant pastor-

ate of four years with the South New Lyme
church, April 15, and accepts a call from the

First church in Harrisburg, Pu.

Rev. J, Masters has closed his labors as pastor of the Beaver Valley and Seal churches.
There is a revival in the 2nd Middleport
church, and several have professed conversion,

-»+«The Pomeroy brethren have

no preaching

place now, the school-house having been closed
against them,
They are struggling bard to
complete their house which they hope to do

soon,

7

McDonald; nine

had

previously

been baptized.”

o

The F. B. Woman's

Mission

Society.

Woman's work in the home church and
in mission fields has become a visible fact
of no little magnitude.
As an
outlook into one phase of the religious world
and as treating
of a subject
especially
interesting
to our own
people,
we
insert in this department a com-

munication from one of the readers of th®
Star
in relation to the Woman's Mission
Society :
:
I am not a member of the Woman’s Mission Society for the obvious reason that I
do not belong to that sex.
However, I
am an interested spectator; the moe so;
perhaps, as, to save me, I don’t know
where this woman question is going to land

up. It’s afloat,that’s sure,but how good and
safe the ship is,and what kind of ability and
strategy and discipline there is on board, a
good many of us are waiting to have answered.
Now, one phase of this woman

;

the

the thin

edge

of

wedge has been inserted, that the cam-

el has surely got his head in. Now the practical question is, brethren, what are you
going to fo about it ?
But what is this organization, known as
the Free Baptist Woman's

Mission

Socie-

ty ? In trying to ‘partially answer this
question, I do not propose to repeat what
outsiders say it is, nor what
the members
themselves say it is. But what has it done?

and what

isit doing ?

matters,

I feel

a

As

to

little

financial

hesitancy in

putting the women on the same basis that
we should men, in judging of the same
questions;

for women,

you know,

know so

little about business.
If they do as well
as ordinary men, they ought to have the

increase in both the

ren’sbands.

greatest

American

there

auxiliary

was

and

among

the women

number

and

From

in

one eachin

New

York

‘these merest indications

Iowa.

of facts

movement.

on increasing in membership and resources;
I don’t know but we shall have the phenomenon repeated of the tail wagging the dog.
And this is what troubles me. Iam a great
believer in the nature of things, and

as we

all know, it is not according to the

nature

or

carry

outthe

programme;

lo,

behold,

where was the man to do it ? Fortunately’
search was rewarded by finding a man in
the steward’s birth, and so they gave the
management of the office to him.
The
transuction properly belonged to the superintendent's office, but then, you know,
she

was a woman,

and although

she

sort of

people,

proved an efficient and diiigent superintendent, yet it is far better, the august Legislators thought, that the job should be given to a man, if he was only a steward. I
have been thinking, even if there was any
higher authority that could deal with the
Womar'’s Mission Society, by telling its
would they find the man in the Society
carry out

the

programme;

for

or sendso much.

money

for becoming
the

Business Hotes,
West's Liver Pills cure Indigestion.

ELECTRIC

BELTS.

A sure cure for nervous debility, premature decay, exhaustation, etc. The only reliable cure.
Circulars mailed free,

Address

43 Chatham St., N. Y.

J. K.

REEVES,

BmS

Sn
CSRS
QUERTUS COD LIVER OIL JELLY, apt
proved hy the Academy of Medicine of New Yoru,

for lung diseases the most mild, bland and ' nutri.
tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
with more beuefit secured to the patient than with

double the quantity of any liquid oil.
The most
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by druggists and E. H. TRUEX,

3 Platt St,, New Yorks
<

Rev.

L.

L.

Harmon,

pastor

of our

church

I waive all this, and place

the

women

on

the same footing as a similar body of men.
Now a few facts.
From its published Reports, I read that
the Free Baptist Woman's

Mission

Socie-

ty was organized at the session of the N.
H. Yearly Meeting in June, 1873. Its receipts have been as

follows,

the

Society’s

year ending Sept. 30 in each case: Cash on
hand, Oct. 7, 1873, $535.40; receipts,18734,$667.59 ;1874-5,$1108.25; 1875-6, $1269.64 ;
1876-7, $2166.03; 1877-8, $3691.58, making
a total of receipts since its organization in
1873 to Oct. 1, 1878, $9438.49; and its total disbursements for the same period,
$7513.95.
Their disbursements each year
have never exceeded their receipts.
As far
as it goes, can we find fault with th us
much of financierigg on their part ?
Any
one who will take the trouble to sum up
the items given in the Reports will seethat?
$1398.04, or about 63 per cent. of all the
disbursements have heen appropriated to
Foreign Missions, $2022.04, or about 27
per cent. for Home Missions; $593.24, or
about 8 per cent. for home expenses; about

one-third of this 8 per cent. being paid toan. agent in the nome fleld during one

year; taking this out it would reduce
home

expenseés to about 5 per

cent.

the

of the

disbursements, or averaging abont 879 a
year:
‘The Society can not be accused of
selfishness in bestowment of its funds.
Of its disbursements to the foreign field,
about $3000.00 have been spent on its own
missionaries, while about $1800.00 have been

given to other than its own

missionaries.

at

Hampton, still supplies Organs and Pianos on
very favorable terms, sending them to any part
of the United States., His address is Hampton,
N. H.

7, Prayer

‘remedies

having failed, and Dr, H. James

Address

CRADDOCK

& CoO.,

was

1032

experiment.

cured his
gives this

Race

Philadelphia, Pa.

© 13t52

Consumption
“An old physician

ing

Street,

Cured.

retired from pragtice,

hav-

had placed in his hands by an Nast India

i J id
the formula of a simple vegetable
remedy for the speedy and permanent cure for

Consumption,

Bronchitis,

Catarrh,

Asthma,

and all Throat and Lung Affections, also a positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and
all Nervous Complaints, after having tested
its wonderful curative powers in thousands of
cases, has felt it his duty to make it known to,
his suffering fellows.
Actuated by this motive

and a desire to relieve human suffering, I will

send free of charge to all who desire it, this recipe, with full directions for preparing and us-

ing, in German, French or English. Sent by
mail by addressing with stamp, naming
this

3

faper, W. W. SHERAR
ochester, N. Y. .

CELEBRATED

149

Powers’
Block,
13eow3

the WORLD

OVER.

The manufacturers were awarded the highes
and only medal given rubber plasters. at both
the Centennial and Paris Expositions.
| Far superior to
common porous plasters, liniments, the so.
called electrical appliances, &c. It is the best
known remedy for Lame and Weak Back,
rheumatism,

bago,
and

Female Weakness, Sciatica, Lu.

‘Diseased

Kidneys, Spinal

Cemplaint;

all ills for which porous plasters are used.

Ask your Druggist for Benson’s Capcine Plas

ter, and see that

you

get

nothing

else.

Sold

yy all Druggists. Price, 25 ots.
;
Mailed on receipt of price vy SEABURY &
JOHASON, 21 Platt St., New York.

enjoys

Fifty

DRESS

& COSTUMES.

Our

Infants’

equipped.

Furnishing

Complete

known.

“BM Mdwards int

O Durgin

A friend

int

able prices.

Mrs E D Car
Revd W Carr balsub
Rev OB Cheney amt note
Wm B Wood do

BOOTS
For 8 ring
dren.
Cloth
season, $3.50;
shoes from $2
$2.50; Misses’

DR. N. 6; WHITE'S

Children’s

-

PULMONARY
ah

—FPOR—

Lewiston,

Me., Apr. 3.

buyers, and
e vite

heel, button

boots, $1.60;

4
boots, $2.75, and

stand
ready to remedv
orders, convinced that

be sent by express, C.

fance 1s
erence.

TRUTHS,

BITTERS

:

too

0. D.

large, we
4

Where

always

the remit.

return

the dif.

Broadway andTwentieth St,

SELF-RAISING

BREAD

BUCHU, MANDRAKE,
DANDELION,
OF ALL OTHER

University. ,

All Diseases of the Stomach,’ Bowels,
fl Blood, Liver Kidneys and Urinary Orans, Nervousness, $leeplessness, Female
GOLD

The cost of raising Bread, Biscuit, etc,

;

Will be paid for a case they will not cure

It restores
the
nutritious
elements
which are taken from the flour in bolting.
No ordinary Baking Powder or anything
else used for raising bread does this.

or help, or for anything impure or injurious found in them.
:
:

Ask your druggist for Hop Bitters and

i free books,

and

try

the

Bitters

before

you sleep. Take no other.
The Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief is

Universally used and recommended
prominent Physicians.

Put

the Cheapest, Surest and Best.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

S. S, RICH

IN

TO BUY

138

YOUR

TO
,

OWN

edia

St., Philadelphia,

etc.,

NEW

BOSTON:

Maine

of

Law

Pa.

or Gent

that

sends

us

value free by mail.

BBEST

173

J

On-

about two hundred
$3 eenwich St, N.Y.
34151

CARDS, no 2 alike, printed in Crim=

mn or Jet, 18c.

CLINTON

BRrOS., Clintonville,

conn,

1y24

0 Perfumed Cards, Chromo, Lily, Floral, Snowflake, ete., 10c. Game of Authors, 15¢c. H. M.
Smith, Clintonville,
Ct.
1313
Perfumed, Chromo, Lace, etc, Cards, in Case,

6.

name in gold 10c.

Ray & Co, E, Wallingford
:
13t9
ARIETY PATTERNS. To any one sending me 25 cts, 1 will send them, post-paid, 1

Doz. Variety Patterns for! both useful and ornamental work.
Address Mrs. R. Hannaford, Underhill Center, Vt.:
;

Perfumed, Bouquet, Lace, Snowflake CARDS,

10¢. Nname mn fold
Wallingford Ct.
Cab

& jet.
1

258

Ray

&

Co., E.
13t13

CENT

D LOTHROP&

BOOKS

FREE.SENDFOR

ONE

CO. PUBLISHERS.

For all the upose of o Tanly Pyar, :
™

CHEAPEST IN THE WORLD
Magnifies 500 times. ~ Equal in
ower at
nth
the

Peet ome

mont

Sam-

ple by mail, postpaid, 25 cents.

J. BRIDE & CO., .

297 Broadway, New York,
Illustrated

Novelties free,

Circular

;

Costiveness,

Jaund

Dyspepsia,

Indigestion,

Dysentery, Foul

ige,

Stomach

Erysipelas,

0)

Piles,

Rheu-

matism, Eruptions
and
Skin Diseases, Biliousness
Liver Complaint, Dropsy,
Tr
see
Tettér, Tumors and Salt
Rheum, Worms, Gout, Neuralgid, 48 a Dinner Pill,
and Purifying the Blood, are the most congenial
purgative yet perfected. Their effects abundantly
show how much they excel all other Pills. They
are

safe

and

pleasant

to

take,

but

powerful

to

cure. They purge out the. foul humors of the
blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered
organs into action; and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the
everyday complaints of everybody, but formidable
and dangerous diseases. They are the safest and
best physic for children, because

mild

as

well

as

effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entire
ly harmlédss.
.
PREPARED BY
DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.
Practical and Analytical

Chemists.

11 Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
SoM bya

2

[No. 4.]

em29

ABBOTT'S LARGE TYPE (Illustrated)

NEW

WITHNOTES,

TESTAMENT.
is a splendid

work

for Agents.

Nothing like it. “All want it. Price $3.00. Ad-

“dress fr. SM 00DSPEED
Cincinnati, O.,

CHARM MICROSCOPE.

New

I.

and Breath, H e a d ache,

their address will receive something of great

M. YOUNG,

DESIRABLE

1v24

ROB’T WELLS, 43 Versey St., N. Y., P. O. Box
287
1287.
:
\
Tteow?

left.

of

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

and

—send for circular,

5

11

pounds

Agent, 124 State St., Boston.

D,CATALOGUES

For Business
Owners, TenSaves many
Circular and
C€O., 1000

—Choicest in the world—Importer’s
prices—Largest Company in America
—staple article—pleases “everybody—
Trade continually . increasing—Agents “wanted
everywhere—best inducements—don’t- waste time

:

AND

ILLUSTRATE

TE AS

:

25
(

CHEMICAL WORKS,
Providence, R.

W. G. SHILLABER,

Month, An Encyclo=

“orms.
Men, Farmers, Mechanics, Property
ants, everybody, every business.
times cost. Selling fast. Send for
Terms.
P. W. ZIEGLER &
Arch

RUMFORD

AGENTS
WANTAGENTS Piro
ED.

BE

' containing
for

Street,

PORTLAND,

HOW

packages
enough

sent free on application.

PORTLAND.

Exchange

11t6

in

just

by

The Horsford Almanac and Cook Book

Coffins, Shrouds,

Society.

up

ounces,
flour.

& SON,

PLACE

:

with it is only about halfas much as by
ordinary Baking Powder, and the result
| is much better.

omplaints and Drunkeness.
IN

*

It is Better and Healthier than ordina=
ry Baking
Powder,
Cream
Tartar or
Yeast.
:
.

CORE

$1000

#

Invented by E. N. Horsford, late Prof. in Harvard

BITTERS,

TEEY

tH

Healthy and Nutritious

Baking Powder.

CONTAINS

HOPS,

PREPARATION,

. The

not a Drink,)

# AND THE PURFEST AND BEST MEDICAL QUALITIES

-

spring

HORSFORD'S

N.

50
2.51
1.00

made,

kind, for

(A Medicine,

2.00

SHOES.

Grand, Chrystie, and Forsyth, N.Y.

HOP

2.00
10.00
15.00
32.94

AND

B first srlal will insure us the regular custom
ereafter.
»
:
All orders for Goods to be accompanied by
the money; or, where Sines wish,
Goods will

Lung and Throat Affections.

10.00
ua
4.00

features

ae

and simmer, for Ladies, Misses. and Chiltop, low button shoes, the novelsv of the
genuine kid walking boots, $3.75. . Low
to $5; fine quality slippers fron $1.25 to
best pebble goat, worked
button holes, $2;

hand

factory to
all errors,

The astonishing success of this Elixir, and

13.00

and fit the prominent

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the

METALIC BURIAL CASES

1784.18
G. WW. BEAN,

Goods.

ur goods are all first-class. We fill all
orders exactly and to she Interest of pur.
chasers, guarantee all purchases to
natise

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
"And other Lung Affections.

;

3.90
50.00
12140
618,07

.

Infants’ shoes, all colors. #1.25.
Boys’ and Youths’ French calf button
a good, durable laced shoe, $1.95,

ELIXIR

Caskets,

20.00

Quality, le,

of this department.

CHEAPEST

6,00

.

Every possible requisite for a gentleman's outfit. First.
class and medium grades of goods at our usual reason-

FURNISHING UNDERTAKERS.

10 95

Fresh additions daily.

3

MAIL.

800,00
150,00
14.60
61.00
15,00
3048
64.60
57.50
73.00
00
13.02
21.50
5000
11.00

material.

Gents™ Furnishing

RevN LL Rowell 352 W 24 StNY.
Rev Alva Crabtree Flat Pike Co O,
Rev J Allen Elsie Mich.
John W Riddle Cassville Mo.
Geo Glaspie Memphis Mich.
Rev.-H M Freeman Lishon Mich,
R M Hibbard Stone Prairie 111.
Stephen Lee Pawtueket R I,
Jom H Baker Columbiana Shelby Co Ala.

28,50
12,00
}
5.50

any dress

RIBBONS.

Forwarded.

Maine Central Institute.
Rev S C ‘Whitcomb bal note
Rev ZJ Wheelar amt note
‘+ C8 Frost on note
* I H Peckliam int
**M Merrill Hon A Toothaker Jos 8S Coffin
ea 100,00
Late Sam’l Weeeler
J W Perkins D W Libby int each 7.30
N 8 Harrington DD Genther ea 30.50
¢ A Hathaway a friend cash ea 5.0,
iss L A DeMerritte
ev C A Bickford
.
* HW Bolton
Hon A Toothaker bal suly
A friend
:
T.'T Smith bal note
John White amt **
Alonzo Richardson Edw Staples ea 25.00
Rev
Fullouton

and
§

All the choice grades, containing every color and shade

enover—A Kenney—M T King—H Kittle—F W Lyford
—J Livermore—A Libby—E M Lindsey--N Lord—M A
Lufkin—E H Libby—~Mrs P Low—Miss ET Mills—J G
Munsey—C L Mark—G W Matthews—dJ 8 Manuing—L
Malvern—J Meud-C W Nelson’2—Mrs L Owen—S L
Purington—T E Peden—Mrs GoF Porter—E Pinney—)
W Pannel—Z C Pocler—F A Palmer—C Preston—H
J
Prevle—S Paine—L W Roymond—J Rand—S Randall
—A Raplee—J A Ray—R Rees—W F Remick—1 Slat
er—P Russell—Mrs N Shawler—M P Stockwell - MrsH
Sessions—J A Sa \ders—E Stevens—R D Sparks—Subscription News Co—H Shepard—F A
Stanford—D B
Sanderson—T Spooner—ETrue—) Thompson—E Turner—J J Tufts—M Trafton—8 Titus—H
Thompson—
Vineland Wis—L
G Viuhorn—8 Webster—A V Wells
—C P ‘Wond—N Wilson—B R Woodsum—E Weare—
OD White—A I, Walker—A P Walcott—H FF Wood—
¥ Walkere-J iH Witson—J Wetherbee—(*
Wait—8
Vhite.

231.44
Treas.

at list

A superior selection of plain hemmed linen, and all
linen hemstitched, and scollened Handkerchiefs.
Also,
embroidered Silk Handkerchiefs unsurpassed in beauty
or color.
J

—J.J Hoag—Mrs ME Hilton—L Hlldreth—A R Hem-=

!
L. A.DEMERITTE,

better

the home-made article,

The largest, rarest, and most unique French novelties

JW Adams—Mrs A A Austin—Mrs N
J Allvn-J
Bracketi—M Bruce—J M Crandall—A 8S D Bates—1
Brown—Mrs W G Bettes—C E Brown—W H Brown—
Mrs A Bean—A Butterficld—Miss S P Blanchard—A J
Baker—Mrs LJ Bradterd -8 H Barrett—H Beal—A F
Bennett ~W H Cates+A H Cadugan—Mrs OW Chesley
—M P Clifford—W SCrego—W H
Cox—D
Clark—J
Cosman—R
Clark—C
Carpenter—J. G Clark—L A
Crandall—E Crowell—J F Dovglars—S H Davis—Mrs
D 8 Danjels- R Derby—dJ 8 Dinsmore~—A H Chase—
A F Cornwell—L Urawley—A A Earl—J Ellis—F P
Ellicott—J & Evans—<J E Dunton—G H Damon—G H
Chappell—S H,Cornforth-R J Fletcher—L Fenner—I,
Fox—8 Farnbam—B H Fish-E L
Freeljnan—A
Freenian—D8 Fowler—A D Grover—R Gardiner—8
Gordon—GH Howard—A B Harris—Mrs I. Huntress

|
H.

thoroughly

in the city. Also, the medium grades of hose for ladies
and children at very moderate prices.
Ladies’, misses’, and children’s kid, cloth, dnd Lisle
Thread Gloves of the best manufacture, in all the newest

Money Letters Received.

‘
Dover, N.

is

as $35;

in the Wardrobe

Hosiery, Gloves, & Handkerchiefs.

31-2,

in India roora Myrtle Hall
10,00
Mrs J M Brewster Prov R Lfordo
25,00
Mission Box L E Champlin Waterloo To for
H Ferry
1.00
Mrs M D La Foree Misses Lottie, Lizzie, Julia,
Mary and Emma Caron 1.00 each and tive
ladies 25 ea Agency
City Io
3
Aux?2nd Lisbon ch
Me
10,
do Ashland N H for F M
12.50
de Haverhill Mass to furnish room in Myrtle
Halland to con Mrs Emily A Page L M
20.00
Aux Ea ParsounsfieldiMe
hod
Lisbon Q M for room in M Hall
25,00
do for furnishing Mrs Mosher’s room in do
13.26

-Any article

price; really cheaper than
much more satistactory.

Post-Office Addresses,
E.N. FERNALD
(tc whom all contributions
churches for our
enevolent Societies should
Lewiston, Me.
52t
Hutchins © New Portland Me.
G York Farmington N H.

Mrs Jeremiah Phillips Dantoon India 2 shares

Department

Wardrobes as low

goods in proportion.

The Chinese
Problem, Rev. B, D. Peck, Carolina
Mills, R. I. 7, Prayer meeting, Rev. J. Malvern, 7 1-2,
Union Communion service, conducted by Rev.E.,W.
Porter, Lowell, Mass,
A are invited to participate in the discussion of the
subjécts vamed above,
3t15
P. W. PERRY, Chairman Ez. Com.

Mission

GOODS.

Novelties in Cachemeres, Suitings, Debeiges, and the
standard cloths, in splendid variety. Also, “Anderson's”
Scotch Zephyrs, printed cottor Dress Goods; Momie
Cloths, Uotelines, Percales, Cheviots, &c., with every
grade to be found in a first-class establishment.
’

Superb assortment of fine French hand-made UNDER-

Downs was given up by his§

101-2, Decline of Piety among Men of Culture

F. B, Woman’s

|

WARRANTED.

WEAR, comprising every requisite for a Ind¥’s wardrobe.
Also, children’s suits for every age and size.

years ago, Elder

Prof. G. C, Chase, Lewiston. Me, 2, P.M. Prayer and
Praise meeting, Rev. A.P. Tracy. 21-2. Denomina-

Aux Newmarket N H for zenana teacher
do W Oneonta
NY for
Pullmuni
:
Aux E Liberty O for Zenana work
do 20dF B ch Corinth Vit
A J Dutton Mrs A J Dutton Mrs J Robie Mrs
FP Eaton ea .50 for Myrtle Hall
A triend to
** Greenville RI
Mission Band do for furnishing room indo
Cd) for Jan and Feb lst F B ch Lowell Mass
Little Seed Sowers Portland Me for support of
Alice Rich Ind
‘
Grace and Willie Weaver Dorehester Mass
for Miss I Phillips’s salary
Family Mission Band Montague Mich for do
A friend Evansville Wis for zenana mission

excel.

Ladies’ & Children’s Undergarments,

eases, when used in season.

THURSDAY.

Books

4

at prices that canhot be undersold.
;
LAls
.
COLORED AND BLACK SILK
DAMABSES, embracing
the rarest gems of
the European or
American Markets.
In SUMMER SILKS and FOULARDS we have everything
that is new and beautiful.

SUITS

9, A. M. Praise meeting, Rev. G. M, Park,
9 1-2,
Endless Retribution, Rev. A. L. Houghton. Lawrence,

REV.
from the
besent)
Rev L
Rev E

universal

Our SUITS and COSTUMES fully sustait that pre-eminence so justly established, and always represent the
latest styles and tashions. .

Is a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and “all Lung dis-

Rev. J.* Woodmon,

tional Literature, Rev. J. J. Hall, Biddeford,
Me.

for

This department maintains its supremacy, and shows
the best productions irom the European centres.
Our Cloaks and Sacques are cut and made by men
tailors, therefore style and fit are guaranteed.

71-2, Woman's Work in the
K. B, Denomination, Mrs,
M.M, H. Hilis, Mrs. D, F, Smith and Mrs. E, W, Por.
ter.

Mass,

a reputation

In COLORED SILKS our well:selected stock is offered

Convention.

Meeting,

BY

A Man of a Thousand.
When death was hourly expected, all
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THE

SILK justly claims earnest attention, being equal to the
best of foreign Diniacture at half the cos
EVERY
YARD
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GLOBE SOAP.
Some of our lady friends have been using the
Globe Soap, and say that it is the choicest article
for washing they have ever used.
It is used in
our family with entire satisfaction; nothing like
it for removing dirt aod stains. For cleaning
type we regard the Printer’s Globe Soap as su.
perior to any other article. Agents wanted.
Address
R.A. TYLER, DOVER, Na
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man’s son for becoming a leader in society. This igillustrative of the above. But

what
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land, Me,
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the

church member

The New England

not

country as td effect the balance of trade, why I can see how a public sentiment might be
created that would be very detrimental to
such organizations.
The more I look at this subject, the |
more I am puzzled, and
to think.
:

Paper on Kelation of the

$

SHAWLS, CLOAKS, AND WRAPS.

Programme of the New England Convention. P:
St. ch, Lowell, Mass., April 22-24,
alge
TUESDAY. APR, 22,
7,B, M prayer and praise meeting led by i, 8. Rick.
er. 71-2 sermon, Rev,C, H, Malcom, D. D., Boston,
Mass. Alternate, Pref, B, F, Hayes. Lewiston, Me,
WEDNESDAY,
9, A.M., Praise meeting, Rev. O, T. Moulton. 9 1-2,
Chureh Finances, Rev. D. H. Adams, Newmarket, N,
H. 101-2, Phrases of Thought, Prof. J. 8. Brown, Lyndou Center, Vt, 2, P. M., Prayer and praise meeting,
Rev. E..W. Ricker, 21-2, Toleration, Rev, A, L. Gerrish, Olneyville, R. I. 33-4, Our Opportunity and Duty in Reference to Missions, Rev, (ih 8, Perking, Port-

in conducting benevolent enterprises ?
If the Woman's Society should go largely in debt, or strike out to do more than
they are able to do, or send missionaries to
moon,

Liwe

BILK

shades to match

detect even a steward in its list of offlcials, "*
:
Brethren, I shall be very glad for light
on this subject.
As long as the Woman's
Society raise their own money, pay their
own bills, and manage their’ own affairs, I
can not see how they can be authoritatively
supervised by any body of men, who, by
long ago: of use, have much experience in
business affairs. Can duy one doubt the

the

;

MINISTERS' CONFERENCE ul tie ol innesota Y, M.
will be held in connection with the Y.M., occupying
Saturday forenoon. List of assignments: W. Hayden,
‘Sanctification, C, L. R ssell; Atonement. J. 5. Stapies,
Conditions of Salvation. A. A, Swith, Original Sin,
J. D, Batson, Sermon on Eph. 2:3.C, H. Davis, Howiletics, G. P. Blood, Essay on Music in Publie worship. B. R.Rackliff, Eternal Punishment, L. A. H.
Welsh, Pastoral Work. R. Posten, Intermediate Stave.
A. Hathaway, Praise Meetings. How Conducted, D.
D. Mitchell, New Birth, P, Fuller, Sermenon Church
Ordinances,
#

to

I can

79.26

MINNESOTA Y.M.wlitdow its 22d session with the
Spring Brouk church, Dunu Co., W is., commencingat
2,P.M., June 2), to lastover the22ud,
Persons come
ing by rail will stop at Elk Mound station on the West
Wisconsin R. R,, where teams will meet all regular
trains to convey passengers to the Y. M. Persons wishing queh Suuvesance should drop a card to F. B, Fuller, Elk Mound.
3tl5
J.D BATSON, Clerk,

members what to do,and how to do it,where
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Our American Cachemire INDESTRUCTIBLE BLACK
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' Programme of MASS.Q. A. tr ve holden
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SHOPPING.
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SILKS.

FAMILY

Complete Ristory of Wall Street Finance, containing valuable n formation for investors. Address
Baxter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,
New York.
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some-

thing of the kind, and when they began to
look around to find the prison official to:

1320 Patton St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SO

lence that is unsurpassed,

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE

day=senool, by J. Barbour, Ea
Evening, conterence
sermons by Rev,J. Malvern, Thursday morn
lug. disgssiol, use of music in worship,
Opened by
. H.
. smith.
Sermons both morning
aid afternoon.
Service of prayer and praise at beginning of each ses=

setts, which is successfully ** manned” and
managed by women.
The Legislature of
that State recently passed some measure
in regard to contracts for labor,

Destitute chnrehes can correspond
with Rev,

AT PRICES

OF ECONOMICAL
es

Bounet, Ponson, Tapissier, Guinet, Girard, and other
[ pully prominent manufacturers. The Lord & Taylor

ADVERTISEMENTS.

rence, April 16 and 17, Wednesday morniug, business
session,
Wednesday afternoon. discussion, Our B=
nevolent Work,
Opened by the missionary agent.

of things, that the tail should waggle the
dog.
Brethren, what can we do about it?
There is a'publicinstitution in Massachu-

Recipe free for two stamps to pay expenses.

modiocre

:
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If the Woman's Society keéps

OR

Our BLACK SILKS contain the well-known brands of

REV, C.H.DAVIS, Prescott, Wis., will beat liberty
after May 1 10 aceept a pastorate.
:
er——————

each may draw his.own conclusions
as to
the system and impulse being put.into this

PUBLIC

NECESSITIES

79.26

CHAS. RUNDLE, Clerk.
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REV. L.D. BoyNroN, Hillsdale, stich., is'at liberty
tocoriespond with any church desiring a pastor, es:
pecially in the Easr,
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CHEMUNGQ. M. will hold its April session at Odes

of the ‘Missionary

Maine,

Ed
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NEW DRY GOODS.
THE
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SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

Concord, N. H.

Opening Spring Display
WE CAN POSITIVELY ASSERT THAT AT NO PERIOD
HAVE WE DISPLAYED AN ASSORTMENT OF DRY
ta OD3 50 ADEQUATE TO THE RE CIREMENTS OF

Societies.

Reported by F Sec In Star
607,33
Dr 1H Hedge Wokon Io
‘
N Hamptonch N H
For Mother ('h Mrs AJ Da-.
vis Concord N H
Rev J L Sinclair Meredith N H
Van Buren Q M Io

NEW_YORK.

144.90
Treas.

Receipts,

YM

please notify Rev. P. Christian, at Cuba, stating by
what iain they will come,
B, 8 A. GURNEY,
Clerk,
gid,
vial

elsewhere, ” writes another,and so on. The

should

credit

March

MASSACHUSETTS Q. M, will hold its annual session
children,” are reported in another dis- with
the church In Lawreace, on Wednesday and
trict, ¢ In short, I may say, the work as- Tharsday, April 16 and 17. An excellent programme
has been prepared. Let the churches send full delegas
signed to us as women is gaining ground ons,
GEO.S. RICKER, Clerk,
in vhis State, as I teel confident itis doing |

ing with Indian Hemp, he accidentally
only child of Consumption, and now

more

Benevolent

El Paso; from the Chicago branch.of the I, C. at Gilman,
Teams willbe in waiting at Cuba on tlie ure
rival ofall trains. Brethren designing to attend will

1,00
4,03
3.52
1.68

(!, A, HILTON,
.

No. Parma, N.Y.

the District Secretaries.
For instance,the
MINN. SOUTHERN Y. M. will hold ifs 11th
annual
Penobscot Y. M. Dis. See. reports: * I am . session with the Mapleion church,at Mapleton, Blue
Earth Co.. Minn, commencing June 20, at which time
happy to report an increase of mission in- it Is expected that they will dedicate their house of
terest in our Yearly Meeting.” Another worship. Brethren coming from the southern and
hast of the State. can take the Southern Min,
says,
‘‘The interest in this branch of R.eastern
R. to
Wels and there change to the Mini.
Central
Christian work, in this district is steadily: R. R. to Mapleton and those along the lines of the
Winona & st. Peter und St, Paul & Sioux
City
R. Ks.
increasing.
Five new auxiliary societies to Mankato snd change to Minn, Central,
have been organized (there were six be3t
Z. A. BANKER, Clerk,
fore) within the past year. There:have
MICHIGAN Y. M. will hold 1s next sessfon with the
church, Oxford Q. M., commencing May 30, at
also been three mission hands of young Capac
10, A. 1,
J. H. MAYNARD,
Clerk,
people and children organized.”
¢ Severhy
' 2tid

al new societies

B40

8 T Aoamsdo
Walworth ch per JM Crandall
Sprague’s Cor ch per A B Lcomls
Loomis

ILLINOIS Y. M, will be held with the Fiat. church,
four miles north of Cuba,
onthe 1". P. & W. R. R
commencing on Friday May 30, nt 10, A.M,
Persons
coming
over the C, B, Q. road will change to the T,
P.& W. at Bushnel, if from the South or West: at
Canton, on the Buda & Rushville Branch,
if from the
north, From the Ill, Certealh Main line, change at

of
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11.00
32.64
6.00
21:0
5.73
1.12
25.00
5.00
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child-

cal writers advances the opinion that there
are so many disadvantages in being born
of rich parents,
that rich people’s sons

have

ME.F,B. HOME MI(S8, 80C.
All money contributed: for mission work in Maine
should beseut directly to Rufus Desring, Portland,
Me.
6250
Per order of Lz, Com,

an

of the ‘reports

June 20,

Taylor

6
Tons

Otselic ch per G R Foster
Wom Miss Soc W Bethany
per Mrs M Rolfe
Freedom Q M per L Oherdby f
Oswego
ner A E Wilson
RevC B
Peckam int
N Parma ch
W Falls ¢h per Geo Donnocker
Mrs V
Eiliott per E W Page
Mrs E
Page do
*

MINN. SOUTHERN Y,M., Mapleton church, June 20;

This presumption 18 based on

the published abstracts

credit which we bestow only on extraodinary
financiering
geniuses among
men.

One of the

LLINOIS Y, M,, ¥int church
May 30,
|
MINNESOTA Y. M.,
Spring Brook church,

advisability of such supervision ? Haven't
men continually proved what they can do

Beligtons Miscellany,

not seriously deny that

Michigan.

is at

W,

question has entered our own denonination.
It is already there, brethren, we can

Western.
Miss Libbie Cilley

work of the Lord seemed so very important
as it has to me during the whole year.
I am
slowly recovering.
A good revival is in progress at Woodstock.
Seven converts were baptized on Sabbath, March 23, by the pastor,

Rev. G.

but presume

auxiliaries; two

church

in Concord, and have always been, as they

such summary,

Central Association Receipts.
Spafford QM per Jolin Tyler
t
rs M ki int Qe Rev W H{Waldron

Yearly Meetings.
,
WHEN AND WHERE HELD,
MICHIGANY. M , Cupuc churth, May 30,

societies had just commenced, and the
children scarcely knew 'that they could
have
a part.in this work,
Now, through
the reports of the ten District Secretaries,
and through other sources, ‘we learn that
fifty-four auxiliary societies are’ in active
operation, and thirteen children’s hands
are forwarding their loving offerings to
the treasury.”
* In the Report for the next year, I find no

Helper, reports the formation

Free Baptists in New Brunswick,

Hotices und Bppointments.

Secretaries : the work of forming auxiliary

last (March)

in revival meetings in Knox Co.

During the evening, the pastor of the church

made a brief address suggested by the occasion, to which Bro. Curtis happily responded.
He gave many ‘interesting reminiscences of

Alva Crabtree, from

M., has been holding protracted meetings in a

Tu the Home Secretary’s Report for 1877,
I find this statement:
‘ At the last General Conference of this denomination the
second anniversary of the Free Baptist
Woman's
Missionary Society vas
held.
Then we had no report from District

pe

All the seven are now

wind

souls!

i

Oh, how precious are these days to” our
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side Visitor. Terms and
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Woden, was worshiped on the sixth

THE RIVER OF LIFE.
BY V. G. RAMSEY.

tianity shone upon that heathen darkness,
and after a time made Britain a Christian

O fair and holy city,

Jerusalem above!
‘Whose temple is God’s presence,
‘Whose only light his love!

nation.
America is the Christian daughter of
Christian England, and from these two
powerful nations gospel truth is going
forth to the ends of the earth.
By whose agency Christianity was first
introduced into Britain, we do not know,
Some think that St. Peter opened the
door of faith to the people of Angles.

‘We muse upon thy splendor,
And hail each golden gleam
When the gates of pearl unclosing,

Thy glories o’er us stream.
But naught of all thy beauty,

And all thy wonders known,
Hath charmed me like the river
That flows from out the throne.

With calm and silvery flow,
Upon whose flowery borders
Purer than pearly portals,
Than jeweled walls more fair,
The glorious, golden city

May not with it compare!
The eternal love, and mercy
Deep, deep, and wondrous wide,
Is the o’erflowing fountain
From whence these waters glide,
‘With life and heavenly grace;
And, by the springing verdure,
The healing stream we trace.

The prophet, in his vision*
Beheld its earthward flow ;
He marked the little streamlet,
And saw the waters grow ;
Till, like the Nile o’erflowing
The barren desert sand,
It bore the gifts of beauty

And life to all the land.
O sweet, life-giving waters!
The work of death is wide,
For thy refreshing tide.

‘Whose leaves are for the healing

Of sin’s most dire disease.
Those trees, forever blooming,

was burned at the stake in England for his

Forever yielding fruit,
Are nourished by thy water

religious opinions, is given by an English

writer :

That floweth at their root.

*“ The

Archbishop,

O pure and crystal river!
O fruit forever new!

this law in execution,

The weary; fainting pilgrim

session

to you.

impatient to put
even

during

the

that

made

it,

Sawtre,

rector

of

of Parliament

brought Sir William

St. Oswyth, London, to take his trial for
heresy, before ‘the convocation of the
province of Canterbur y at St. Paul's.
The chief heresies of which’ he was ac-

salvation
from the throne,
golden splendor,
precious stone.

cused, were these two, that he denied

*Ezekiel, Chap. 47.

doctrine of transubstantiation.

Circle.

BY GEORGE

AND

‘which was first taught by Jesus Christ
and his apostles in the cities and villages
of Palestine more than eighteen hundred
years ago; which has diffused itself
through many nations, and is now the
acknowledged
religion of more than
three hundred and thirty millions of persons. - This wonderful religion is, I do
firmly believe, destined to be the accept-

ed religion of all the nations of the earth.
“The time is coming when the earth

will

be full of its blessed truths and its great
moral glory; when all men shall live under its power, and be guided by its principles,
Every reader of the Morning Star
knows that this religion, which is wonderful in itself, has a most wonderful

his-

tory. To one particular branch of that
history, I wish now to direct the reader’s
attention, and will in a few plain papers

give him a general outline of its history
in England and America. My desire
and aim will be to excite in the minds of
young people a desire to know much
more than they will find in these’ papers.

I want to send them to some of the valu“able church histories which are now within the reach of most of our young
friends.
About fifty years before the birth of

«Christ, Julins Cesar, a Roman General,
who had conquered Gaul, the country
the channel,

and entered the Isle of Angles, now call¢ed England. ' The town of Dover, in the
county of Kent, now stands on the place

“where he landed with his soldiers. He
found the people of Anglesland in just
such a condition as the American Indians
are now in. They were almost naked,
they painted their bodies with various
. colors, and spent their time in bunting,
fishing and fighting,
The ancient Britains were to some extent a religious people. The religion of
~ the Druids, with its sacred trees, its
mysterious caverns, and its great piles of

stones, such as are how seen on Salisbury
plain,

wus

the

religion

they

happy man, in order to avoid the painful
death with which he was threatened, endeavored to explain away his heresies as
much as possible. He underwent an ex-

that subject, Feb, 19, A.

:
7g
Christianity is that system of religion

profess-

ed.
;

They had gods many; on each day of
the week they used to worship a different
one; and they called the day after the
Ged of the day. They worshiped the

sun on the first day, and called it Sunday.
‘The moon was the god they worshiped
on the second day, and so that day was
called Moonday. The third day was given to Tuesco, and called Tuesday. On
the fourth day they worshiped Woden,
the God of War, and called it Woden’s‘day.

the

The un-

amination of no less than three hours

RODGERS.

now called France, crossed

quests. Gold being offered him, he refused it, saying that his sole object was
to learn the manners and customs of the
inhabitants.
“Stay

with

us,”

said

the

chief,

*‘ as

be found to contain, apparent or conceal-

neighbors

ing all such unhappy persons as the
clergy should deem guilty of heresy, to
be burnt to death. The following account of thie proceedings against the Rev.’
Sir William Sawtre, the first person who

The groaning nations languish,
For shadow of the trees,

CHRISTIANITY IN. BRITAIN
AMERICA.

con-

was anxious, it is*said, for his

of Brit-

efforts and influence, in the year 1400, an
act of Parliament was passed, authoriz-

The burning desert waiteth

Fumalp

ful huts, who knew neither War nor

over the water to hear what he had ed.
heard ; and so begged, that Joseph would
Said the chief, looking at the one,
go and preach to them that gospel which “You have a son;” and to the other,
had made him and many of his people so “You have a daughter; let them be marhappy. I do think there is something in ‘ried, and the treasure given them as a
this. 1 do believe that Joseph was one of dowry.”
the persons who helped to introduce the
Alexander was astonished.
Gospel to that heathen land.
‘“ And what,” said the chief, *‘ would
In my next paper,I will give some par- have been the decision in your country?”
ticulars as to the first church that was
*¢ We should have dismissed the parties
built in Avalonia, where Glastonbury and . seized the treasure for the king's
now stands.
use.”
—eeee
lly
pn
*¢ And does the sun shine in your counTHE FIRST ENGLISH MARTYR.
try ?” said the chief; ‘does the rain fall
Among the furious zealots of early there? Are there any cattle there which
English times, none were more conspicu- feed upon herbs and green grass ?”
ous than Archbishop Arundel, by whose
* Certainly,” said Alexander.

‘Which evermore full freighted

The water of
Qutgushing
Is more than
Or light of

ALEXANDER REBUKED.
Alexander, during his march into Africa, came to a people dwelling in peace-

ish Christianity. Others say that Joseph
of Arimathea visited Gaul, and preached
the gospel most successfully there. ’
The king, having received the gospel,

Some
Spain,

continued his journey westward as far as
England, and became the father

The trees of healing grow.

adjacent will embrace more than 300,000
persons before the year 1890. This number of people will'form the basis of one
or two States and several Territories besides Utah, Sel Lake City.

long as it pleaseth thee.”
During this interview with the African
chief, two of his subjects brought a case
before him for judgment.
The dispute
was this: The one had bought a piece of
ground, which, after the purchase, was
found to contain a treasure for ®vhich he
felt himself bound to pay. The other refused to receive anything, stating that he
had sold the ground with what it might

This, however, is very doubtful.
think that St. Paul, after visiting

That wondrous, crystal river,

‘Will ever turn

day,

which they called Freyday. And Sater
was worshiped on the last day of the
week.
About fifty or sixty years Aller the
birth of Christ the living light of Chris-

D.

when the Archbishop urged him
fess his belief,

¢ That

after

oan

1501; but
to

pro-

consecration

the substance of the bread and wine no
longer remained, but was converted

into

the substance of the body and blood of
Christ, which were as really and truly in
their proper substance and nature in the
sacrament, as they hung upon

the

cross,

as they lay in the grave, and as they now
reside in heaven,’ he stood aghast, and
after some hesitation declared, ¢ That,
whatever might be the consequence, he
could neither understand nor believe that
doctrine.’
¢¢ On this, the Archbishop pronounced
him an obstinate heretic, degraded him

from all the clerical’ orders with which
he had been invested, and delivered him
to the Mayor and Sheriffs of London,
with this hypocritical request, that they
would use him kindly; though he well
knew that all the kindness they dared to
show him was to burn him to ashes. He
was accordingly burntin Smithfield.
MORMON INCREASE.
Expansion is one of the leading tenets
of the Mormon church.
‘‘Gather the
saints into

these

valleys

of the mount-

ains” is commanded every Sunday from
the pulpit of the tabernacle in this city.
To increase the number of this church in

America
is to give

its priesthood

addi-

tional power ; for from the number of the
body of the church is collected one-tenth
of their hard earnings to support their
priestly parasites.
When there were
about 400 of its members in Utah, the
rate of tithing was one-tenth of what one
of the laity earned or produced annually.
Now there are more than 100,000 persons within'its membership, a great percentage of whom are subjectto the tithing-tax, and yet the rate is now as formerly, one-tenth.

There

are

many

per-

sons in and about this city who pay an
annual tithin g-tax to the church of more
than $2,000; in other portiens of the
Territory there are many others who pay
annually more than $1,000 tithing.
There are few Mormons in Utah who
do not, directly or indirectly, pay something.
A majority of the members of
average

annually;

mainder pay more than $5

the

the

chief,

**it

is

for

the

sake of those innocent cattle that the
Great Being permits the sun to shine, the
rain to fall, and the grass to grow in your
country.”— Coleridge. .

‘ STOP THE TAP.”
* Let me conclude by relating what occarred at a meeting in one of our northern
counties. It was a species,of temperance
meeting.
Three
excellent
clergymen
spoke. They harped on the elastic and
indefinite word ¢ moderation,’ condemning

intemperance, but setting up Timothy as
their model man, morally and constitutionally; landing and magnifying sobriety,
but commending the temperate consump-

tion of alcohol. When they had concluded, an elderly farmer rose and said: ‘I’ve
heard that kind of talk for the last forty
years, and I can't see that people are a
bit more sober now than when it commenced. It reminds me of what I once
saw take place at a retreat for imbeciles.
It is the custom there,

after

the

patients

Those

who

have not regained their senses keep ladling
away, while the water flows in as fast*as
they ladle it out; but them as isn’t idiots
stop the tap.’ "—Sir Wilfred Lawson in
Nineteenth Century.

OINDERELLA'S

SLIPPER.

the authenticity, though

well

aware

that

a creature of the weasel kind. But this
fur not being known to ordinary French

Total, $1,000,000.

story-tellers, they spoke of a pantoufle de
verre,—a glass slipper,—by a sort of un-

of the church for the last ten years can
not be put down at less than - 4,000

per-

sons; total, 40,000—3,000 annually by
emigrants coming in large companies;
In time of war they would offer 1,000 arriving in small parties. And if
sacrifices, often human victims, on that nothing prevents the ordinary course of
day. Their great altars, which are still emigration hither, this number will instanding, were often stained with human crease annually during the next ten
blood. Thus the God of thunder was years, until it reaches 10,000 annually.
‘worshiped on the fifth day, which they So, within the Territory by births, the
named Thursday.
Freya, the wife of church fold in Utah and ‘the Territories

of

what,”

:
;
Growler,— ‘ what

said

immediate cause?”
Haven't I told you?” said pussy. ‘It's
her temper. What 1 have to suffer from
it! Everything she breaks she lays to
me.”

Growler was quite angry ; but after the
first gust of wrath had passed he asked:
** But was there no perguiar cause this
morning ?”
‘+ She chose to be very angry because I
offended her,” said the eat.
‘ How, may I ask?” gently inquired

Growler.

3

“Oh! nothing worth telling,—a mere
mistake of mine.” Growler looked at her
in such a way that she was compelled to
say, “I took the wrong thing for my
breakfast.”
“Oh!” said Growler.
*¢ Why, the fact was,”

said

Grimalkin,

“I was springing at a mouse and I knocked down a dish; and not knowing exactly

and it was rather nice, and”—
« You finished it;” said Growler.
« Well, I should, I believe, if that cook
hadn't come in. As it was, I left the
head.”
! “The head of what! ?" said Growler.

« How you act I” said the black cat.
¢ Nay, but I should like to know,” said
Growler.
*« Well, then, of some fis sh that was
meant for dinner.”

“Then,” said Growler, ‘‘ say what you
please ; but, now I've heard both sides of

the story, I wonder she didn’t hang you.”
And so, little reader, you may judge
whether the cook or Grimalkin was at
fault; and of one thing be certain, every
story has two sides, and it is always best

about
:

HOME

TOPICS.

is

the

most

common
trimming on
overskirts.—
Rows of stitching are thought to be a suf-

ficient finish for the underskirts of cloth
costumes.—Cuffs must be plain in order
to be stylish.—The
new parasols are
flat and have sixteen ribs.—Handkerchief dresses are fashionable for little
girls.—Some of the new lace curtains
have embroidered friezes

and

dadoes.—

over the forehead.

No more * banging.”—A Viennese lady
has lately been admitted to the degree of

doctor of philosophy, by the Universityat
Zurich,—Cincinnati
is
to
have
a
Woman's Art Museum Association, and

ing is far more creditable to the sagacity
of Cinderella's godmother, as a purveyor
of comfortable

in gilt, are to be fashionable this Summer.

magic power

clothes;

for

whatever

the glass slippers might

have had of surviving a dance, is is impossible that they could have been comfortablé to the feet, and must have resulted in all probability in serious corns.
—Pall Mall Gazette.

never leaves the roomy old house in Beach St.,
New York, whichis st once his dormitory and

recreation he hus none.

He accepts no invita-

tions and gives none; his only visitors are
those who have business with him.
His time
machinery which he has studied

to some pur-

pose is that through which his mental operations are conducted, and he has, as we have
said, shown himself able to devote himself to
sedentary work for twelve hours a day for
three hundred und sixty-five days in the year,
for certainly thirty yesrs together, with scarcely the loss of a day. This 1s explained by the
fact that, since he was
forty
years of age,
Captain Ericsson bas followed the most exacting rules of temperance in eating: as well as
in drinking.

“ One day with him is like another, so far
as its routine is concerned, and this is the routine: he is called at twenty minutes before
seven, summer and winter, and rises punctually at seven.
On rising, he rubs his skin thor-

oughly with dry

towels,

previous to a vigor-

ous scouring with cold water, crushed ice being added to the water in summer.
Gymnastic exercises follow before dressing.
At nine

o’clock a frugal breakfast is taken, consisting
of eggs, tea, and coarse brown bread.
At half
past four he dines, the dinner never varying
from chops or. steak, a few vegetables, and
brown bread and tea again. With the exception of tea, his only beverage is ice-water, and
this is partaken of without stint.
Tobacco is

never touched in any form, and no dissipation
whatever in the way of eating and drinking is
allowed under any circumstances to
snchorite routine.

“ The hours

from

dinner-time

vary

this

until tenat

night are usually «devoted to work, and from
ten until twelve Captain Ericsson seeks exercise in the open air.
During working hours
his time is divided
irregulurly between the

—Ogier is a new silk and wool material
introduced by the English manufacturers.

ner and the outer gir, ‘ to the extent of a sectional area of fifty square inches.”
The hall
windows of his house are open, too, winter

none

but open

grate fires

are allowed.
Insomnia never troubles him,
for he falls asleep as soon as his head touches
the pillow.
His appetite and digestion are ale

ways good, and he has not lost a meal in ten
years, What an example to the men who
imagine that it is hurd work that is killing
is this career of unremitting

Industry) id

* EARLY SCULPTURE IN AMERICA.
“ The art of sculpture was by no means unknown here when the white man first stepped
foot on our shores,
The pipe-stone quarries

of the West are an evidence

of what

had

al-

ready been attempted by the aboriginal savages. Tobacco, so much maligned by certain
zealous philanthropists, was at least an innocent cause of some of the earliest attempts at

sculpture made on this continent.

The writer

has in his possession an Indian pipe carved out
of flint which represents a man sitting with
hands clasped across his knees,
Simple as it

is, it indicatés good skill in stone-carving, and
considerable observation of race characteristics
and anatomy.

« ¢ Before the Revolution, however, excepting
in the carving of figure-heads, the plastic art,
unlike painting, seems to have been quite un-

known in the United States.
And so little
sign was there of its dawn that John Trumbull declared
to Frazee, as Jate as 1816, that
sculpture ‘ would uot be wanted here for a

century.’ But even then the careful observer
might have noticed indications that a genius
for glyptic ‘art was awakening in the mew republic.
William Rush, who was born some
twenty years before the Revolution, had already shown that even in ship-carving the
sculptor may: find scope for fancy and skill,
Rush was undoubtedly a man of genius; for although all the art-education he ¢ver had was
confined to an apprenticeship with a shipcarver, his figure-heads of Indians or naval
heroes added a singular merit to the beauty of
the merchant marine which first carried our
flag to the farthest seas, and the men-of-war
that wrested victory inso many a hard-fought

battle.

Rush worked only

in

wood or clay;

but original strength aud talent, which, under
better circumstances, might have achieved

greater

results, are evident in some of his por-

wre likely to choose legislators who fairly rep.

resent them. If they are ignorant and brutal,
their ignorance and brutality will find veice at
Washington, and in the State Capitols.
And
by the rapid immigration of great masses of
ignorant Europeans and the sudden admis
sion to the suffrage of some millions
of
ignorant negroes, the average intelligence of
oar voters hus been greatly lowered.
The percentage of the wholly illiterate in the voting

population is much larger than it was fifty.
years ago, Of course, the result of this change

will appear in all the current

legislation and

administration,
The stream will not rise higher than its fountain, and the people are the
source from which political morality as well as
political power is derived.
*“ In view of these facts the only adequate
remedies that suggest themselves are these:

a mors self-deny ing devotion of educated men
to public affairs, and a more thorough education of the people.

4 The educated classes ought to have more in«
fluence in public affuirs than they

now

have;

though they are in a minority the power which
their training gives them can be wielded
with
great effect if they will only pat themselves in

contact with the people, and, divesting them

selves of the scorn of ignorance, work patiently
for the enlightenment of their fellow citizens.
In such service as this they will encounter no

end of discouragements, but this is the kind
service to which

patriotism

and

unite in summoning the, and the urgency
the summons can

hardly

be

of

Christianity

overstated.

of
The

college instructors willdo well to teach theic
young men political science; but they will do
betterif, by precept and example, they teach
them the supreme obligations of citizenship,and

so truin them that they shall seek to carry into

politics not only the learning that they have
gained, but sound moral principles and patriotic sentiments.
** Notonly by the participation of educated

men in political affairs,

but alsoby vigorously

SPONTANEOUS OOMBUSTION.

In one of his letters from Washington

to his

wife in 1802,
published in Harper's, Dr.
Mitchill, a Congressman from New York, relates this incident:
‘ A very singular occurrence has happened to
General Dayton, of Elizabethtown, ove of the
New Jersey Senators.
He pulled off his stockings of silk, under which were another pair of

woolen gauze just as he was going to bed. The
former were dropped on the small carpet by
the bedside,and the latter were thrown to some
distance near its foot. Electrical snaps and
sparks were observed by him to be unusually
prevalent when he took off his stockings. He
slept until morning, when the silk stockings
were

found to be converted to coal, baving

the

semblance of sticks and threads, but falling to
pieces on being touched. There was not the
least cohesion,
One of thé slippers, which lay
under the stockings, was considerably burned.
One of the woolen garters was also burned in
pieces, The carpet was burned through to the
floor, and the floor itself was scorched to charcoal. Itwas a case of spontaneous combustion.
The candle having been carcfully put out, and
there being very little fire on the hearth, and
both of them being eight feet or more from the
stockings.”
+004

Edmund Ronayne,of Chicago, is the author
of a book entitled The Master's Carpet; or,

Masonry and Baal-worship Identical.

Mr, R.

is an apostate from Masonry, having been at
one time, *“ Past Master of Keystone Lodge,
No. 639, Chicago,” and may be presumed to
know of what he writes. The volume is fully
illustrated, masonic ceremonies are described,

and considerable evidence is cited to show that
‘“ every part of its degree work

rowed directly from

tne

has

ancient

been bor-

worship

of

Baal.”

Some of the finest specimens

of sepia

and

tinted illustrative printing that we have seen
come from the Rowley & Chew Printing Company, of Philadelphia.

P. Garrett

&

Co.

(Philadelphia) publish

“One Hundred Choice Selections in Poetry and

Prose,” embracing a great variety of articles
for reading, recitation and declamation,
It is
No. 16 of a series, and is full of good things.
The Golden Rule

for April contains

a

bio-

graphical sketeh and portrait of Paul H, Hayne, .

mount.

the poet, a sermon by Mr. Murray on ‘ The
Resurrection,” and a variety of fiction, poetry ,

A bust of

himself,

block of pine, is: remarkable

carved
for

outof

a force

a

and

character that entitle it to a permanent place
in the records of American sculpture.
¢ Sculpture, however, was much more backward in gaining a foot-hold in the country than

the sister arts, for it was not until 1824 that the

tainéd during an apprenticeship in a yard
where rude monumental work was turned out
for the bleak cemeteries in use before such
sumptuous retreats as Greenwood and Mount

Auburn were planned.

There was a feeling

after the ideal in the nature of this unassisted
artist which enabled him to be potential in influencing younger artists, while his opportu.

nities were unfuvorable to thejust development
of his own abilities.
‘ Rush began to model in clay in 1789, and
| at that time not one of the artists who have

given celebrity

to our native sculpture had

and white

es.—Wine
color and gendarme
blue
are the most fashionable shades for sun
umbrellas.—.4m. Cultivator.

carving, without any guide except his natural
instincts. Like many of our first sculptors,
his efforts are interesting rather 48 evidences

striped satin are used on black silk dress-

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVIN G
POLITIC

trait busts, and in a statue of a nymph at Fair-

seen the light. Frazee was born in 1700, and
Hezekiah Augur, of New Haven, in 1791. The
latter was engaged in the grocery trade, and

~—Vests and borders of black

40-04

prosecuting work of elementary instruction in
the common schools,the people must be educaled.
The churches, too, have something to do
in this work.
They ought to be, as they aldrawing-table and the writing-desk. The day’s
labors conclude with a record of its events in ways have been, educators of the people in the
great concerns of government; but, better than
a diary, which hus one page devoted to euch
this, they ought to be strengthening the bond
day, never more and never less. This diary is
that is suffering just now a stvere strain—the
written chiefly in Swedish, and has now reachbond that unites in one community of interest
ed its fifty-seventh volute
amo inking altogethrich and poor, learned and ignorant.
By preer to over 14,000 pages, indicating a period of
| venting the segregatjon of clusses in our sociat-out thirty-nine years.
Nota day has been
ety, by keeping the people of all grades in folomitted in this period, excepting about twenty
lowship and sympathy, the church may furdays during the latter part of 1856, when Capt.
nish a medium for the communication not only
Ericsson met with an accident which deprived
of kindly feelings, hut also of jutelligence from
him of a finger on his right hand, erushed by
one class to another. To the churches themmachinery..
It may be added that his bedselves,as well as to the nation, this kind of
rooin windows are never wholly closed, even
work is of vital importance.”— Editor's Table
during the severest weather, he having mathSunday Afternoon.
ematically demonstrated for himself that direct
*ro re —
communication should exist between the in-

The edelweiss and other Alpine flowers
first portrait in marble by a native was exeappear on the new Spring
bonnets.—' cuted—that of Jobn Wells, by John Frazee, a
Parisian belles now wear their hair parted stone-cutter, whose sole art-education was ob-

plainly and smooth

ed their lives.”—S. G. W. Benjamin in Har.

‘It mast be Pougls ht this is a representative government, and that the people

world’s

most vital material interdsts, is us far removed
from its every day concerns as the hermit in
his cell. His whole thought is absorbed with
his scientific and mechanical studies, and hw

Tor

.

begun life iin

name is intimately associated with the

them

DuLLNESS CAUSED BY ILL-HEALTH.—
Without doubt, a great deal of dullness

also

per's Magazine,

and summer, and

“ Sandy, what is the state of religion in
your - town?” ¢ Bad sir; very bad!
There are no Christians except Davie and

have

seventy-five years of age, Col. W. C. Church
says:
“ No one could more completely identify
himself with his works; and this man, whose

is divided according to rigid rules, which make
the most of the twenty-four hours. Among the

side !”
‘“ But

succceded bim

some trade or profession altogether at variance
with the art to which they afterward consecrate

«Well, you see,” said Growler, *‘cooks

are awkward things to hang; you and I
might be managed much more easily.”
“Not a drop of milk have I had this day,”
said Grimalkin ; ‘“ and such a pain in my

Denver a Woman's School of Art and Design.—Ivory sticks are used on the best
parasols, and the edges are without fringe.
—Pearl buttons, with figures stamped

conscious pun. Certainly the new read-

have

his work-shop, except it be for exercise or on
some imperative errand of busines®? Social

from four to six inches wide

re-

increase

death

owes its origin to ill-health. People with
A CHILD SAVED.
languid circulations are seldom vivacious
Some years ago a Pacific sieamer took or amusing,and it is hard to be bright and
fire. The burning vessel was headed for lively when suffering pain; but indigesthe shore, which was not far distant. The tion, on.the other hand, often makes its
only thought of the passengers was self- vietims amusingly ill-natured and unpreservation. One man who was re- charitable. Of the vices, selfishness is
turning home from California with a productive of dullness; but malice, slantreasure of gold, the result of years of toil der and false witness, with all their
and sacrifice, had just buckied his belt heinousness, often afford entertainment to
containing his gold around him, and was listeners.
Tnose who invariably shun
preparing to leap into the water and swim dull people make a great mistake, for dulto the shore, when he was addressed by a lards are often very trustworthy and true
little girl:
Sir, can you swim?” said friends, while they are not unusually wéll
she.
‘Yes, my child,” responded the informed on certain topics. If amusing
man. ‘And won't you please, sir, save people are the most popular, dull ones
me ?” ‘The request sent a thrill to his are often the hest beloved. Mephistopheheart. He knew he could not save the les was an entertaining companion, and
child and his goldtoo. One or both must amusing men are too fond of asking their
be lost. It was a question to be decided friends to back their bills. The associates
in a moment,—a question which involved of either have had cause before this for
the saving of a life or the loss of the sav- regretting that they made dullness the
ings of his life. It was an instantaneous great bugbear of their lives.—English.
but mighty struggle. Yet manhood, hu- Magazine.
manity, self-sacrifice, conquered. He unbuckled his belt. He cast his gold aside. . FasHioNs, STYLES AND Gossip. PillowHe took the little child in his arms and cases are now trimmed by placing rows
plunged into the water. A child was of inse~tion from corner to corner and
saved, but the gold was. lost.—Presbyte- working the monogram in the center of
the lozenge thus formed.—A border of
rian.

It is curious to learn that the ¢ glass
slipper” in ** Cinderella,” of which from
our youth upwards we never questioned

of what talent entirely uninstructed and untrained can accomplish, thun for! any intrinsic
value in his work. Many of the artists who

me ?"
* Dear, dear!™ said Growler. “" Pray,
what was it all about?”
Oh! the merest trifle,—almost nothing. It is her temper. « All the servants
complain of it. I wonder they haven't
hanged her long ago.”

myself, and I have my doubts
Davie.”"— Yonkers Statesman.

it.

From the last class of tithe-payers the
church derives annually at least $250,000.
annual

a thief, and threatened to be the

ladle, and told to empty

rare fur, called in French vair—the far of

The

me. I wish heartily some one would
hang her.”
!
“Why, what is the matter?” repeated
Growler.
« Hasn't she beaten me, and called me

to hear both before making up your mind.
— Christian World.

slipper trimmed with a particular kind of

directly or

cook is very fond of talking of hanging

have been in residence for a certain time,
to put them to a kind of test to see whether they are fit to leave the asylum or not.
They are taken to a trough full of water,
with a small pipe continually running into it and supplying it. They are given a

on an

either

The Magazines.

| what it was, I smelt it, and just tasted it,

indirectly.

average,

each

said

no one who was not a protegee of fairies
would. think of dancing in such an article,
was not partof the original story, but has
been due to a misunderstanding of a word
used in the French version of the tale.
The slipper, we have been told by a writer in the Sunday Times, supported by
¢ Littré’s Dictionary,” was originally a

the Church in Utah pay more than $10
each on an

*« Ah,”

“\ewosmss OF A STORY.

* What's the matter ?” said Growler to
the black cat as she sat mumping in the
kitchen door-way.
. ERIOSSON'S DAILY ROUTINE.
« Matter enough!” said Grimalkin, | ‘Writing in Scribner for April of the work
turning her head another way. ‘Our of John Ericsson, the engineer, who is now

failingin that, took

up

modeling

and

wood-

articles on household, literary and artistic mat-

ters, fashion plates and notes, besides
tural

and

agricultural

floricul-

items.—Boston:

Golden Rule,

The

.

Prof. Tice, the meteorologist and
prophet of St. Louis, has issued his

weather
Annual

National Weather Almanac for 1879, in
whieh, besides foretelling the weather for every day in the year and explaining’ the theory
on which his predictions are based, he gives a.
history, causes and effects of tornadoes; a.
chapter on lightning rods, exposes their general worthlessness, and explains

how

they may

be made effective.~East ‘Hartford, Ct.:

F.8

Putnam,

The Nursery does not
\0t beg a place among
the
monthly periodicals; it is entitled to it by its.

own inherent

excellence.

The

children

are

always delighted at the approach of its pretty
pages.—Boston: John L. Shorey.
MUBIC.

H. 8. Mackie (ioshester,
« Beside the Tennessee” and
Is 80 Lonely”
(both solo
The music is pretty and well
words.
F. W. Helmick (Cincinnati
an Emigrant” (song by C.

N . Y.) publishes.
* My Poor Heurt
and quartette).
adupted to the
Rope
Baker).

“Only

THE MORNING STAR. APRIL 9. 1879.
FS

wills.—

who

to him

There is no difficulty
Kossuth.

An open countenance, but close
Franklin,

thoughts.—
'

Nothing can be politically right which is

morally wrong.—Daniel O° Connell.

Truth is the foundation of all knowledge, and

the cement of all societies.—Dryden.

. What men want of reason for their opinions
they usually make up in rnge.— Tillotson.

The
where

greatest difficulties are always found
we are not looking for them.— Goethe.

The most phlegmatic dispositions

tain

the most .inflammable

often con-

spirits, us fire is

ity neededte insure a long life are not
gained by scientific training, but by a
method of “toughening,” in which the
reat out-doors is a dominant factor,

from

the thought

of

bob-tailed peakok.

Thare

kritters

iz lots

a house

full

iz a

ov people in

this world whom the luv of fame and the failure to git it has left in the same kind ov a fix.
—Josh Billings.

ed

:

W.

the

Thirty Years a Stranger at Home.

Aneccdote

clubs

law,

an

diminutive and imperfectly formed the .fruit is
jo which even a productive few have been de.
A right use of the opportunities of

way to do so.

very few of the

blossoms

velo

instruction afforded me

have

set,

and how

Wn early youth would

have made me a scholar ere my twenty-fifth
year, and have saved to me at least ten of the

best years of my life.— Hugh Miller.

The soul which has occupation is not empty.
No'devil can get into it. But I do net call it

true occupation to work with the. hand, while
the mind and hesdrt are somewhere else. We
must put our

whole soul into our work,

or we

can not do it as occupation. Love must go into
it, or the soul remains empiy.
Drudgery
is
not work; lnbor done with
the hand without
the heart does not occupy the working faculty.
What we need is to love our work; then we
are happy, whether we are rich or poor.—

James

Freeman

Clarke.

equator.

The

afme

species long limbed and short chested
lives in the valley or by the sea, and
short legged and broad breasted breaths
in health and vigor with the rarified air
of the mountain side.
Man accommodates himself to his surroundings with wonderful readiness and
aptitude. He can live in the woods with
no covering but the sky, or can get so
accustomed to prison life as to be unwilling

to leave

it.

He

plan.

contrive

a

He started, one first of April,

bottles were found, as he

intended.

The

officials were horrified, and they promptly
arrestéd him, and

hurried

him

off as

a

state prisoner to Paris, there to be tried
for treason.

Not long

after

fos

used

to

any-

his

arrival,

Rabelais nnd his bottles were taken before the judges. Then the doctor, who
as awit,

made

convuled with laughter at the joke.—St.
Nicholas.
A Singular

Architectural

A singular reproduction of an Architectural defect has lately been brought to
light in New York. When Dr. Cheever's
famous *‘ Church of the Puritans” on
Union square was built, it was made an
exant copy of a church in Berne, Switzerland, of which a member: of the congreguion traveling in Europe had taken

A striking peculiarity

of the

years, echoing
ders against

and smashes

the

breakfast things. If this accident should
happen with sufficient regularity
he
would pick up the broken dishes with all
the nonchalance of a restaurant waiter,
or-with the unconcern of the city lady
who scolded the firemen for

breaking her

slumbers by knocking at her door when
the fire was still confined to the next
house in the block.

It is an unconscious recognition of this
facility for adaptation in man that has Jed
him to seek to-**harden” himself.
The descendants of the Puritans in the
days of open wood-fires that abundantly
warmed one side of the room in winter
and left the other at the freezing point, in
that economy under which it was necessary
to break the ice in the pail before
washing in the RiOTRIDG: got Wonderfully
inured to cold, and like Joey Bagstoc
were “tough.” We have known of a boy
‘with those surroundings to go sans underflannels or overcoat through an ‘‘earnest”
winter, in order to ‘‘harden” himself. It
was training against cold, and «u training
tha was wonderfully effective if it\did not
ill,
Men have been known to go through a
process of training to harden their consciences, and there are not wanting

won-

derful examples of the effectiveness of
this kind of training upon the modern
Pharaohs of commercial life.
It took a prodigious amount of training
to harden men to the Calvinistic creed of
Fdwards's

time,

but

people

lived

and

other respect.

The church

stood for 25

with Dr. Cheever's thunAwerican slavery, and was

then sold to a Baptist congregation and
removed to Fifty-third street; every stone
being marked and replaced in the same
position it formerly occupied. The tall
tower and the short one were carefully
reproduced;

and

now

some

inquisitive

disagreeable person, prying into the history of the original model in the city of
Berne, has unearthed the architect's plans

und specifications of the Swiss church,
and, behold, the two towers are exactly
the same hight—the church was unfinished. The Swiss Calvinists were a little
short of funds,

and

the

result

of their

financial stringency was twice faithfully
perpetuated in the western hemisphere,
the unequal towers being supposed to be
eminently the proper ecclesiastical thing.
Springfield Republican.

Apply the test

theory of physical training and * *‘hardening” will; li O'Leary the champjon, fall
to the ground,
;
Man was made to breast alike winter's
cold and summer's sun ; he was intended
to battle with the elements and to be able
to

struggle

against

eccentric

weather,

great
atmospheric = changes, or even
against a prairie wind through a life of
hard work on to threescore years and
ten, but this power to bear can not be
gained by artificial training.
We advocate a’ muscular Christianity.

the

rule

that

cents

slang word or expression

he

each

for every

uses

during

meal time.
Bethel, Me., is to have a new academy:
$2600 has already been subscribed by the
citizens; $3500 is called for.
The old
building will be made over into a town
ouse.
Twenty-one thousand of the twenty-five
thousand dollars which it was desired to
raise for the Hallowell (Maine) Classical
sehoe] has.been obtained.
Dartmouth College has an unusally good
baseball nine, and the

faculty

have

servant, enter thou into the joy

stood

next

in

beruntil her death. In all her
cial and religious relations, and

her aged mother,

St.

quaintances.

steel knife shows the fitness of things.—
New Orleans Picayune.
An admirer of Western, O'Leary, and
of

Walker's dictionary, under the impression
the

German

shipping

trade for the past year is estimated at $&,500,000, and several ship-owners have de-"

cided not to send out vessels this
words

are

are not necessary

Profane

to

used to fill a vacancy.
his

Springfield

mind

a body

pillowslip

but are

‘That vacancy

The

more

Union.

It makes

ing'a

the

They

sense,

in the speaker's thought.
cant

spring.

expletives.

the.

he

:

feel pensive,

inside out

clean side, to find that
already discharged that

exists

more

va-

swears.—
upon turn-

to get

She was, for several terms, one

at the

the landlady has
economical duty.

years ago, and has been a faithful

a

worker

in

the cause of Christ, both in the Sabbath-school
and church.
She leaves a father, mother and
one sister to mourn their loss. May the Lord

¢ A-

bless this affliction to their good.

pun what ?” he replied. ‘ Oh, anything.”
“But I don’t,” “ Don't what?” ¢ Owe
anything—no,not even for Coats.”
The steamship Great -Eastern is

manifested

‘and Almira Ball, died on Block Island, March
23, in the 18th year of her age. The subject of
this notice was a member of the Free
Baptist
church, was baptized by the writer three

instantly, Erratic,” said Coates, of the

New York Express, tohim one day.

she

.

CALLIE

S.

GEORGE]WHEELER.

WALKER,

only

child

field, March 8, aged 18

years

and

was only

755,754 ounces,

off

1877

ists, historians, and scientists of the gentler sex in this city alone, the roster

would be a revelation..

Among lecturers,

preachers, and ministers, we merely men-

dens, then the remedy

might

not be

so

|

Dr. Garnett, a Virginian livingat Washington, has

been

so

pestered

by

those

wanting his influenge to help them into
office that he has published this notice :
#¢¥ positively and emphatically decline to
have anything to do whatever with ofticeseeking, verbally or by writing,telephonically, personally or by proxy, straightforwardly or sinuously, ingenuously or
disingénuously, superterrestrially or subterranéously, immediately or remotely,
in the flesh or in the spirit, waking,dream-

ing or supernatural, known to the human
races . All Virginia papers please copy.”

falling

from

1,222,798 ounces,

in the interval

a

Hon or 467,000 ounces, or more
third.
:

dimimuthan

one-

There are 6456 banks in the United States.
Of these 2056 are national banks;
the remainder are State banks,savings banks and

K. F.

GEORGIA ANNE

31,

State,

with

private

a combined
and

savings

a consistent member

of

banks

of

Lord

$82,518,764 ; of deposits, $29,543,752. Then

source

States

from

and the epposite

coast

coast

of

of France

19, 1879, aged

CENTER; VT.

'avorito Preseription sold

Expenses low.

your

patronage.

Students in this vieinity give us
For further
L1zzIE

informatoin

COLLEY,

i3
2]

terms of ten weeks each.
the thorough

manner

in which

‘reputation

instruction

for

is

im-

arted.
e courses of study are the Normal,
sommercial, College Preparatory and two College

courses, viz.: Classical and Scientific.
Board, (inchiding room rent)“from

$2

Tog

Gallia

per week.

For further information

Moulton,

0.

TICHOLS

A.M.,

LATIN

Rio

;
:
g

to '$2,50

<
wg

apply to Rev.

Grande,

Co.,

SCHOOL.—Phe special work

of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
A. M. JONES,

Sec.,

[
Lewiston, Me.
ORTHWOQOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B,, Principal, with a
complete board of assistants. For further partic
Wars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec
retary.

.

Spring term begins Tuesday, March 4, 1879.
orthwood Ridge, N. H., Dec. 2, 1878,

APHAM
Sept.

INSTITUTE.—North

Scituate,

R. I.

This Institution enters upon its fortieth
year
2, 1878. For further particulars address

the Principal.

No Scituate, R. I.

W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE.

IDGEVILLE ' COLLEGE.—The Spring Term
will open Mareh 11, 1879, and sw, PE, 29.
Annual meeting of Trustees May 27. Commence.
ment Thursday, May 29. For catalogue address
the Secretary,
Wi, REED,
Ridgeville, Indiana.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

Wyoming

Co.,

New

York.
This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc-

tion. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue.
address the Principal.
2
IRVING B. SMITH.
YNDON
LITERARY - INSTITUTE.—J.
8S.
BROWN,
sistants.

A. M., Principal, with

Spring term begins

competent

“

oriTs Dikpenacy

g

ad-

Principal,

I0 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
RES Ohio. The college year consists of four

~~ Svriog térm begins April. 8 879.
This
titution is acquiring. a

Druggists.

LE i

a REAL

as.

Mar. 11, 1879

Fall term begins
August 26, 1879
A first-tlass school.
Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Sgientific, Ladies’ English and

Send for Catalogue. Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

(Successors to R. V. PIERCE, M. D.)
DR. R. V. PIERCE, having acquired a world-wide
reputation in the treatment of Chronic Diseases,
resulting in a professional business far exceeding
his individual ability to conduct, some
years ago
induced several medical gentlemen to associate them-~
selves with him, as the Faculty of the World’ Dispensary, the Consulting
Department of which has
since heen merged with the INVALIDS® HOTEL.
The organization has been
rated under the name and

completed and incorpostyle of World's
n-

sary Medical Assoclatiom, with the following officers:
Hon. R. V. PIERCE, Pres. F.D. PIERCE, V, Pres.
JNO. E. PIERCE, Sec.
LESTER B. SMITH, Treas.
NINE PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS of eminence and skill have heen ehosen as the Faculty.
OH RONIC DISEASES of all foris come within the
province of our several specialties.
LUNG DISEASES. —This division of practice is
very ably managed by a gentleman of mature judg-

ment and skill.”

eases

treated

Bronchial, Throat, and Lung Dis-

with

the

most successful results.

ISEASES OF WOMEN.—Especially are our facillties of a superior order for the cure of all those
chronic diseases peculiar to
les.
NERVOUS DISEASES.”
;, Nervous Debility, Epilepsy (Fits); Chorea (St.
15's Dance), Neuralgia, and other nervous affections, receive the

attention of an STpert in this speciaity,
NOT

NECESSARY

TO

SEE

PATIENTS.
By

our

original system of diugnosis, we cin treat many
chronic Aras as successtully without as with a
personal consultation. Kor parliculars s¢e “People’s
ommon Sense Medical Adviser” (1,000 pages, sent
st=pald for $1.50)or * Invalids’ and Tourists” Guide

Boor

(100: pages, 10 cents post=pail).

SURGICAL
we are callea

CASES.
— Among the operations which
upon most frequently to perform, are

those for N il Polypus, Harctipy Tumors, Fistula
in Ano, Piles, Hernia (Rupture),
Ydrovels (Dropsy
of the Scrotum), Varicovele, Ovarian and Uterine
Tumors, Caleult (Stone m the Bladder), Stricture,

cte., ete. - We also treat successfully, by a new method without, surgical operation, Cancers, Club-feet,
(See pam=
Spinal Curvature, and other deformities.
I
entitled,
* Motion as a Curative Agent,” sent

on receipt of 10 cents.)

Address,!

World's2! Dispensary Hodical Association, [ * J]A

WHO

1S

UNACQUAINTED

WITH THE
EXAMINING

GEOCRAPHY OF THIS COUNTRY,
THIS MAP, THAT THE

30 years

of the

Freewill

WILL SEE

BY

T.

bless the

bereaved

and

often

conthat

B. MINARD.

Miss ADELLA W. DAY died in Willett, N.
Y., March 10. On the morning of her death,
she was apparently in usual health, had her
satchel packed, and was joyously anticipatin
a visits with friends in Norwich,
but deat

from lingual intercommunication,

feelings of good will grew up between the
two nations.— Chambers’ Journal.

CLOOMINGJON

CH

R.S. P.

es, united with the Free Buptist church of
Bethlehem, in which he remained an active
and honored member until it ‘disbanded. For
a time prior to his death he was very feeble in
mind and body, but’ whenever the name of
Jesus was mentioned in his hearing a bright
celestial light would flash in his eyes and beam
on his cheeks and clasping
his withered
hands he would exclaim, ‘1 shall soon see
He leaves an aged widow, children,
“him.”
grandchildren and many others to mourn

their loss.

of

$d

especially the

the people of his choice had departed from the
practice of the Fathers in some of their usag-

cost or trouble by an ex-

P

(A &

Baptist

with the M. E. church.
He, becoming
vinced after a careful study of the Bible

ceedingly simple and satisfactory process.
They exchanged children.
A Sussex man
took the son of a Frenchman to board
for a time in his family and let the Frenchman have his son in return. In this accommodating way ' French
iisher boys
learned English, and English fisher boys
learned French. It was a beautiful arrangement throughout, for,besides any advantage
derived

TERBURY

aL et IhfoaS on. ob these sub-

diseases peculiar to Females, and gives much
valuable advice in regard to the management of
those affections.

Wa-

—

R.

removing soon after to this State, he was baptized by Rev. William Berkley, and united

Sussex

have occasion to exchange civilities at
sea. But how can they do so, not knowing each other’s language? Some years
ago we were
told they got over the
difficulty without

me

Spring
term begins March 4th 1879.
Two courses of study. Instruetions thorough.

MosEs B. HATCH died in Bethlehem, N. H.,
Dec. 2nd, 1878, aged 81 years. He experienced religion over fifty years ago in Canada, and

this

for 1878 was $3,490,913.

The fishermen on the

MOUNTAIN.SEMINARY,

y

ion.
DICAL Apvises,
ADV
aa haof0 grer 30 page Sent,
t-paid, on recefpt of $1.50. It treats minutely of

address the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

REEN

Nervous Depressio

H1GGINS.

children.

follow in succession, Pennsylvania, Kentucky,
Missouri and Ohio.
The revenue

derived by the United

eat,

Threatened Mi:
Chronic Gon
ition, Inammation
and Ulceration ot the Uternse Tmpoteney,
arrenness, or
Sterility, and Femalo
nos.
I
do not extol’ this medicine as a * cure-all,” but it
admirabl” fulfills a singicness of purpose, being
a
the
most
specific In al chronie diseases of f
sexual
system of woman.
will not disappoint, nor
d
hosewho desire
further informa
ol

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
1amilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
Eoglish and Classical.
For further information

church for twelve years.
She leaves three
little children and a large circle of friends and
relatives to mourn their loss. Bro. McMinn
loses a loving compunion, those little children:
a tender mother, the
church
a
devoted
member, and all who knew her one who was"
always ready to do what she could for the
cause of humanity and religion.
May the

1878,

capital

Sehol.

and 8 months.
Sister McMinn was the daughter of Rev. W. H. Blankenship,
She had been

was $210,011,038; average
deposits, $1,324,088,701.
In these, New York Stute
leads with
a capital
of
$54,062,116,
and deposits of $33,403,926.
California

comes next,

to 75 soils 3 week;

ELIZABETH,
wife of Rev. T.

0. McMinn, died Jan.

posits, $677,130,000.
The total amount of
United States taxes paid by them last year
was $6,781,455.
The total average capital
of banks and bankers, other than national

May

Roos, |

large circle of friends to mourn their loss.

private bankers.
The national banks have
a combined capital of $470,390,000; de-

banks, for the year ending

51% a week,

Louisa TRACY, danghter of T. S. and R.
Coons, died at her residence in York, Union
Co., Ohio, Jan. 16, aged 41 years and 5 months.
Sister Tracy embraced the religion of Christ
when about eleven years of age, and lived a
consistent Christian life, Her hands were
always open to the needy, and her home a
home for the Christian.
Sister Tracy died in
the triumphs of a living faith,
She leaves an
affectionate husband, four children, and a

mines for a long series of years has been
constant and considerable. In 1870, for
which shows

Pre-

to mourn the loss of her one: only. precious
human helper.
May the divine Helper sanctify to her spititual welfare this deep affliction.

of 44,000

ounces, or between tive and six per cent.
The decrease in the yield of the Victorian

example,the product was

Commercial,

N

months.

being a

Of lady lawyers we find

no record ; of printers, school and music
teachers, there is a multitude; of lady
clerks and attendants in shops and stores
an army ; of editors,correspondents,novel-

Collegi-

Tusologioal,

For further in-

arship for
Comme;
coulse, un
me,
=
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
idl
Spring Term begins Wdnesday, Mar. 19, 1879.
For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

Classical.

tralia, last year,

Workers in Philadelphia

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

WM

an immense
practice at the World's Di
and Invalids' Tlotel, having treated many thoucases of those diseases peenliar to woman, I
heen enabled to perfoct a most poteat and poste
remedy for these diseases.
J
designate this natural specific, I have named it

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

aratory, Normal, Classical

$2 to .
26, 1878.

Scientific,

of Mrs.

2

ay

The tetm, however, 13 hut a feeble expression of
my high appreeiation of its vulue, based upon personal observation. 1 have, while witnessing its posi=
tive results in the special diseases incident to the
organism of woman, singled it out as the climax or
gem of my medlieal career. On its merits,
as a positive, sate, md effectual remedy for this class
d!
amd one thatawlll, at all times and under
all circumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake
my reputation as a physician: and so confident am
1 Tha it will not disappoint the most satgning ex.
- pectations ot a single Invalid lady who uses it for any
of the mlments for which I recommend
it,
that I offer
and sell It under A POSITIVE GUARANTEE. (For
conditions, sec pamphlet wapphg bottle.)
The following are along those diseases in which
my
Fav
éacription has worked cures, asif by
magic, and with a certainty never before attained by
any
medicine: Leucorrhceea, Excessive Flowing,
Painful Monthly Periods, Stupresgions when from
unnatural causes, Irregularitics, Weak Back, Pro-Japsus, or Falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
etroversiong
ng-down

paratory, Music and Art
artments. Elective
studies. -Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings In the
Northwest.
Tuition, incidental
and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2

| Harriett A. Walker, died in South Parsons-

some-

Wo
By
sary
sunt
have
tive
. To

Normal, Classi-

Rooms from
Dbegivs Nov.

ress,

their hours of reed.
#7 Gv Sy H.
SISTER ALMIRA BALL, daughter of William

—8t. Louis Times Journal.
Erratic Enrique is noted for his readiness of rapartee and his ability to fire off
jokes at the shortest notice.
¢ Make a
pun

of affliction in

Thomas and Almeda
Lake, Minn.,Feb. 4,
dearly beloved by all
band and cheerful
large circle of ac-

sickness,

?

June

Hillsdale, Mioh.

and

CHARLES J. GooDpwIN died in Lebanon,
Mes, Feb. 28, aged 24 years and 4 months.
He
was a young man of much ability, and seemingly one of the healthiest and strongest in
our midst, but six weeks previous to his
death he was tuken suddenly ill and felt at
once that he should die. He gave his heart
to the Lord, sought and found mercy, and
prayed with his parents, brother and sister,
saying that he hoped to meet them in heaven.
He had no fear of death, expressed his readiness to leave the world, and died in
great
composure and peace of mind.
The afflicted
parents have. thus lost two grown-up sons
within a year.
In their affliction they sought
the Lord’s help, and he has supported them in

that it wag
a work on pedestrianism.—Norristown Herald.
;

The deficiency in

amount

family,

spirit of patience rarely witnessed under like
circumstances.
The church was filled to overflowing when the funeral hour arrived. Rev,
Mr. Palmer and Professor Thompson of the
University, took part in the service. Much
might be said in praise of our departed sister,
but hest of all is, she died in the arms of Jesus.
Hers was a happy, joyous death, and while we
weep, we may rejoice.
A. H. HANSCOM.

finny

copy

of the

of the most promising students at the State
University, and the attention she received
during her long sickness, und until -her form
was lowered into the narrow house, was conclusive evidence that students and professors
were members of
the
mourning
circle.

with a cast

a

an

Lizzie A., danghter of
Kirkwood, died in Crystal
aged 21 years. Ifizzie was
who knew ber. Heropsn
heart endeared her to a

Through all her

purchased

domestic, soespecially in

OM.

ly would devote a part of each Friday afternoon to an exercise in which the pupils
should give a short account of what they
have bgen reading during the week,it would
help implanta love for a better class of
literature. -

‘ tramps,”

ate,

connection with her physical suffering which
falls to the lot of but few,
This bereavement
fulls with crushing weight on the bereft husband, now nearly fourscore, and the four surviving children deeply feel the loss of one of
the best of mothers.
She had taken the Star
for several years, the contents of which she
read with much interest and pleasure. ¢

while it does not prohibit the teaching of

other

ILLSDALE

ears, nearly fitted for college, a dear daughter
staff

closes

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

Preparatory,

Spring term begins Feb. 18, 1879.
formation address the Principal.

great sufferer for several years.
In the space
of about fourteen mouths, she was called
to
mourn the loss of her youngest ron, aged 19
n-law, the stay and

College

from $2 to $2.50 per week.
per term.
Winter term

her sympathy with the afflicted, she was an
example worthy of imitation, and in this regard had but few equals. She haa been a

the ancient and modern languages in the
public schools, it denies all support for
cosmopolitan and high schools.
Superiggendent Harrington, of Bridge-

A man cutting castile soap

of

she

removedto
this town, and united with the
F. B. church of which she remained a mem-

of this country which received diplomas.
The educational part of the California
constitution has been so amended that

of the
;

when

in

and Scientific course of study for both sexes. The
boarding house is being repaid, and no expense
will be spared necessary to the comfort and wellfare of the stndents. Board, including room ren

remaining a member of the same until about
forty years ago, when she with her husband

Louis and Washington were the other cities

The shad is the Bonypart
tribe.— Boston Transcript.

profession

afler,

CENTRAL

Maine.

assistants. College Pre

and
her husband were baptized by Rev.
Jared L. Green,
pastor of the Christian
church in her native town, uniting with and

the

and

public

religion until some ten years

the im-

rank,

At the age of about twelve

agement, did not make

college

cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers, Expenses low.
Winter
term begins Monday Nov. 4, 1878. Spring term
‘begins
Monday, Jan. 27, 1879. Summer term bens Monday, Apr. 14, 1879. Fall term begins
onday, Aug. 18, 1879. Send to the Secretary for
a Catalogue.
ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with competent

she commenced a life of prayer, but for want
of clear evidence and perhaps proper encour-

Boston carried off the
laurels for her
school exhibit at the Paris. Exposition.
Milwaukee

1V1

CoM.

Vt., July 24, 1811.

State support the schools of the remaining seventy-six.
The new law of compulsory education
in Italy is working well, it is said.
The
passage of the law involved
the building

school-houses, and

Mine

Mrs. HARRIET H. MOWER, wife of Dea.
Oliver Mower, died in Greene, Me., Dec. 27,
1878, aged 67 years. She was born in Calais,

voted

commercial

Towa.

REV, A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

of thy Lord.”

loss.

best

Connected with

Term begins Apr. 21.
Summer Term
26. Send for Catalogue to

She leaves a father, mother and one brother
besides a large circle of friends to mourn their

it a week's vacation in early June in which
to compete with other college nines.
The Wisconsin Legislature has received a
petition asking for a constitutional amendment establishing an educational test for
voters for the year 1880.
It is asserted that there are 90,000 men
in Kentucky who are’ unable to read and

of 2,000 new

the Institution is the

Wilton Junction,

Wht
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advanta- *
8. For particular information, send for
2% to Rev. W COLEGROVE, A. M. , President.
isi

New England,
Tele,
phy a Ehodiaty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
Xp enses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terns
of10 weeks each. Winter Term beging Nov, 1b
1878. Spring Term begins Feb. 8, 1879. Summer

of Muhlenberz.

Women

whose report of the outcome of the at- difficult. But men and women of good
tempt was that it was successful, but just families do not want to sink so low as to
be found in one of these vile rooms, when
as he got thie horse used to it he died.
All of thise examples go to show one they can enjoy the drug in some other
thing : that when Nature trains a man and shape at home. The real danger is in the
subjects him to a hardening rocess it’ druggists’ shops, where various preparaeventuates in strength, but when ‘‘sci- tions of opium can be had by any one.—
ence” attempts the same achievement the San Francisco Bee,
of the day..and the

college eating

for both sexes.

SCHOOL.

ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE. —Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. Special arrangements for the coming
year.
- For particulars IO
the Principal, CLAR.
ENCE
KE, BROCKWAY, or A. O. MUDGE, Secre|

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Hampton, N. H.
Rev, A. B, Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular

courses of study

THEOLOGICAL

\
stees.
a
W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

Educational,

There are about forty female physicians
in Philadelphia in full practice, at least
ten artists (painters), and one sculptor,
Miss Blanche Nevin, lately selected by
the State to execute the statue in marble

‘borse used to a fodder of shavings, and

result is injury or death.

adopted

bless and comfort the bereaved who so deeply
W. R. STONE!
feel their loss.

Sister Flora

COLLEGE

—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL.
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maing.
|
.
. A. HOWE,
Sec.
KEBANON ACADEMY -—Pupils fitted for business, scientific schools. or the best colleges.
Fall Term begins August 20, 1878. J. W. H
HINS, A. B., Principal. For further
particula
address the
Prineinal,
or EL
HAYES,

only daughter, she was the confidant,. comfort
and light of the home now so sad and lonely
Heaven abundantly
May
in her absence.

thing of an elephant on the hands of the He had always been an excellent boy, staying
at home of evenings, when others of his age
company that owns it. She is lying idle,
and as her engines are out of date, ‘there. would be at stores or other places where it is
better for boys not to waste time—and what is
is little chance of finding employment for quite
peculiar, his mother
pever heard him
her. It would cost $350,000 to fit her ‘use a wicked word in all his life.” Just ready
with proper enginery.
to step out into manhood, he is thus early called from us, leaving his widowed mother sadly
The gold production of Victoria, Aus-

died happily then with the firm beliefthat
Lucretia Mott, Hannah Whital Smith,
their little children whom the imperfeci I tiof®
and Anna Dickinson.
The stage, the
medical skill of the time doomed to an opera,
art in flowers, wax, lace, costumes
early grave were to suffer eternal tortures and decorations,
largely represented
in a literal lake of fire. That is the su- by the women are
of Philadelphia. Even
. premest evidence which can be adduced partial data prove a vast amount of female
to prove that man can be hardened to talent in many of the employments supwithstand any degree of heat.
posed to be limited to men. OpportuniThe colored citizens of our Southern ty is only necessary to attract thousands
States, before the war, by
coatinual
training hardened their heads so that they of candidates for Occupation.— Progress.
were able to butt down a woodpile or batOpium Smoking in California.
ter a gate off its hinges and bolts by the
Opium smoking in this State and on this
forcible application of a member into
which no amount of patience could beat coast is on the increase, Chinese opium.
dens are not on the increase, but the drugthe idea of ‘‘A. B. C."
ists’ sales of the deadly drug is. Day by
Just now the hardening process is
ay it is becoming more and more an ardirected against human legs, and men
meet in the presence of a whole city to ticle of purchase, and many women seem
prove that they can travel farther in. six to be using it to an alarming extent.
days than a horse or an ass. The success There is not a paper on the coast that is
of the experiment and the broken consti- not discussing the baneful practice, and
tutions of the contestants, remind one of not a day that some reference to its work
the fable of the man who undertook, with is not tv be found in a coast exchange.
the aid of green spectacles, to get his If the danger were only from the Chinese

to the walking'mania

have

Amherst

member is to be fined tive

Defect.

engine

rail

of the

>

structure was the two towers, one much
higher than the other, but similar in every

the

will veto

PARAGRAPHS.

thing in the world.
His house sits by
the railroad track and the trains thunder
by unheeded until some morning the
jumps

governor

a | port, Conn., says that if teachers general-

contained
nothin
bat
brick
dust,
and was at once released—the court, the
accusers,{the lookers on, and all Paris,

rawings.

buildings,

provement of 20,000 old ones.

carrying with him some full phials labeled *‘ Poison for the king and the royal
family.” At the city gates, according to
the custom of those days, the traveler was
searched, and these suspicious looking

little explanation, showed that the phials

“HARDENING.”
Human nature can accustom itself to
any condition. It exists with the polar
bear* in the Arctic zone, and
with

at the

on a

not

At last, however;he hit up-

was very well known

ree
lp A

the tiger

travel to Paris, but could

the

school

write, and that thirty-four counties in

of Rabelais,

The learned and famous Frenchman,
Dr. Rabelais, once found bimself in Marseilles without money. He wished to

som; and it is mortifying enough to mark how

public

years and 9 months.

Whitestown, Oneida. Co., N. Y.

church and from the ministrations of the pulpit, none could be more sadly missed. An

sought and found Christ in the fall of 1874,
the following July, was baptized by Rev. Lew18 Dexter, and united with the F.
B. church in
West Topsham.
God has been gradually taking down the temple for the past year. Yet in
all her sufferings she was never heard to complain, She found perfect peace trusting in the
pomise,
My grace is sufficient for thee.”
bus beautifully closed a life hid with Christ
in God. It was not death.
For whosoever
liveth and believeth in Christ shall never die.
It was to lean on the arm of her Saviour for a
few steps through the narrow valley, to step
out of Jorgan upon the borders of the better
land,to pass up to the new Jerusalem and enter
through the pearly gates into the city, where
angels utter their cordial welcome and her
Saviour will ray, “Well done,good and faithful

.

Some

Holmes.

In looking
back upon my youth, I see, methinks, 8 wild fruit tree, rich in leaf and blos-

for

2nd k Je thought

offence which brought social ruin upon
There is still such a reality as intellectual
himself and family. The man and his
honesty, even in our easy-going days.
It does
offense are forgotten by the public, yet
ome
of
matter what a man believes, though
Bat
us have been forward and foolish enough to he lives, and lives here in Boston.
from the day his offense was discovered—
say that if did not.— Rufus Ellis.
Of many great generals it may be said, Vie- although having escaped the law, he is
free to come and go as he pleases—he
tory is a
ruin. The feeling
of danger and
the sounds of battle brace their nerves and
has never been seen outside of his own
clear their intellectual vision, but the sound of home in the daytime.
Sometimes, under
the world’s applause intoxicates and maddens the cover of night, he walks abroad to
them.— Bayne.
take an tiring, and note the changes that
The very moment a thought is threatened
with publicity it seems to shrink towards thirty years have wrought, but an ever
mediocrity, as I have noticed that a great active conscience makes him shun the
pumpkin, the wonder of the village, seemed
light of day, and the’ faces of men, and
to lose a third of its dimensions between the he walks apart a stranger in the midst of
field where it was grown and the cattle-show those among whom he has always lived.
fair-table, where it took its place with other
enormous pumpkins from other wondering vil- ~— Boston Transcript.
lages.—0.

$600,000

2, aged 23

BARS

From the <hoir of which she was a prominent
member, from the: social meetings qf the

FLORA A.,oniy daughter of Wilbur F., and
Ann D. Kimball, died in Topsham, Vt., March

spring, against 616 in 1878.
;
The collection of California minerals exhibited at the Paris Exhibition has been
presented by the State to the National
School of mines of France.
The legislature of Texas has appropriut-

of books

the

Conin con-

The Philadelphia medieal
and dental
colleges have turned out 562 graduates this

Men may escape the law, but their own
consciences they can not flee from. Many
years ago a young man in this city was
guilty of an offense against

College

Baltimore,

pleasure in the activities of true discipleship,
and the service of the Master she loved.

ept on in the even tenor of her way, seeking

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, an: for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate ot FOUR CENTS PER LINE ot eight
words, VERSES are inadmissible.

nection with the International Convention
which is to meet in that city.

SELEOTED VARIETY.

its extinction.—

Sunday Afternoon.
The most melankolly ov all

with

During next May another
ference will be held in

represented by the callouses on the farmer’s hand, or on the palm of an Elihu
Burritt standing at his forge for ten hours

The man who lives best most keenly feels
that life is worth living; most resolutely turns
away

and’

blest “toughening” of all is that which is

behind him.—Alliance.

struck from the hardest flint.— Hazlitt.

ates,

n which the dwelling that is poisoned by
the furnace and the sewer gives place to
by an open
the house that is ventilate
wood fire.
‘
Physical culture is a noble attainment,
but the training of the race and not of the
racer is the desirable thing, and the no-

of the day,

PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over

West
Liberty,
Iowa
Grinnell, and
DD
ki branche

City,

ton, Gallatin, Cameron, Leavenworth and Atchison;
Keokuk to Farmington
Independent,
Kldon,
1oosa, Pella,
Monroe, and Des Moines; Des
nes,
to Indianola and Winterset; Atlantic to Audubon
and Avoca to Harlan,
This is positively the only
Railroad which owns, controls and operates a
through line between Chicago and Kansas,
This Company own and control their Sleeping Cars,
which are inferiorto none, and
give youa double,
berth. between Chicago and Council Blufis, Leavenworth, or Atchisqp
for Two Dollars and Fifty Cents;
and a section for five Dollars, while all other lines
charge between the same poin
Dollars for
a double berth, and 8ix Dollars for a section,
What will please you most will be the pleasure of
enjoying your meals, while passing over the beautiful prairies of 1llinois and owe, in one of our magnificent Dining and Restaurant Cars that accompany
. all through Express Trains. You get an entire meal,
as good as is served in any first-class hotel, for

our Palace Cars is a SMOKING SALOON where
you can enjoy your “Havana” at all hours of the day.
Magnificent Iron Bridges span the Mississippiand
Missouririvers at all points crossed Bhs line, and
transfers are avoided at Council Bluffs, Leavenhison, connections being made in
pots.
THE PRINCIPAL R. R. CONNECTIONS OF THIS
GREAT THROUGH LINE ARE AS FOLLOWS :
ASCHICAGO, with all diverging lines for the East
and Sow
At ENGLEWOOD, with the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern and Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago R. Rds.
At WASHINGTON HEIGHTS, with Pittsburg, Cincinnati & 8t. Louis R. R.
At LA SALLE, with Illinois Central R. R.
.
AtPEORIA, with P,P. &J.; P, L.ED L BD. &W.;

111. Midland; and T., . & W. Railroads.

At ROCK ISLAND, with Western Union Ii.
Rock Island & Peoria Railroads.
At DAVENPORT, with the Davenport &
Western R. R.
At WEST LIBERTY, with the Burlington,
Rapids & Northern I, Rs
PRR.
Sr
At GRINNELL, with Central
R. R. of
Iowa.
At DES MOINES, with D. M. & Ft. DodgoR.
At CouNciL BLUFFS, with Union Pacific R.
At

OMAHA,

with

B.

&

Mo.

It. and
ak
NorthCedar
R.
R.

R. RR. R, (in Neb.)

large number of cases wholly
removed,
by the use of ‘ Compound Oxygen.” the

had often expressed a wish to die quickly,
when the time came for her to go, and the .desire was granted.
She joined heartily in the
morning worship with the family and in a few

pew revitalizing agent which is now attracting such wide attention. Our *Treat-

moments after was called to offer her devotions

ise on Compound

before the throne.
At the age of twelve years
she gave her heart to Christ, May 9, 1872, she

was baptized by lier father, Rev. Ira Day, and
united with the F. B. church at Willett, As a

At COLUMBUS JUNCTION, with Burlington, Cedar
Rapids & Northern R. R.
At OTTUMWA, with Central R. R. of Towa; St.
Louis, Kan, City & Northern and C., B. & Q. It. tas.
KEOKUK, with Toledo, Peoria and Warsaw;
At
refer separate
apartments for
different
purposes,
Wabash, and St. Louis, Keokuk & N.-W.R. Rds.
and the enormous passenger business of this line
At BEVERLY, with Kan. City, 8t. J. & C. B. R. R.
warranting it,) we are pleased to announce that this
Company runs its PALACE SLEEPING CARS for
At ATCHISON, with Atchison, Topeka & Banta Fe;
Atchison & Neb, and Cen. Br.
Union Pacific R. Rds.
Sleeping purposes, and its PALACE DINING CARS
At LEAVENWORTH, with K. P, und K. Cen. R, Rds.
for
Eating purposes.
One other great feature of
BLUFNDMS,
COUNCIL
MOINES,
DES
PEORIA,
to
throush
PALACE ©
8S are
ATCHISON and
Tickets via this Line
Whaphibibaiy the “Great Rock sland Route,” are sold by all

member of the church, und as a Christian,

A,

S000

The

These are

Tortures

being

| came and plans were changed.

of Neuralgia.

mitigated,

Oxygen” sent

Starkey & Palen, 1112 Girard
adelphia, Pa.

and

free.

in

a

Drs.

Street, Phil-

The

deceased

she

govonty-five cents ; or you ean order what you like,
and pay for what you get.
Appreciating {6 fact that a majority of the people

Tic

Se

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

lier, to know the right, settled every question.
While others turned
aside for amusement and
pleasure inconsistent with Christian life, she

With

Se

health and the ability to gather the vital

:

@bitwaries.

The school buildings of Berlin, Wis.,
are connected by telephone.
The Columbia Law School has 436 students, of whom 245 are college gradu-

useful.

ot _
nts in the
United States and Canada.
r in rmation not obininable at your home ticket office, address,
B.ST. JOHN.
KIMBALL,
Gen'l 'Tkt, and Pass’ar Abt,
g
Gen'l Superintendent,
:
Chiao 1

rn

EDUCATIONAL.

A sickly Christian: should be as unaccustomed a sight as a diseased angel, but

i

WW

HITESTOWN SEMINARY. —Spring term beging Mar. 24, 187
8 Institu
is
the largest and best in oh
a
aterate
‘Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal
2

and
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Literary Miscellany.

was ever active, ¢cnsistént

place the collegé holds in his thoughts amid all
his wanderings. We have heard of men who
were so possessed of an idea that they could not
Jeave it unrealized.and live,—of Cyrus Field,
pursuing his “ long-wandering woe” for years
through the
fogs
and marshes
of
Newfoundland, amidst discouragements that few
men would or could have endured, until at last
the Atlantic cable became a substantial fact;

and as one has watched President Cheney in his
efforts through long years to make the child of
his brain and heart a worthy representative of
Christian culture for his own denomination
and the world it has seemed as if there must be

something of the same quality in him

as in Cy-

rus Field. The college campus may perhaps be
rather more suggestive of a sheep-pasture than
of Central Park, but thuse who remember it as
it was fifteen years ago can see a change which
warrants them in believing that sometime, and
that not very far in the future, Bates will have
the finest campus of any college in Maine, one
to which the term “ classic” can be appropriately given.
:
I suppese it is not well that the flesh and
bones of an institution should develop much
faster than its soul. They certainly have. not

done so at Bates.

So long as the shade-trees re-

main unplanted, and those ominous blanks in
Dr. Cheney’s letter remain unfilled, Bates can
never be justly accused, as some other colleges
have been, of sacrificing essentials to things
merely external and non-essential.
Nevertheless we earnestly hope ere long to see the college campus covered with umbrageous elms
and maples, and, what seems to be still more

desirable,

suitable

buildings

erected

to:

three distilleries and 600

gallons

of mash

and beer.

Caucus dictation engages the attention of
the N. Y.

mildest forms,

its

** In

Zines:

the caucus system is an invasion of rights
that are essential to the excellence of representative government.
Its growth in
power has been at once an indication and
a cause of the

moral

weakness

of parties

and the decline in the character and methods of party managers.
By its tendency
to crush independent ideas of duty, it has
repelled invaluable help and lowered the
standard of party qualitications and party
service.
It has engendered
a despotism
within parties which has used tnem for
unworthy objects,and impaired their capacity for rendering proper service to the

Government and country.”
Mr. Curtis has his

mind

made

up.

In

the last Harper's Weekly, he says that
‘‘ there is no conceivable excuse for attaching the repeal of these laws, or of any

laws, to appropriation bills,

and

this

for

the simple reason, which we have heretofore
mentioned, that no law can be so oppres—

sive that 1t is not better to endure the

op-

pression until the next election than to en-

danger the peace of the country by disorganizing the government.”
The clerks of a hardware store attempt—
ed to perpetrate an April-fool joke upon
two teamsters, Tuesday
morning,
by
chaining the tailboards of their wagons
together. It was a good joke enough until
one of the teamsters unhitched
threw it into his wagon
and
Loss about $10.— Boston Post.

William

the chain,
drove off.

Harris, who took part in a

re-

meet the growing needs of the various depart”
mentsof instruction, for there is no question
but the needs in this direction are very urgent.

cent six-days walk
at Louisville, Ky.,
making 300 miles, died at that city, Thars-

The college is not thoroughly

exhaustion.
This will not surprise those
who observe the fact that there is too
much of a good
thing sometimes—the
present ‘“ pedomania,” for example.

equipped with

those buildings and appliances which
it must
have in order to do well its appointed work.

Readers
of the Star willbe glad

to

know

something of the work upon which the students have been engaged during the winter.
The term closed March 28, for a vacation of ten
days, I was talking with one of the Professors

since the term closed. He considered it the most
satisfactory and successful of any since his con,

nection with the college. There bad been the
best understanding between faculty and stu-

dents, and the most faithful work on the. part
“of the students

asa body.

The

Seniors have

day, of congestive

chills,

A Massachusetts

the

result

Workingmen's

of

costs the country

some

thousands

of dol-

lars, and the country gets in return—a
party ¢ record.’ ”
guage and literatuve with Prof. Chase. I be-,
The treasurer of a New England savings
bank forty-two years, without stealing a
lieve there is no college in New England where
cent, has just died. His death was caused
better methods are pursued or better results

been studying Psychology and Butler’s Analogy under Prof. Hayes, and the English lan-

accomplished in the study

of Literature

than

here at Bates. The Junior Class has been engaged in German with Prof. Angell, and in

Physics and Political Economy with Prof. Stanley. Prof. Stanton has had the Sophomores in
Tacitus, Prof. Rand, in General Geometry, and
Prof. Angell in French.
The Freshman Class

has had the usual studies: Latin, Greek, and
Mathematics. Those who have examined the
~Iast catalogue of the college will remember the
‘advanced requirements in mathematics.
The
work done in this departricnt is much more
extensive than formerly, and the text books

more difficult. Aside from the regula? class
work, there Buve been several public exercises,
_ three prize declamations by the Sophomores
and the annual Senior exhibition,which ocecurred on the last evening of the term.
The following parts were delivered :
Education and the State, M. C. Smart.
Wit, 8.CMoseley: The Strategy of Providence, R,F.Johonnett. ShallI go tothe Theater? C.M. Sargent.
So-

cial Equality,T. J. Bollin.

Conscience in Politics, F,

Howard, Fiction as an Educator, LL. M. Perkins. The
Spirit Giveth Life,T. M. Lombard. . Catholicism in
America, F.P, Otis. Civil
Service Reform, E. M,
Briggs.
bi

Those who listened to the prize declamations
by the Sophomores spenk of them as unusually
good, The prize was carried off by D. Me-

Gillicuddy, a graduate of the Lewiston High
School. |
7
!
i
3
A gratifying feature of the term has been
the deep religious feeling which has prevailed
among the students. Daily meetings for prayer have been holden,

_are reported.

aud

several

conversions

Friends of the students and

college should pray that this work

the

may

tinue until all have been reached.
The winter termof the Latin School

con-

closed

some two weeks ago with the usual public ex- aminations, and a public meetingof the Union

Literary Society. The Lewiston Journal spoke
of this meeting as a great ‘success, reflecting
much honor upon the students. Summer term
has already opened with ail of the old students
and a number of new ones,—between sixty and
seventy being present at the beginning of the

session.

chronic

loneliness,

growing
on him
( Wis.) Sentinel.

which

for

has

* of the college.
J

class numbers sixteen,—
years, Two of these are
beard that as many as
enter the Freshman class

YOKUN.

Hillsdale College.

Griffin ball has now a larger number of students rooming in it than at any former time
since its occupancy, sixteen rooms out of the
twenty-seven beingrented.
The standing won-

der has been that students have contented
themselves with inferior rooms at relatively
higher prices so long.——The door to the

el is now closed for service

Jast stroke of the bell.

promptly

chap-

en the

All who wish to be

présent at chapel service will have to be on

hand in time.——The following
is a list of offi-

cersof theY. M. C. A. for the ensuing quarter,
elected to-diuy: President, H. M. Ford; vice
president, Miss M. -B. Phillips;

secretary,

W.

C. Burns; treasurer, Prof. Haynes; auditor, E,
L. Latchaw ; directors, Prof. Fisk, F. L. Riggins
ses Van Valkenburgh and Gardner,
AF f
erhorn.——We are
glad to announce
the p:
it collegiate attendance is

‘en

in point of numbers and in

the excellence
of the
* raw material.”
Dethe hard “times, there has
, a larger
- the
term a year ago. - The following

shen

been

years.—Milwaukee

Secretary Sherman says that “if our
silver dollar was made equal to a gold dol-

lar, we could safely coin fifty millions or
more.”
;
:
Danbury News: * The pope has sert
5000 lires to the relief of the Hungarian
sufferers.

The

lire is a coin,

not

a

wr.

ing-machine agent.”

Cincinnati Commercial:

The

reduction

of the South to a quarter section is a work

that will be done by
of the northern,

the

superior

northwestern

growth

and

Pacific

States. After the next census all the old
slave territory will not contain one-third
the people of the United States; and in
1890, the South will be a quarter section.
Hence the misfortune in the
end, to the

South herself of the cultivation of an intense sectional spirit.
Boston
Zranscript: There’s a sign on
a new beer-cart going around town that
a Prohibitionist friend tells us,
is
marvelously
appropriate.

he
It

«¢ Hell-gate Brewery Beer. ”

thinks
reads

Congressional.

Numerous bills were introduced and referred
in the Senate, Monday, and Mr. Morrill spoke
at length against an addition to the Capitol

building for

the

accommodation

of the Con-

gressional library, advocating the construction
of a separate edifice instead.
The House was
not in session.——The political debate on the
army appropriation bill was resumed in the
House, Tuesday, and was participated in by
Messrs. Muldrow and Chalmers, of Mississippi, who replied to the remarks made by General Garfield on Saturday, and by
Messrs.
Frye and Belford, the
Maine Congressman
making an effective speech In opposition to
the contemplated revolutionary legislation of
the Democrats.
Mr. Hurd, of Ohio, also

spoke at length in favor of the
proposed rider
to the bill.
The discussion at times was quite
lively. After a brief discussion the Senate
passed the bill, appropriating $200,000 for the
construction of a refrigerating ship to be used
in disinfecting vessels and cargoes from yellow
fever ports. This was the only business trans-

acted.——The

debate on the army

tion bill was continued in the House,

The present Senior
the largest for several
young ladies. I have
six or eight girls will

very

by

day, after anagreement
discussion at three

rangement, however,

to

o’clock,

close

appropria-

the general

Friday.

will not

Wednes-

This ar-

interfere with

the continuation of the debate under the fiveminute rule. Five Democrats spoke,Wednes-,
day, in favor of repeal and :three Republicans
against, and at
ay’s session an unusually
interesting discussion is expected, the speakers announced being Proctor Knott, General
Hawley, ex-Seceretary Robeson und Mr. Weave

er, a Greenbacker.

In the Senate,the majority

and minority reports in the case of Senator
Bell of New Hampshire, were submitted, the
former against and the latter in favor of his

‘admission.——Thursday’s entire session of the

House was devoted to a further discussion of
the army appropriation bill, The
principal
8
hes were made by Messrs. Robeson of
New Jersey, and. Blackburn of Kentucky, the
latter defining the position of the Democratic

party on. the pending question, and declaring
with emphasis that the intention was to sweep
from the statute books
legislation enacted by

every vestige of war
the Republicins, The

remarks of Mr. Robeson were
close attention, and clearly

listened to with

voiced the determi-~

nation of the minority not to yield an inch to
the revolutionary designs of the Democrats.

The Senate discussed briefly the reports in the
case of Senator Bell -of New Hampshire, but

without taking
action thereon adjourned till
Monday,——The long debate in the House on
the ‘army

appropriation

]
h
afternoon.

bill

was

carried

Friday and concluded on Saturday
The measure, with the political

Tt amen foe Tome

rhe

tats Y. M. C. A. is ex
‘an exce|

hristian- students. — ertid,
+

a

ANE LAMBS.

L.,

corn, bran,

meal

or oats ?

best to feed their dams on ”

Reply.

Also,

Green-

in Rhode, Island, Wednesday, by

a

larger majority than last year,
Peru and Bolivia have concluded an offensive and defensive alliance, and both countries have declared war against Chili.
Dr. Charles Jewett, the widely-known temperance lecturer, who has been ill all winter of

|-

1f the ewes are well fed the lambs

heart disease died at Norwich,Thursday morning, in his 72d year.
The wind got rather fast on Mt. Washington, Tuesday evening, blowing at the rate of
182 miles an hour—only four miles less [than
the highest on record.
A severe wind-storm, Thursday, destroyed
several houses at Brown Summit, N. C. Fences
were blown down, trees uprooted and great
damage generally done.
One boy was Killed
and several persons were injured by the falling timber.

Bum)

and Domestic.
R.

H.

HAINES.

HINTS FOR PLANTING AND GROWING.

-

Within the last yedr or two, an unusually
Jarge number of new grapes have made their
appearance.
Some of these varieties reveal
such qualities of rare excellence, that a short
description of them will perhaps be-read with
interest.
A feature, worthy of notice, is, that
the white varieties form a large proportion of

these newer

kinds,

We

To sTOP BLOOD.

and bind it close upon

PUP

In addition to its desirability

for home

use, it is thought that it will also prove of. value for market purposes,
as fruit dealers in
New York city, upon seeing these clusters,
have remarked * that such grapes should sell
at 50 cents a pound.”
This is perhaps too
high an estimate to put upon them, as there
are so many of these new large white grapes
appearing, that the prices probably could. not
be kept up to those figures very long.
The
vines are hardy, and of healthy habits of
growth.
Brighton.
This is a fine new red grape,
whose qualities are probably more generally
known.
The fruit is of an unusually delicate

flavor, with thin skin, and very little pulp, resembling in this respect some of our hot

grapes.

The vines have

house

sumething

of the

habits of the
Concord,” are of hardy and
vigorous growth, and at times very productive. The fruit ripens a little earlier than
that variety.

Moore’s

Early. Sometimes known

by the

name of the New $50 Prize Grape,is attracting
considerable attention at present. This prize was
awarded it not long ago by the Mass, State Horticutural Society as being the ** best new seedling’ The fruit is black with
a rich bluish
bloom, and of extra large size, equaling the
¢ wilder”in this respect. It ripens from two
to three weeks earlier than the ‘ Concord,”
and is fully its equal if not its superior in
quality.
oH

Lady.

This new white grape is receivipg a

well merited welcome, and is being planted
out
quite largely throughout the country.
The berries are ‘of good size, of very good
quality, and ripen quite early inthe season.
The vines are sufficiently hardy to stand our

severe winters, when given the same protection that is afforded to other out-door grapes.
Talman, . Worden's Seedling and Linden
are large

sized

black

grapes,

having

their

distinetivé merits. Diana and Delaware are
good red varieties, that do not here require
a description.

5

"The cultivation of the grape is very simple,
and by following out a few plain directions at
the commencement, almost any one can grow

them sufficiently well for home use. Any good
soil that is adapted

to

suitable if not too wet.

garden

vegetables, is

Hardly any one in this

land needs feel he that must do without them,
as customers living in the most distant States

write me that the vines sent to them through

the
n Greenback members united with the
Democrats in securing the result, three voted
with the Republicans in opposition, and one
was absent. The bill (with the exception of

one-shoot to grow. Late in the fall this should
be trimmed back one half, or to within from
18 to 24 inches of the ground.
The second

constitutional right to send troops into a State
to quell insurrection at the request of the
Governor or Legisluture thereof) is the same as
was adopted at the last session. . The House
transacted no other business,and adjourned to
Tuesday,

to grow. The vine will by that time
under
full headway, and in bearing condition: Certainly this treatment is very simple, and those
in the city, as well as those in the country, can
easily practice it.
Suugertics-on-Hudson, N, Y.

season two or three shoots

may

»
|

be

permitted

.

No 1 and extra white;

a23

@

4746

¥

35 @ 8)%¢

for

1b is an extreme range, and it 18

choice lots over 17c ¥ 1b.”

Fair to

off slowly at 12 @

lb.

No

15¢

#

difficult

to

sell

new moves

Old

the way from 6 @ 12)4¢ # 1b,

Butter

has

no

bat 12¢ is now conei:l-

ered an outside price for the best old dairy stock.
CHEESE. —We retain 7 @ 8c as a top range, but
Plenty of good Cheese c.n be bought at 5 @ 6c ¥
pound.
EGes.—Eastern at 14% @ 15c; Northern at 14
143c; and Western at 18 @ 18% ¥ dozen.
BEANS. —Choice Pea have been selling at $1 50
$1 55, for Western and $1 55 4 $1 60 ¥bn for Northern. Choice Medinms $135 @ $1 40 ¥ brshel,
POTATOES.—There has been an easier tendency
in Potatoes. Early Rose have been in good sup-«

| 44 with sales of

Maine Central at 90

@

95c,

and

is av outside for Houlton stock. Northern
Rose have been sellingfat 9c # bu. Prolifics
command
80 @ x5¢c ¥ bu. Beedlings are in good
da
at 8c ¥ bu. Jackson s are dull, with

sales at 65 @ 70c, and

0c.

is an extreme

price.

Garnets will command 75 @ 20c,
ated choice 10 § lve

¥ Ib.

.

MAPLE SUGAR & SYRUP.—Choice
been

selling at 12 @ 13¢

choice sm»]l
Price.

Old

cakes

will

# 1b,

only

command

in tubs has been selling

trade in Pork,

and prices are barely maintained.
Sales of extra
rime have ranged from 29 @ 2925; mess &11 a
1125; Boston clear at §12 @ $13 60; and backs
at $13 @ 13 50 ¥ bbl. Nothing of consequence doin r in Western clear.
;
BEEF.—The market his been steady. with sales
of Western mess and extra mess at $950 @ £11;
and extra plate at $1150 @ $12 ¥ bbl.

been

an

tendency, with sales of Western at 8

Boston at 7X @ Sx ec # 1b.

Faucy

nly $10 per 100 copies;

Gospel

NURSERY

Over 2,000.000 pigs were
slaughtered in
Prussia in 1878.
Over two million tons of ice have been stored
on the Hudson river this season.
The
Maine Legislature has
appropriated
$40,000 for the State farm.
The orange crop of Florida is 50,000 barrels
greater the present than last year,

to thrive

when

«Words only, 8 per 100; 6. Cents by mail

192 pages.

{ Easter

mailed

free on application.

@ Sie,

in

will

OLX

River Nursery,

In Indiana farmers are hiring hands for the

BE

Over 36,000,000 pairs
of striped stockings
were made, soldand worn last year in the

RY

C

T

Send for Free
6tl4

United States.

Some 40,000,000 feet of logs ureto be driven
down the river over Bellows Falls this sea-

29

"B!GLOW &

or 3,000,000

BUCKEYE
BELL
Bells of Pure Copper and

R

of

sare

ware

J
Caswell’s Slippery Elm Lozenges.
For Coughs, Colds, and all affections of the Throat
.and Lungs. Consumptives
will find them sooth
ing and healing; use them freely.
In traveling,
the Church, Concert and Lecture room, don’t fail
to use them. Always have them by your bedside;
two or three

After providing for two

bachelor brothers, Mr. Graves leaves the remainder of the estate, from $12.000 to -$15.000,
to school district No. 5, at Presumpscot Falls,
Falmouth,
for the proper education. of the
young of both sexes.
cha
The willow is fast becoming a rival to the
eucalyptus for its anti-malarial properties.
In
the region of Asia Minor, about Ephesus, the
prevalence of malaria has steadily diminished
as the tree’has been introduced.
Through the
efforts of Mr. Van Lennep, Swedish Consul
at Smyrna, the willow is now
extensively
grown in districts which Were treeless twenty

Elm Lozenges in
&i ve them Sli
abundance.
Large ofr cents,
Sent by mail,
postage paid, to any part of the U. S., upon re-

ceipt—of price:
prietors.

Best

cular...
.

Jacksonville, Fla., is thinking of starting a ricecleaning factory.
A new leather-board factory is to be started at

and

BEFORE

N.

WARNER BRO'S CORSETS
Received the Righest Meda! atthe recert

PARIS
over

iston (aie)

machine works is in use,

106 is employed.
work.
HY,

and

a ve

The foundry is orowaen
4

It is reported that the Pacific Mail and Central

10 write me
of

before

Imitators.

made,

BUYING

A

buying

{120 hones
‘arranied

hips.

competitors,

HIP

Their

CORSET,

fits with perfect ease. and ia
not to break down ever the

Price by mall, $1.25.

Heme
attri he Tame Heat ich
issoft and flexible and contains no bones,
eld

mall, $1.50,

Nursing Carsets,

For Sale by leading Merchants

A RNER

BRO'S, 351

Broadway,

N.Y.

Sawing off a Leg,

"N
This SAW MACHINE is a wonderful in.
vention. The weight of the man who is
' sawing does half of the work. It saws logs
of any size, and will saw off a 2

upRe

elsewhere.

Ie-

DANIEL

F.

Address,

Circulars free.

{tloeow

THE MORNING
TerMS:

foot log

in

Address, Wm.

STAR

$2.50 per year; or,if paid in ad-

vance, $2,20.
!
:
Each subscriber will please notice the
of payment on the label of his paper, and
allow it to be in arrears.
The Star is not discontinued when the
expires for which it is paid unless persons
quest it; and it is discontinued when it
been one year in arrears.
:

BOOK CONCERN, Cincinnati, Ohio, or Oskaleosa,
and OLIVER DITSO N & Co., Boston, Mass.

COMB

‘We give here afew
illustrations of Ornamental Work made
with
our
Honey-"
Comb Spirals,
The
Spirals are delicate
shavings of wood in
various eolors, which
éan be Susily
ade
into Boxes,
Baskets,

reens, Frames,

.

=n

date
not
time
rehas

>

Iowa,
13t14

°

7

|

Wall

Pockets, and otherar~
ticles of utility and
ornament too numer-

ous to mention.
As the cost of the
material is trifling

duets,
construction simple i
will
aford old” wd

tu

oung pleasing
emPloyment. Fail fastrotion and 4
fen post-paid a pac
of 195

ay
or
eisure Hou

LT

tho; published at $1 per year; 10 cents

ROYAL BASING
~ Abselutely Pure.

The Royal Baking

total, $1,200—all" of which was stopped by
three bottles of Hop Bitters taken by my wife,
‘who has done her own housework for a year
since without the loss of a'day; and I want
everybody to know it for their
benefit.”
“ JoHN WEYKS, Butler, N, Y,

EXPOSITION,

American

In use 10 yrs.

Washington, N. J.

Pacific
road are negotiating for the sale by the
former of its Australian line to the railroad com-,
pany.
=
“ To sum it up, six long yearsof bed-ridden
sickness and su ering,
sting $200 per year,

all

FLEXIBLE

H,

cheapest

$135, and
to $440.

‘HON

de

The drive on the Rackett river, St. Lawrence
county, New York, will make 87,500,000 feet of
lumber.
The Lackawanna Iron and Coa) Company have
doubled their steel mill force at Scranton,
Pa., to
meet the increased demand for that article. y
The Portland, Me., rolling-mills are running
day and night, with orders for three months
ahead. There are now employed in the mills 150
men.
The Canadian lumbermen say the past winter
has been one of the most favorable on record for
getting out timber and saw logs.
Every
available space in the works of the LewJaf e

153

DODGE,

N, D. BATTERSON,
Buffalo, N. Y.

CENTRAL

for California.

ent.

CASWELL-& €O,; Boston, Pro-

For sale by all Druggists.

A new and choice collection of sparkling,
bright,.
Songs for the Sunday-school
So oid and Praise
Gives perfect satisfaction wherever used. Price, 80 cts.; ’ $3.00 per doz. ;
per 100,
By J. H. ROSECRANS. A very choice collection of ,8. 8. Music, mostly
PEARLY
GATES.
new, and adapted to pe
the nee 8 of the Sunday-Schools, Prayer-meeting
ome Circle. Every Sunday-School can affor
Price 25 cts. ; $2.50 per doz. $20 per 100.
MORNING
STAR.
§ 3 KNOW LES SHAW
The lst and best workby the late Knowles
shining
uthor of 8
revivalist,
successful
\
earls, Golden Gate, ele. Price 85 cts.; $3.60 per doz. ; $30 per 100.
SEanling Jewels, Siting
You will make no mistake in adopting either of these books, BA copy of either sent by mail on receipt of price, or one of each for 75 cts.
Specimen pages free, Address
y

Notes.

lately

dose

ngs.

Nearly all Pittsburg’s glass furnaces are again
in operation.
Amesbury, Mass, is filling large carriage orders

mills,

Don't

1670
SUNDAY
SCHOOL
MUSIC
BOOKS,
1670
GOSPEL ECHOES, 12s: mares,

years ago.

woolén

when

will
stop
Especia 11y
adapted
to

Ware, Window Glass, Mirrors, Marble, Paint, &c.
This is the most convenient and effective prepara. | REMITTANCES
must be made in montion for these J poses ever offered to the public.
ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
It may be used even by inexperienced help with
entire safety, as it contains nothing that can possi- registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please
bly injure the finest plate or jewelry.
Many
of
designate their STATE, as well as town, and
our largest Manufacturers and Importers of Sil
ver and Plated Ware have used this Soap, and give
both the old and new address when they
have given it their unqualified approval,
order a change in the direction of their paper.
CAUTION.
The original and only: genuine
The Star foes to
press Tuesday morning,
Silver Soapls known world-wide as the INDEXIfor insertion ought to be
CAL BILVER SOAP, and is the only
proper and communieations
here
on
Saturday
previous.
thing to use for tleaning Silver, Electro Plated
Address,
Rev. I. D, STEWART,
Goods, Marble, Jewelry, Statuary,
&c. Made only
DOVER, N. H.
by ROBINSON BROS. & CO., Boston.
12t11

Mr. Crispus Graves, who died in Deening,
Me., recently, left a fortune estimated at from

(Tenn.)

taken

fruit

INDEXICAL SILVER SOAP
For Cleaning and Polishing Silver and Plaited

Farmers in the eastern part of Pennsylvania
find it very profitable to raise their own trout,
and have large quantities to spare for market.
The trout pond on a farm is becoming as common as an orchard.

stroyed by fire, are to be rebuilt.
\
The imports of dry goods at New York during
the week were $1,819,896.
Straw hat making is one of the flourishing industries at Newark, N. J.
x
Chicago is rejoicing in an immense spring
trade.
3 The oat crop in Mississippiis said to be excel-

-

mens
talogues

Nashua,

New Pianos,
$125,
New
Organs,
$635,

BEATTY,

the grounds before the next exhibition.

Lewiston, Me.
The Memphis

UNDRY

VANDUZ

Do not fail to send for my latest 20: page Tllustrat
ed Newspaper with much valuable information

on chestnuts und vegetables.
It is announced that the Iowa State Fair has
been permanently located
at Des Moines.
Thirty thousand dollars will be expended on

Business

Ti

hole;
WARR

come

produce

S & Baskets.

READER!"

Free.
wards.

people in France who eat no bread, subsisting

$15,000to $20,000.

Publishers,
76 Eust Ninth St.
NEW YURR.

GILES, 696 ‘W. 6th St, Cincinnati, Ohio,

last year

;

There are said to be 2,000,000

MAIN,

73 Randolph Street,
CHICAGO.

2 minutes.

for Kaman food was 11,319 or 700 more than in
(RN

3.

If you can not find them at the nearest
Musie Store or Bookseller's send to

and

bags

son.

3

No.

8t15

year at from $12 to $18 per month.

The number of horses sold in Paris

Annual

easier

earlier and of better flavor than those
grown
further South.
Desenipiive
Merrimac

#10 per dozen; $1 by mail.

Six beautiful Carols for Easter, $4 per «00; Cts,
by mail.
;

STOCK.

transplanted,

3.

Palmer’s Book of Anthms.

Choicest and hardiest varieties grown in New
England. Apple, Pear, Peach, Plum and Cherry
trees. Small
fruits, Evergreen, Shrubs ind Roses
a specialty. New und standard varietiCs of Straw.
berries,
Raspberries and Blackberries; hardy
Grape vines.
Trees,
plants, shrubs and vines
grown in central New
England are more certain

ple sauce to England.

id Cents by mail.

No.

With Music, $30 per 100; 85 Cents by mail.

mand 94 @ 9c ¥ 1b.
LARD.—Prices are easier, with sales of Western
steam at 65 @ 6Xc, and City at6X @ ic # 1b.

SP

Hymns

¥

PORK.—There has been a light

bas

115 Songs with Music, for the Sunday School.

very

6 § To

@ $1¢ ¥ ton,

HAMS.—There

MUSIC.

Service.

the outside

at

is in hght supply and selling at 811

SMOKED

SACRED
Hymn

new in cakes

bat

b. New Syrup is in liberal receipt, with sales at
75 @ $c ¥ gal. us to quality.
HAY AND STRAW.—The market is largely supplied with rair to glad Northern Hay, which sells
slowly at $12 @ $14 ¥ ton. Choice commands $15,
and an extra load would go higher, but for most
of the receipts §15is an extreme price. Rye Swaw

till

Song and Chorus, with Piano accompaniment,
Mailed on receipt of 85 Cents,

2 whe,

established price. Holders are anxious to sell
and dre ready to accent almost anything that buy.
ers are willing to give. Salesfhave
be n made all

has

| Latest Things in Music!
SHEET MUSIC.
¢ Where is my Boy To«Night 1”

by;

mostly at 85¢ on track; anu 33% @ 34c ¥ bu for No
3 white and No 2 mixed,
y
RYE. —64 @ 65¢ ¥ bu.
.
Nl
FRED.—Shorts and Fine Feed have been selling
at $14 50; $15; and Middlings at 16 ¥ ton,
BUTTER.—For the be:1 new dairy lots 17 @ 18¢c ¥

Texas promises a big fruit crop.
The New Lebanon Shakers are®shipping ap-

is a

seedling of the ** Concord,” is equally as large,
and has the merit of ripening somewhat ear-

S00 @ 575
0 a 600
ART
| TT

Cory.~Mixed and yellow-ab-46

Gooseberries do well in Cunada. -

reader will understand that I can only describe these, and others of the newer fruits, as
they appear upon my own grounds or in the
localities where they have been tested.
With
the older varieties,hewever, it is very different,
as the constant correspondence of my numerous
patrons keeps me pretty well informed as to the
success obtained in the widely separated local
ties in which they are being grown.

This beautiful white grape

Illinois...
St. Louis
Southern, tamil

and steamer Corn ranges from 45 @ 46¢’¥ bu.
OATS.—The sales have ranged from 36 @ 88¢ for

the

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists,

ITEMS,

as every

now be enabled to form a much more pleasing
contrast, by combining the red and black "varieties with these rich white clusters.
The

lier.

and

ab
S00 @ 550

Rye Flour....coxvviii ashi
25 @ 360
Oat Meal, WeBtero...coecissisiannns esa
ld 50 @ HOO
seene B25 @ 550

leather,

CINCINNATI, O., March 17, 1877.
MR, H. R. STEVENS,
Dear Sir: Ihave been a great sufferer from
Kidne complaint; and after the use of a few bottlesof Vegetine I find myself entirely cured. I
ined sixteen
pounds in flesh while taking the
'egetine. I will cheerfully recommenddt.
Yonrs truly,
W.T. ARCHER
No0.330 West Sixth Street.

7 @ 59

Michigan
Indiana. .

Corn Meal,¥ bbl...

dust of tea,

wound,

WHEATS.

Ohio. vues

the strength is out of the herb, then strain it
off and add a teaspoonful of fine sale. Wring
cloths out of the liquid as hot as possible, and
spread over the part affected.
It acts liks a
charm.
Change the éloths as soon as cold till
the pain is all gone; then cover up till perspiration is
over. to prevent taking cold.
Rheumatism can often be relieved by application to the painfulparts.of cloths wet in a weak
solution of sal-soda in water.
If there is in“flammation in the joints the cure is very quick;
the wash needs to be lukewarm.

owner of a garden can now row these beantifal
clusters, which rival in
size and appear
“ance of berry those that are grown indoors,
under glass.
Those who have an eye fo the
tasteful arrangement of the [ruit-dish, will

Belinda.

WINTER

blood will soon cease to flow.
These articles
arc all at times accessible,and easy to be obtained. After the blood'has ceased to flow, Jandanum
may be advantageously applied to the wound.
NEURALGIA AND RHEUMATISM.
A very
simple relief for neuralgia is to boil a small

are certainly to be

congratulated that this is the case,

the

@ 550

Patents, choice...... cesscrnavenrsnseen
$700 @ 750
Patents, common £0 g00d......
00 @ 650

though the leaves

Take the fine

venesd25

Minnesota and Wisconsin, faney........025 @ S00

are good till they are dry, when they lose
their strength, The root is best when it is
green.
The person who will use it freely just
before beginning to speak will not be troubled
with hoarseness.
or the scraping of the inside of tanned

WHEATS.

Minnesota, bakers........

relief in .most obTheroot, of course,

virtue,

MARKETS.

SPRING

Horseradish

handful of lobelia in half a pint of water

- POPULAR NEW GRAPES.
BY

possesses the most

invariably

Western superfing...cceuviiieinnenes
i, $300 @ 825
Common extras. cvesissnsssneensissnsend70 @ 425
Wisconsin..iivaee
wenn
d 00 @ 450

REMEDIES.
will afford instantaneous
stinate cases of hoarseness.

almost

Kidney Complaints.

in

¢Breawmn's

Quincy Market, Boston.

oO
> -0-&

FOR HOARSENESS.

often results

Diseask.

SATURDAY, April 5.
Reported by HILTON BROS $ CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
Saxe, beans,
dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3

sene-oil in equal parts.

REMEDY

neglect

Boston Produce Report.

what is the

The Szgeden (Hungary) dams
are to be
raised, and the restoration of the city begun in
June.
A grain of powder from Noblinggs gun was
and lambs will help very much.
0
recently extracted” from Emperor William’s
LICE FroM HENS.
A. B.A., Scioto, N. Y.,
;
head,
writes : ** I have a lot of 30 calves,stabled. The
Professor E. D. Cope of Philadelphia has re.
stable is large,well lighted,and warm. The hair
ceived a medal from the British Geological Sobas come off the calvesin ‘spots all over them,
ciety,
and the spots resemble a large wart; surfiuce
Mme. Elizabeth Patterson Bonaparte died
rough. We at first used kerosene, mixed with
on Friday afternoon at her home in Baltimore,
water,and afterward used sulphur for lice. Have
Md., aged 94.
Jost two of the calves. We have d Targe nirmber
Mrs. Emma D. E. N. Southworth says that
of hens in the same stable, Can you name the
she has written constantly ever since she wus
disease, and advise as to treatment ?
fifteen years old; she is now at work on her
Reply.
Itis more than probable that the
hens are the cause of the mischief, and that
sixtieth novel.
they
have
made
the calves lousy.- This is not
The Indiana Senate was opposed to Sunday
infrequently the case when fowls are kept ih
shaves, and refused, 23 to 22, to allow barbar
stable.
Horses have heen known to die from
shops to keep open to Sunday customers.
:
the irritation thus inflicted. The only remedy
The rinderpest has spread to 160 villages in
is to remove the fowls or the calves to other
quarters: to give each calf a teaspoonful of
Bohemia, and the infected points are surroundsulphur daily for two or three weeks and to
ed by military forces.
rub the skin, and especially the rough spots,
The whole Republican State ticket was rewith a mixture of sulphur, lard, and kero-

elected

and

Sore Throat requires

as

Lung

THE

will usually be fat enough on their dam's milk.,
The ewes may be fed on a mixture ofcorn,rye,
buckwheat, and oats, and one pint a day, or
twice a day if necessary, may be given.
The
lambs will soon take a little finely-ground oatmeal, and if a place is
provided
where they.
can get access by themselves to a small feeding-trough containing a supply of the meal,
they will soon take a considerable quantity of
it. Some early grass ina warm spot for ewes

will meet at Council Bluffs, May 21.

Cold or

attention,

incurable

Bronchial Troches” will
give relief. 23¢. a box,

over the

wich, Prince William County, Va., asks:
Which is the best, to feed this spring's lambs
on to push them for early market—cracked

the mails reach them in safety, Plant out in
March, April, or May, setting the vines either
‘rider attached, was passed by twenty-six majority, the vote standi ng 148 to 122. Eleven’ of | 8 or 10 feet apart. The first season allow only

an amendment acknow ledging the President’s

some

;

FEEDING EWES

Paris has a medical daily.
Roscoe Conkling is fifty-one.
The inerease in the natienal debt during the
month of March was $892,724.17,
Convict labor in Sing Sing prison in March
netted New York $2220.
The Democratic State convention of Iowa

ciation has just been formed in Boston.
The Herald thinks that the. organization

Scotland ever were.”
There is altogether too much truth in
the cynicism of the Springfield. Republicun: * Each daily session of Congress

bands.

Miscellaneous.

Asso-

will be ready to split by the 4th of July.
¢ The Labor Reformers in this State are as
fond of dividing as the Presbyterians
of

sticky substance left may be smeared

A Cough,
immediate

Asthma

"aa

moonshiners,

Atlanta, Ga., captured three

and Race streets.

Colds,

=m

" Athenians? The President’s more recent communication from Vienna shows how large a

bloodshed. Officer Mason captured eight
in Orange county after a little scrimmage
with the law-breakers.
On the previous
of
Saturday, Collector Andrew Clark,

Fourth

Coughs,

Price 35 and 75 cts.

iq

the grent apostle himself, have been listening to
that recitation of Paul’s address to the ancient

prevent

to

retreat

to

had

but

on

-completely ruining many, while others were
partially saved by the exertions of the fire
buildings in all were
men. About twenty
burned, and the loss will not fall short of $1exceed that sum.
possibly
000,000, and may
One man was killed and several injured by
fulling walls,

quantity

of mash and beer. In Anson county, N.
C., Officer Pennington captured four sti.ls
recently,

the structures

It cures

Consumption,

adem
gi

Perhaps it was not so solitary, after all, for
may not * a great crowd of witnesses,’ even

out in th e building on the corner of Crown
Burring
and Race streets, occupied by thePa.
Machine Works, and rapidly communicated to

ern times.

ub

Doctor's solitary service of Cristian worship.

tured four distilleries and a large

property

fire broke,

more

A

Hill was not only thoroughly characteristic, but
made some of us feel as if a new sacredness
had been given to the memorable spot by the

The

are

miraculous than anything that has existed in mod.

als

count of that Sunday morning spent on Mars

“destroying

valued -at nearly $1,000,000,

streets,

yet the cures

Balsam

ob

His ac-

tour.

Cheney whileon his European

copper stills, 119 mash tubs, 7400 gallons
of mash, 210 of singlings and 26 of whisky. His party rode 292 miles on horseback, were ambushed 8 and shot at 40
times, but without effect.
In the same
county, Collector Cooper has recently cap-

Fourth

passed,

eel

The Lewiston readers of the Star have been
glad to see an occasional letter from President

6

distilleries,

10

with

together

Sunday,

and

has

Gh

county,

Philadelphia,

ce

The age of miracles

made by Adamson’s Botanic

' From the N.Y, Times.
;
+ COST OF PRINTERS’ INK.
‘ Farmer.”—
Printers’ ink is worth about 8 cents per pound
for the
cheapest quality,
which is good
‘enough for the purpose of smearing’ the paper
bands which are placed around trees to repel,
canker-worms.
As a substitute for the ink,old
rubber shoes may be melted down,and the

several

for

»d

be

College.
LEWISTON, ME., April 4.

Crown,

pot

hl

Bates

hourson

1879.

FARM TOPICS.

Latest News.
conflagration

A serious

George W. Atkinson, revenue agent at
Morristown;
Tenn.,
returned Tuesday
from a raid in Hancock county, in which
he captured 7 of the worst outlaws in the

"EDUCATIONAL.

3

9,

-

Hews Summary.
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CURRENT EVENTS.
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120

Powder

is a

Cream

ot Tarter

made from. pure Grape Cream

ils power direct from tho wins disirict of France.. An old ex-

Tarter, impérted exclusively fo

perienced
ouse-keeper y writes
that, a
ough she has to pay a
ies more for the ** Royal,”
n
.
6 much farther and woi ks much Better than
saleratus,
4 OF opeatn of tartar.
» Terra Alba, eto.
=> Most of the Cream of 1 artarof commerce, is adultrated with,
Doctors pronounce Alum most dangerous to health; 1t costs but two cents a pound,

* Cream of Tartar over
80 cents,

The Royal Bakie Powder is rec
Dr. Mott, New York; Dr. . 8, Daba

|

es,

Boston,

Sold

only

in cans..

All Grocers.

BE

\ [==g BAKING POWDER should never
be £old in inc packages, as it becomes stale and!
eteriorates upon exposure to the asmosphere,

;

